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Abstract
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) typically has diﬃculties with less-resourced
languages even with homogeneous data. In this thesis we address the application of
Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT) methods to overcome some of these
diﬃculties. We adopt three alternative approaches to tackle these problems focusing
on two poorly-resourced translation tasks (English–Bangla and English–Turkish).
First, we adopt a runtime approach to EBMT using proportional analogy. In ad-
dition to the translation task, we have tested the EBMT system using proportional
analogy for named entity transliteration. In the second attempt, we use a compiled
approach to EBMT. Finally, we present a novel way of integrating Translation Mem-
ory (TM) into an EBMT system. We discuss the development of these three diﬀerent
EBMT systems and the experiments we have performed. In addition, we present an
approach to augment the output quality by strategically combining EBMT systems
and SMT systems. The hybrid system shows signiﬁcant improvement for diﬀerent
language pairs.
Runtime EBMT systems in general have signiﬁcant time complexity issues es-
pecially for large example-base. We explore two methods to address this issue in
our system by making the system scalable at runtime for a large example-base
(English–French). First, we use a heuristic-based approach. Secondly we use an
IR-based indexing technique to speed up the time-consuming matching procedure
of the EBMT system. The index-based matching procedure substantially improves
run-time speed without aﬀecting translation quality.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“. . . translation is a ﬁne and exciting art, but there is much about it that
is mechanical and routine.”
Martin Kay (1997)
In the past two decades, Machine Translation (MT) has shown very promising results
particularly using Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) techniques. The success of
an SMT system mostly depends on the amount of parallel corpora available for the
particular language pair. Large amounts of parallel resources (OPUS (Tiedemann
and Nygaard, 2004), Europarl (Koehn, 2005), etc.) are available for the dominant
languages of the world (English and other European languages). Developing such
language data involves a lot of time, money and other resources, but such investment
serves to increase the prominence and power of these languages and ignores the less
dominant, minority languages (O'Baoill and Matthews, 2000). There exist a large
number of languages which suﬀer from the scarcity of reasonably good amounts of
parallel corpora, e.g., Indic languages, sign languages etc. Some of these languages
(Hindi, Bangla/Bengali, etc.) are leading languages of the world in terms of number
of speakers but are very poorly resourced (very little machine-readable parallel text
exists).
Many SMT frameworks have shown low translation scores for these poorly re-
1
sourced languages (Islam et al., 2010; Khalilov et al., 2010). It is often the case that
domain-speciﬁc translation is required to tackle the issue of scarce resources (Nieen
and Ney, 2004). However, Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT) systems
perform better with homogeneous domain-speciﬁc data (Armstrong et al., 2006)
especially when the amount of available resources is limited (Denoual, 2005). Al-
though both SMT and EBMT systems are corpus-based approaches to MT, each of
them has their own advantages and limitations. Typically, an SMT system works
well when signiﬁcant amounts of training data (i.e. parallel bilingual corpora) are
available for the language pair. An SMT system has the advantage of incorporat-
ing a statistical language model (typically derived from a large monolingual corpus)
directly into the system which improves the ﬂuency of the translation, something
which is absent from the majority of traditional EBMT systems. However, an excep-
tion can be found in the Pangloss EBMT system (Brown and Frederking, 1995) that
uses a statistical language model in the target language but, unlike todays SMT-
based systems, the Pangloss system has no bilingual statistical model to estimate
the closeness of the translation given the source text. In addition, SMT systems use
many features (e.g. phrase translation probabilities, word reordering probabilities,
lexical weighting, etc.) which are extracted from data during training, within a sta-
tistical framework. In contrast, EBMT approaches, in general, lack a well-formed
or well-deﬁned probability model and restrict the use of statistical information dur-
ing the translation process. However, EBMT approaches can be developed with
fewer examples (Somers, 2003) compared to the amounts of training data needed
in general by an SMT system;1 furthermore, an EBMT system works well when
training and test sets are quite close in nature (Marcu, 2001a) (sharing of surface
words/phrases and similarity in grammatical structure of the sentences). This is be-
cause EBMT systems search the source side of the example-base for close matches
to the input sentences and obtain corresponding target segments at runtime. These
1A notable exception was reported in (Popović and Ney, 2006). They showed that SMT can
achieve acceptable translation accuracies using a small amount of parallel data (including dictio-
nary, phrase book).
2
target segments are reused during recombination.
EBMT is often linked with the related concept of “Translation Memory” (TM).
TM and EBMT have in common the idea of reusing examples from already exist-
ing translations. The main diﬀerence between EBMT and TM is that TM is an
interactive tool for human translators, while EBMT is a fully automatic translation
technique. EBMT generally uses a sentence-aligned parallel text as the primary
source of data. TMs additionally make use of terminology databases and precom-
puted subsentential translation units. TM reduces the data sparsity problem using
these additional resources. Further details on TM technology are outlined in Section
2.3.
Keeping these points in mind, it is important to be able to develop a reasonably
good quality MT system based on limited amounts of data. It is often the case
that EBMT systems produce a good translation while SMT systems fail and vice
versa (Dandapat et al., 2010b). In order to eﬀectively use both approaches, we
employ a combination of both EBMT and SMT to improve translation accuracy.
Although MT is our primary goal, we conduct an experiment on named entity (NE)
transliteration2 using one of our EBMT systems, the motivation being to showcase
the power of EBMT for a task similar to MT.
1.1 Research Questions
The state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT approach has proven to be the most success-
ful MT approach in MT competitions e.g. NIST,3 WMT,4 IWSLT5 etc. However,
the problem of low translation accuracy has been encountered for many language
pairs especially those with fewer resources (Islam et al., 2010; Khalilov et al., 2010).
2NEs are essentially names of persons, locations and organizations. NE transliteration (Knight
and Graehl, 1998) is deﬁned as phonetic translation of names across languages which play a sig-
niﬁcant role in many NLP and Information Retrieval systems.
3National Institute of Standards and Technology: http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/
tests/mt/
4Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation. http://www.statmt.org/wmt11/
5International Workshop on Spoken Language Translation. http://www.iwslt2011.org/
3
SMT systems discard the actual training data once the translation model and lan-
guage model have been estimated. This further leads to their inability to guarantee
good quality translations for sentences which closely match those in the training
corpora. EBMT systems are capable of learning translation templates which are
anticipated to be useful in overcoming some of the diﬃculties encountered by SMT
systems, such as long-distance dependencies. EBMT systems are particularly good
at capturing long-distance dependencies and at maintaining the linked relationships
between source and target texts, through the use of these templates. We therefore
raise the ﬁrst research question of this thesis:
(RQ1) Can we exploit EBMT approaches to build better quality MT systems
compared to purely SMT-based systems when working with limited resources?
TM is widely used in computer-aided translation (CAT) systems to assist pro-
fessional translators. CAT systems segment the input text to be translated and
compare each segment against the TM database. A CAT system produces one or
more target equivalents for the source segment and professional translators select
and recombine them (perhaps with modiﬁcation) to produce the desired translation
themselves. It is likely to ﬁnd a good TM match for an input sentence (i.e. one
that is anticipated to require fewer edits by a human translator on the target side) if
the test sentences are homogeneous with the stored example-base. After obtaining
a good TM match, it may be possible to perform some of the edits (often manually
done by professional translators) automatically using a subsentential TM database.
This leads to our second research question:
(RQ2) Can we use a TM technology within an EBMT system for translating
homogeneous data?
In RQ2, we mainly consider integrating a TM into an EBMT system, similar to
how TMs are typically used in a CAT system. However, this approach may work
well with those input sentences that have a signiﬁcantly similar translation example
stored in the database of examples. When the TM selection is not adequate, we
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can use the SMT paradigm to produce robust translation. This lead us to our third
research question:
(RQ3) How eﬀectively can we combine EBMT systems with state-of-the-art
phrase-based SMT systems to handle the particular data sparsity in SMT?
Finally, we need to keep in mind that search techniques often aﬀect the perfor-
mance of a TM-based system to retrieve the best fuzzy match in real time when
using a large database of examples. This remains an area under active optimization,
which leads us to the ﬁnal research question of the thesis:
(RQ4) If the EBMT/TM-based approach successfully works with limited ho-
mogeneous data, can we eﬀectively scale up the basic system to larger amounts
of training data?
In order to address RQ4, we plan to index the whole example-base using inverted
indexing (Manning et al., 2008a) and intend to retrieve a potential set of candidate
sentences (likely to contain the closest match) from the indexed example-base.
1.2 Roadmap
The remaining chapters of this thesis seek to address the research questions proposed
in Section 1.1. We will also provide necessary background information and overviews
of past approaches to make the thesis self-contained. The remainder of the thesis is
broadly organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a general outline of the two main data-driven approaches to
MT: EBMT and SMT. We describe the main processes carried out when performing
EBMT and outline two approaches (a runtime EBMT system using proportional
analogy and a generalized translation template-based EBMT model) used in our
work. We include the description of the SMT framework which is used as a baseline
for most of the experiments conducted in this thesis. In addition we also describe the
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TM paradigm which is used in our work to develop a novel EBMT system. Finally,
we describe the evaluation metrics and data used for the experiments in the thesis.
Chapter 3 describes our work on runtime EBMT using proportional analogy. We
outline our particular approach and use of diﬀerent heuristics within the analogy-
based framework. Furthermore, we describe a combination of analogy-based EBMT
and SMT to mitigate some of the problems of SMT using EBMT. We report a
wide range of experiments with translation and transliteration tasks to show the
eﬀectiveness of the analogy-based EBMT approach.
Chapter 4 presents our work on a compiled approach to EBMT (Cicekli and
Guvenir, 2001). We introduce a probabilistic score to produce ranked output in
the translation process. Finally, based on this probability score, we combine this
approach with SMT in order to improve the performance of the combined system.
Chapter 5 introduces a novel runtime EBMT system using TM for the translation
of homogeneous domain-speciﬁc data. We also present an approach to improve
output quality by strategically combining both EBMT and SMT approaches to
handle issues arising from the sole use of SMT.
Chapter 6 presents two diﬀerent methods to make the EBMT system scalable at
runtime. First, we describe a heuristic-based approach. Subsequently we propose
an information retrieval-based indexing technique to speed-up the time-consuming
matching procedure of the EBMT system.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and outlines some future avenues of research.
1.3 Publications
The research presented in this dissertation was published in several peer-reviewed
conference proceedings. Joint work in (Somers et al., 2009), reports reviews on
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research using proportional analogy-based MT. Our experiments and ﬁndings for
adopting a proportional analogy-based approach for translating homogeneous data
is presented in (Dandapat et al., 2010b). (Dandapat et al., 2010c) presents our initial
attempts towards using subsentential translation memory in an EBMT framework.
Furthermore, our principal work involving two diﬀerent EBMT systems and our
approach to improve output quality by strategically combining EBMT approaches
with SMT are presented in (Dandapat et al., 2011). Finally, (Dandapat et al., 2012)
presents a novel strategy of integrating information retrieval technique in an EBMT
framework in order to make an EBMT system scalable at runtime.
There are also a few additional papers which are related to the work in this
thesis. The OpenMaTrEx system (a free/open-source MT system which we have
used as a baseline SMT system throughout the course of this thesis) itself is presented
in (Dandapat et al., 2010a). The development of 6-way parallel corpus (including
English–Bangla) is reported in joint work in (Morrissey et al., 2010).
Publications from the thesis
 Dandapat, S., Morrissey, S., Way, A., and van Genabith, J. (2012). Combining
EBMT, SMT, TM and IR Technologies for Quality and Scale. In EACL 2012
Joint Workshop on Exploiting Synergies between Information Retrieval and
Machine Translation (ESIRMT) and Hybrid Approaches to Machine Transla-
tion (HyTra), Avignon, France. pp. 48–58.
 Dandapat, S., Morrissey, S., Way, A., and Forcada, M. L. (2011). Using
Example-Based MT to Support Statistical MT when Translating Homoge-
neous Data in a Resource-Poor Setting. In Proceedings of the 15th Annual
Meeting of the European Association of Machine Translation (EAMT 2011),
Leuven, Belgium. pp. 201–208.
 Dandapat, S., Morrissey, S., Naskar, S. K., and Somers, H. (2010c). Statisti-
cally Motivated Example-based Machine Translation using Translation Mem-
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ory. In Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Natural Language
Processing (ICON 2010), Kharagpur, India. pp. 168–177.
 Dandapat, S., Morrissey, S., Naskar, S. K., and Somers, H. (2010b). Miti-
gating Problems in Analogy-based EBMT with SMT and vice versa: a Case
Study with Named Entity Transliteration. In Proceedings of the 24th Paciﬁc
Asia Conference on Language Information and Computation (PACLIC 2010),
Sendai, Japan. pp. 146–153.
 Dandapat, S., Forcada, M. L., Groves, D., Penkale, S., Tinsley, J., and Way, A.
(2010a). OpenMaTrEx: A Free/Open-Source Marker-Driven Example-Based
Machine Translation System. In Proceedings of the 7th International Confer-
ence on Natural Language Processing (IceTAL 2010), Reykjavik, Iceland. pp.
121–126.
 Morrissey, S., Somers, H., Smith, R., Gilchrist, S., and Dandapat, S. (2010).
Building a Sign Language corpus for use in Machine Translation. In Proceed-
ings of the 4th Workshop on Representation and Processing of Sign Languages:
Corpora for Sign Language Technologies, 2010. Valetta, Malta. pp. 172–177.
 Somers, H., Dandapat, S., and Naskar, S. K. (2009). A review of EBMT using
proportional analogy. In Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Example-Based
Machine Translation (EBMT 2009), 2009. Dublin, Ireland. pp. 53–60.
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Chapter 2
Background
Diﬀerent machine translation (MT) techniques have emerged over time since Warren
Weaver’s (1949) ﬁrst attempt at MT using mechanical approaches. The diﬀerent
approaches of MT can be primarily classiﬁed as either rule-based or data-driven.
Although they represent diﬀerent approaches to MT, today they borrow ideas heav-
ily from each other. In this chapter, we discuss their diﬀerences as well as their
similarities.
The rule-based paradigm of MT (RBMT) dominated the ﬁeld until the end of the
1980s. During that time, MT showed success with many operational and commercial
systems such as Systran (Elliston, 1979).1 RBMT makes use of linguistic rules
which are used to handle problems of morphology, syntactic analysis, lexical transfer,
syntactic generation. As a result of this early success, subsequent MT research
focused on the use of linguistic rules to develop advanced transfer-based (Vauquois
and Christian, 1985) and interlingua-based systems (Muraki, 1987). However, the
shortcomings of these approaches, such as the cost of developing rules for transfer-
based systems and the problem of deﬁning true interlingua, motivated researchers
to look at empirical approaches. During this time, in the late 1980s, the dominance
of RBMT lessened with the emergence of corpus-based approaches. Researchers
borrowed ideas from the speech processing community to develop a new technique
1http://www.systran.co.uk/
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for MT (Brown et al., 1988) and introduced the new statistical MT (SMT) (Brown
et al., 1990) paradigm. At the same time, the use of examples for MT emerged from
the work by Nagao (1984) and the approach came to be known as example-based
MT (EBMT). EBMT and SMT represent the two threads of what is now known as
data-driven MT.
Today, the ﬁeld of research in MT is largely dominated by data-driven, or corpus-
based approaches, with SMT, by far, being the most prevalent of the two. Corpus-
based approaches derive knowledge from parallel corpora to translate new input.
The existence of large machine-readable parallel corpora for many languages and
powerful machines led to the development of good quality, robust translation sys-
tems.
The attractiveness of such data-driven approaches, in particular SMT, was due
to their ability to perform translation without the need of explicit linguistic in-
formation. This meant systems could be developed relatively quickly and inex-
pensively compared to the previous costly rule-based approach. However, there
remains some ongoing work in the area of RBMT and EBMT. Some recent ex-
amples of successful RBMT systems include Apertium (Forcada et al., 2011) and
OpenLogos (Barreiro et al., 2011). Likewise, some successful EBMT systems include
CMU-EBMT (Brown, 2011) and Cunei (Phillips, 2011).2
In this chapter we ﬁrst outline the main data-driven approaches to MT which we
are using in this thesis. In the next section, we describe the general EBMT approach
and provide a brief review of the diﬀerent EBMT techniques we adopt in our own
work. We then discuss the SMT framework, with particular reference to the recent
phrase-based SMT models (Koehn et al., 2003, 2007). We also discuss the concept
of translation memory (TM) and its uses in translation. Finally, we devote a section
to describing the tools, data and evaluation metrics used in our own work.
2Cunei is a hybrid MT platform that utilizes the concepts of EBMT and SMT.
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2.1 Example-Based Machine Translation
The example-based approach to MT was ﬁrst introduced by Nagao (1984) as “MT
by analogy principle”, stating:
“Man does not translate a simple sentence by doing deep linguistic analy-
sis, rather, man does translation, ﬁrst, by properly decomposing an input
sentence into certain fragmental phrases, ... then by translating these
phrases into other language phrases, and ﬁnally by properly composing
these fragmental translations into one long sentence. The translation of
each fragmental phrase will be done by the analogy translation principle
with proper examples as its reference.” (Nagao, 1984, p.178)
According to the author, EBMT relies on the intuition that humans make use
of translation examples they have previously encountered in order to translate new
input sentences. The prerequisite for an EBMT system is a set of bilingual sentence-
aligned parallel examples (also known as a ‘bitext’ or ‘example-base’) for the induc-
tion of translations of subsentential fragments. An EBMT system relies on past
translations to derive the target output for a given input and performs the transla-
tion in three steps: matching, alignment and recombination (Somers, 2003):
 Matching: ﬁnds the example or set of examples from the bitext which most
closely match the source-language string to be translated.
 Alignment: extracts the source–target translation equivalents from the re-
trieved examples of the matching step.
 Recombination: produces the ﬁnal translation by combining the target trans-
lations of the relevant subsentential fragments.
An illustration of the working principle of an EBMT system is given in Figure
2.1. When translating the input sentence S, the system ﬁrst searches the source
side of the example-base and selects the closely matched sentences s1 and s2 from
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Figure 2.1: The translation process of an EBMT system.
the corpus for the input S. Then, the subsentential fragments (marked in green)
that can be used to construct the input S are extracted from s1 and s2. During the
alignment process, the target equivalents for the relevant fragments of s1 and s2 are
extracted from their relevant target translation correspondences t1 and t2. Finally,
the retrieved target-language fragments are fed into the recombination process to
construct the ﬁnal translation T .
The translation process of an EBMT system can be further illustrated by con-
structing the Turkish translation for the input English sentence Where can I ﬁnd
tourist information. For this example, we ﬁrst assume a parallel corpus consisting
of the two simple English sentences and their Turkish translations in (1).
(1) a. Where can I ﬁnd ladies dresses, payan kıyafetlerini nereden bulabilirim
LADY DRESSES WHERE-FROM FIND-CAN-I3
b. just in front of the tourist information, turist bilgilerini hemen önünde
TOURIST INFORMATION JUST IN-FRONT-OF
3The English gloss of a foreign language sentence is represented in all upper case characters
with the words mapped one-to-one to the foreign language sentence.
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The useful bilingual fragments in (2) are extracted from the sentences in (1)
applying the bilingual fragment extraction algorithm (Nirenburg et al., 1993; Somers
et al., 1994). These fragments can be extracted using a very simple subsequence
measure, such as Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965) during the alignment
process.
(2) Where can I ﬁnd , nereden bulabilirim
tourist information , turist bilgilerini
Following the extraction process, the relevant fragments in (2) are combined to
produce a translation for the original input sentence, as shown in (3).
(3) Where can I ﬁnd tourist information , turist bilgilerini nereden bulabilirim
Note that the sentence pair in (3) did not appear in the original corpus in (1).
The new sentence pair in (3) can subsequently be added to the example-base so that
if this same source sentence is encountered, its translation can be retrieved using
exact sentence matching, by-passing the alignment and recombination steps. This is
something that traditional SMT systems can not do – if they encounter a previously
seen translation they process it in the same way as if they had not seen it before.
More clearly, taking the example in (3), an SMT system will still investigate all
possible segmentations for the input sentence, despite having previously translated
the input. Although the SMT system may still produce the same (and possibly
correct) translation, the SMT decoder clearly does not take any advantage of possible
eﬃciencies, unlike EBMT systems.
It is important to note that EBMT systems diﬀer widely in their matching stages.
The diﬀerence in matching largely depends on how the translation examples are
stored in the example-base. All matching procedures in EBMT systems involve a
distance or similarity measure and can be based on a number of diﬀerent algorithms
as described below. We discuss some of the EBMT matching techniques in detail
below.
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Character-Based Matching:
A character-based distance measure can be employed when examples are stored
as simple strings (Somers et al., 1994). The character-based string distance can
be easily calculated using a well-established dynamic programming technique, such
as the Levenshtein distance algorithm. The problem of determining the distance
between strings of characters is equivalent to the edit-distance problem (Wagner
and Fischer, 1974) and can be easily implemented. However, the approach has the
disadvantage that it often ignores sentences that are closer in meaning, but have a
larger edit-distance score, compared with a less meaningful, but “closer” sentence.
This can be illustrated with the example in (4). When attempting to ﬁnd a match
for the sentence in (4a) using character-based distance, the system will choose (4b)
due to a smaller distance between agree and disagree when compared to the distance
between agree and concurs in (4c). The system does not have any clue that agree
and concurs are synonyms to guide the choice of (4c) as the preferable match for
the input (4a).
(4) a. The President agrees with the decision.
b. The President disagrees with the decision.
c. The President concurs with the decision.
Word-Based Matching:
In order to avoid the problems of character-based distance metrics, many EBMT
systems use the classical word-based similarity such as suggested by Nagao (1984).
The word-based similarity measure uses dictionaries and thesauri to determine the
relative word distance in terms of meaning (Sumita et al., 1990). Such a technique
will be able to correctly identify (4c) as the preferred match for (4a) due to the
relatively closer semantic distance between agree and concurs when compared to
the semantic distance between agree and disagree. The usefulness of word-based
matching is shown in the example of Nagao (1984), illustrated here in (5) when
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an input sentence has two or more “competing examples” in the example-base.
Considering the competing examples in (5) from (Somers, 2003, p.20), the system
will correctly produce the Japanese translation for the English verb eats as taberu
(eats food) in (6) using word-based similarity. This is captured using the semantic
similarity between A man and He, and between vegetables and potatoes.
(5) a. A man eats vegetable , Hito wa yasai o taberu
b. Acid eats metal , San wa kinzoku o okasu
(6) He eats potatoes , Kare wa jagaimo o taberu
Although it is a useful method for EBMT matching, carrying out the necessary se-
mantic analysis is not without its diﬃculties and requires language-speciﬁc analysis.
Pattern-Based Matching:
In many EBMT systems, similar examples are used to produce translation templates.
In this process general translation patterns are created by replacing subsentential
chunks with variables. These generalized translation patterns can be viewed as a
type of transfer rule as used in an RBMT system. The use of generalized patterns
increases the ﬂexibility of the matching process.
To ﬁnd generalized patterns, Brown (1999) uses the concept of equivalence
classes, such as person, date and city along with some linguistic information, such as
gender and number. Certain words which are members of a particular equivalence
class are generalized with the corresponding class names to create template patterns.
New input sentences are matched against these generalized template patterns. For
example, the sentence in (7a) can be generalized recursively into (7b) and (7c) by
replacing words with their membership equivalence classes.
(7) a. John Miller ﬂew to Frankfurt on December 3rd.
b. hFIRSTNAME-Mi hLASTNAMEi ﬂew to hCITYi on hMONTHi hORDINALi.
c. hPERSON-Mi ﬂew to hCITYi on hDATEi.
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 rekdo   no   nagasa   wa   saidai     512   baito   de   aru 
 
The   maximum   length   of   a   record   is   512   bytes 
Figure 2.2: Aligned example from Kaji et al. (1992), with coupled Japanese–English
word and phrase pairs identiﬁed by corresponding links.
The template in (7c) can match any sentence that follows a similar pattern. For
example, the sentence Michael Milan ﬂew to New Delhi on 15th January matches
with (7c) by replacing the instances with the equivalence classes. These equiva-
lence classes were initially constructed manually by linguists to reduce the amount
of data required for translation. Later, Brown (2000) used clustering techniques for
automatic creation of equivalence classes from bilingual training corpora. The clus-
tering technique used context on the source-side only. Brown (2000) used bilingual
corpora, since the equivalence-class members include the corresponding translation.
Kaji et al. (1992) used syntactic categories to identify generalized patterns.
They used source- and target-language parsers to construct parse trees (source and
target language) for each translation pair in the example-base. Then, a bilingual
dictionary was used to align syntactic units of the parsed structure to generate
translation templates. Taking the aligned structure in Figure 2.2 (based on (Kaji
et al., 1992, p.673)), the generalized examples in (8a) and (8b) can be extracted by
replacing coupled pairs by variables incorporating information about their syntactic
categories.
(8) a. X1[NP] no nagasa wa saidai 512 baito de aru , The maximum length of
X1[NP] is 512 bytes
b. X1[NP] no nagasa wa saidai X2[N] baito de aru , The maximum length of
X1[NP] is X2[N] bytes
New input sentences are matched against the source side of the translation template
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to extract the corresponding target language pattern. Then a conventional MT
system was used to translate words/phrases corresponding to the variables in the
translation templates.
Gough and Way (2004) used the marker hypothesis (Green, 1979) to produce
generalized templates. The syntax of a language is marked at the surface level by a
set of marker words (closed category words or morphemes). Marker words are used
to chunk the text:
(9) [<DET>that is almost] [<DET>a personal record] [<PREP>for <PRON>
me <DET> this autumn], [<DET>c’ est pratiquement] [<DET>un record
personnel] [<PREP>pour <PRON> moi <DET> cet automne]
Taking this marker-tagged sentence pair, marker chunks in (10) are automatically
generated.
(10) a. <DET>that is almost , <DET>c’ est pratiquement
b. <DET>a personal record , <DET>un record personnel
c. <PREP>for me this autumn , <PREP>pour moi cet automne
Taking the marker chunks in (10), a set of generalized templates can be inferred
in (11) by replacing the marker word with its relevant tag.4
(11) a. <DET> is almost , <DET> est pratiquement
b. <DET> personal record , <DET> record personnel
c. <PREP> me this autumn , <PREP> moi cet automne
These generalized templates bring about more ﬂexibility in the matching pro-
cess. For example, the previously unseen substring by me this autumn can now
be translated using the template (11c), by inserting the translation for by into the
target side of the template. This process also generates a word-level lexicon using
4Note that according to (Gough and Way, 2004), each marker chunk must contain at least one
content word, therefore the chunks <PREP> for, <PRON> me and <DET> this autumn are
joined to form a single marker chunk in (10c). A similar process is applied to the target side.
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the deleted marker words as in (12a). Additionally, marker chunks with a singleton
content word on both source and target side can be added to the lexicon, as in (12b),
as the content words can be assured to be translations of each other.
(12) a. <PREP> for , <PREP> pour
b. automn , automne
In addition to the above ﬂavours of EBMT matching and alignment, other stud-
ies have also been proposed in the literature, such as Carroll’s angle of similar-
ity (Carroll, 1999), annotated word-based matching by Cranias et al. (1994) and
tree structure-based matching (Maruyama and Watanabe, 1992; Hearne, 2005).
2.1.1 Approaches to EBMT
EBMT was ﬁrst introduced as an analogy-based approach to MT. Apart from the
term “analogy-based”, EBMT has gone by various names, including “case-based”,
“memory-based” and “experience-guided” MT (Somers, 2003). Unlike SMT, EBMT
lacks a well-deﬁned uniﬁed modeling framework. The consequence of this is that a
great variety of approaches exist under its name. However, the two main approaches
to EBMT are distinguished by the inclusion or exclusion of a preprocessing/training
stage (Carl and Way, 2003; Hutchins, 2005). Approaches that do not include a
training stage are often referred to as “pure” EBMT approaches or “runtime” ap-
proaches (e.g. Lepage and Denoual, 2005b). These approaches have the advantage
that they do not depend on any time-consuming preprocessing. On the other hand,
their runtime complexity can be considerable. Approaches that incorporate a train-
ing stage are commonly called “compiled approaches” (e.g. Al-Adhaileh and Tang,
1999; Cicekli and Guvenir, 2001), as training usually consists of compiling units
below the sentence level before runtime.
We describe below details of two diﬀerent ﬂavours of EBMT from each of the
aforementioned approaches that we use in this thesis.
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Pure EBMT
In this section, we report the work on pure/runtime EBMT approach using pro-
portional analogy (PA) which we revisit in this thesis to mitigate some of the main
translation problems in a statistical framework. Here we provide a brief review of
the diﬀerent work using PA. The details of the approach can be found in Chapter
3 which describes our particular attempts to use a PA-based system to address the
proposed research questions.
Lepage and Denoual (2005c) introduced an EBMT system adhering to the run-
time EBMT approach. They developed the system based on the concept of PA. This
approach – a type of analogical learning – was attractive because of its simplicity;
and reported considerable success. A PA is noted A : B :: C : D in its general form
and reads “A is to B as C is to D”. The authors make use of the idea that four
sentences of a language can form the pattern “A is to B as C is to D”. For example,
the authors constructed a proportional analogy in English as in (13).
(13) I’d like to
open these
windows.
: Could you open
a window?
:: I’d like to cash
these traveler’s
cheques.
: Could you cash a
traveler’s cheque?
| | | |
Ces fenêtres
là, je peux
les ouvrir.
: Est-ce que vous
pouvez m’ouvrir
une fenêtre?
:: Ces chèques de
voyage, là, je peux
les échanger.
: Est-ce que vous pou-
vez m’échanger un
chèque de voyage?
Given the three entities (A, B, and C) of a PA, Lepage (1998) proposed an
algorithm to solve an analogical equation to construct the fourth entity (D). Based
on this idea, Lepage and Denoual (2005c) developed their “purest EBMT system”.
Given the translations for three out of four sentences in (13) that together form an
analogical equation, the translation of the fourth can be obtained by solving the
analogical equation in the target side.
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The ALEPH system is an implementation of the research described in the three
papers of Lepage and Denoual (2005a,b,c), and was tested on a corpus of 160K
English, Japanese and Chinese sentences from the C-STAR project’s Basic Travel
Expression Corpus (BTEC). The system did very well on data from the IWSLT
2004 competition, coming a close second to the competition winner on all mea-
sures (Lepage and Denoual, 2005b, p.273). The ALEPH system evolved into a
new system, named GREYC, with some modiﬁcations as described in Lepage and
Lardilleux (2007), and (Lardilleux, 2011). The GREYC system also incorporated
new heuristics and had an additional reﬁnement of non-determinism to generate
all possible solutions for a single analogical equation which otherwise had one so-
lution in ALEPH, and, accordingly, is much slower. While Lepage and colleagues
have had modest success using PA for a full translation task, the idea was adapted
to translating unknown words in the context of another approach to MT as re-
ported by Denoual (2007), Langlais and Patry (2007), and Langlais et al. (2009).
Denoual’s (2007) experiments attempt to translate all unknown words in a Japanese-
to-English task and have reported that translation adequacy improves (in terms of
NIST score (Doddington, 2002)), but ﬂuency (as measured by BLEU score (Papineni
et al., 2002)) remains unchanged or even decreases.5 Langlais and Patry (2007) had
more success in handling unknown words when the language pairs are quite close in
morphological structure. Langlais and Yvon (2008) use PA to supplement the words
and phrases for standard SMT when a word to be translated is not covered by the
statistical model. Experiments involved translating individual words and phrases
of up to ﬁve words for French-to-English translation. Their methods produce many
candidate translations: hundreds, sometimes thousands for phrase translation. The
average position of the ﬁrst acceptable translation was 1,602nd out of 875,000 aver-
age candidate translations. Clearly some further ﬁltering mechanism on the output
is needed. They showed promising results supplementing the phrase table in an SMT
5BLEU and NIST are two of the most widely used metrics for automatic evaluation of MT
systems. They are described in more detail in section 3.1.2.
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system but failed to produce a good translation in the ﬁrst position of the ranked
list. Their approach is clearly unsuitable for proposing a single translation. Finally,
Langlais et al. (2009) applied the method to the translation of medical terms be-
tween English and French, Spanish, Swedish and Russian, in both directions. Their
results generally showed an improvement on purely statistical approaches.
While the approach seems fraught with diﬃculties as a standalone translation
model, its use for the special case of unknown words, particularly names or specialist
terms, seems much more promising (Langlais et al., 2009). This motivates the use of
a PA-based system (a runtime EBMT approach) to mitigate the problems that SMT
has with unknown words. Thus, a PA-based system is anticipated to address our
research question RQ3 (which concentrates on eﬀective combination of EBMT and
SMT to handle data-sparsity problem). The detail of our work using a PA-based
approach is presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Compiled EBMT
The compiled approach to EBMT learns translation templates from parallel sen-
tences. A translation template is a generalized translation example pair, where
some components (e.g. words, stem and morpheme) are generalized by replacing
them with variables. Consider the following two source and target English–Turkish
example pairs in (14) from (Cicekli and Guvenir, 2001, p.58):
(14) a. I will drink orange juice : portakal suyu içeceğim
b. I will drink coﬀee : kahve içeceğim
Clearly, the English sides of these two examples share the word sequence I will drink
and diﬀer in the word sequence orange juice and coﬀee. Similarly on the target-side,
the similar part is içeceğim and diﬀering parts are portakal suyu and kahve. Based
on this observation, the subsentential alignments in (15) can be captured:
(15) a. I will drink : içeceğim
b. coﬀee : kahve
c. orange juice : portakal suyu
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By substituting the similar or diﬀering sequence with variables, the templates in
(16) can be obtained:
(16) a. I will drink XS : XT içeceğim
b. XS coﬀee : kahve XT
c. XS orange juice : portakal suyu XT
Cicekli and Guvenir (2001) proposed an approach to generalize over sequences of
words. The underlying assumption is that given two parallel sentence pairs, transla-
tion templates can be learned based on the similarities in both the source and target
sides. The same applies to the diﬀering parts between two parallel sentences. Gener-
alization using this approach consists of replacing the similar or diﬀering sequences
with variables and producing a set of translation templates (including atomic trans-
lation templates containing no variables, as in (15)). These translation templates
are further used to translate new input sentences. Prior to the above approach,
other research was carried out to learn translation templates based on syntactic
generalization, e.g. Kaji et al. (1992). Some recent work has also focused on mor-
phological generalization to learn EBMT templates (Phillips et al., 2007). Their
method exploits the regular nature of a morphologically rich language (Arabic) to
generalize every word in the corpus regardless of diﬀerent morphological inﬂections
of the same root word. The approach showed signiﬁcant improvement in BLEU
scores when translating Arabic into English.
Translation templates essentially reduce the data-sparsity problem by general-
izing some of the word sequences. Gough and Way (2004) demonstrated that a
set of automatically derived generalized templates can improve both coverage and
translation quality. Thus, the approach of Gough and Way (2004) is anticipated to
answer research questions RQ1 and RQ3 (cf. Chapter 1). This motivates us to use
this approach (in Chapter 4) to overcome the data-sparsity problem of phrase-based
SMT.
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2.2 Statistical Machine Translation
Statistical machine translation (SMT) (Brown et al., 1990) has dominated the re-
search landscape of MT for most of the last decade. Originally based on the noisy-
channel approach for speech recognition, the SMT model exploits Bayes' Theorem,
given in Equation (2.1), to formulate the translation problem.
p(tjs) = p(sjt):p(t)
p(s)
(2.1)
In Equation (2.1), p(tjs) represents the probability that a translation will produce
t in the target language given a source-language input sentence s. The denominator
p(s) can be ignored as it is a constant (independent of t). Therefore, the equation
to ﬁnd the most probable t can be simpliﬁed by maximising the probability of t in
p(tjs), as shown by the equation in (2.2).
argmax
t
p(tjs) = argmax
t
p(sjt):p(t) (2.2)
In this equation, the system maximises the product of the two remaining prob-
abilities: p(sjt), the probability of the candidate translation t being translated as
s, and p(t), the probability that the sentence t would be produced in the target-
language. These two models are known as the translation model and language
model, respectively. The translation model assigns probabilities to the set of target-
language words/phrases that can be generated as the translation of a source-language
string. This tries to ensure the faithfulness of translation. On the other hand, the
language model organises these target-language words to obtain the most likely word
sequence for the output translation. This tries to capture the ﬂuency of the system
output. Thus, the translation process can be viewed as a search problem that ﬁnds
the translation t that maximizes the product in Equation (2.2). This search problem
is known as decoding.
An SMT system therefore requires three main components: a translation model
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to compute p(sjt), a language model to calculate p(t) and a decoder to search the
most likely translation t by maximizing the product of the translation and language
models as in Equation (2.2).
In word-based SMT (Brown et al., 1990), the translation elements were words.
Given a sentence-aligned parallel corpus, algorithms were designed to learn word-to-
word correspondences (which help generating the translation from a source-language
sentence word by word) which induced a set of mappings between source and target
sentences (Brown et al., 1988, 1990). This process is known as word alignment.
However, the word-based translation models had problems of translating between
languages with high ‘fertility’ (the number of target words generated by a source
word). The development of phrase-based SMT systems (Och and Ney, 2002) resolved
this issue. Incidentally, EBMT approaches have always used the concept of phrases
since their very inception. Phrase-based SMT allows the mapping between a word
sequence of n source language words (SMT phrases) with the sequence of m target-
language words. However, these phrase pairs are still learned using an extension of
the original word alignment technique. The decoding technique of the phrase-based
SMT system is done in the same fashion as the word-based model by searching
for the most likely target-language sequence given the source-language string by
maximizing the product of the translation model and the language model.
The end-to-end translation process of a phrase-based SMT system can be cate-
gorized into the following pipelined stages:
 Given a parallel corpus, a set of word alignments are learned between the
source- and target-language sentences of the parallel corpus (Brown et al.,
1993; Och and Ney, 2003).
 After obtaining the word-aligned sentence pairs, equivalent phrase pairs are
learned to build a translation model (Och and Ney, 2003).
 A language model is separately built from the target language text (Stolcke,
2002).6
6The language model of the target language is sometimes estimated only using the target-
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 Finally, for a given input test sentence, the decoder ﬁnds the most likely
target language translation using the translation and language model (Koehn
et al., 2007).
The preferred model of SMT has now moved away from the classical noisy
channel model into the log-linear model (Och and Ney, 2002) originally introduced
by (Berger et al., 1996). The log-linear model throws away the structural depen-
dencies of the generative noisy-channel model and computes p(tjs) directly using
feature functions. Equation (2.3) represents the log-linear SMT model.
p(tjs) = argmax
t
f
nX
i=1
ihi(t; s)g (2.3)
where hi(t; s) denotes a feature function, i is the corresponding weight factor, and
n is the number of features.
The log-linear model enables the combination of several diﬀerent models and
integrates them into the system with the additional beneﬁt of extending the number
of features over the noisy-channel model. The noisy-channel model can be considered
as a special case of the log-linear framework.7 The noisy-channel SMT approach
expressed in the log-linear framework with two feature functions (i.e. language
model p(t) and translation model p(sjt)) is given in Equation (2.4) considering 1 =
2 = 0:5. Using the model on held-out data automatically determines the relative
importance of each feature.
p(tjs) = argmax
t
f1 log p(t) + 2 log p(sjt)g (2.4)
We can see that each feature function in the log-linear approach is multiplied by
a scaling factor i. The diﬀerent value of each of the i (
Pn
i=1 i = 1) determines
the relative importance of each feature.
language side of the parallel training corpus, but in practice the language model is estimated from
a much larger monolingual corpus.
7 (Way and Hearne, 2011) provides a detail description of how the translation process by noisy-
channel model can be expressed in a log-linear framework.
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Moses (Koehn et al., 2003, 2007) is the most widely used open-source implemen-
tation of SMT.8 Moses uses a log-linear model for translation. Phrase pairs are used
as the translation unit in Moses. Each phrase pair consists of a source phrase s and
an equivalent target phrase t. In its standard conﬁguration, Moses uses a total of
eight features in the log-linear model to perform translation. Five of these features
are assigned to each phrase pair within the translation model:
 the inverse phrase translation probability p(sjt) and the direct phrase transla-
tion probability p(tjs), estimated from relative frequencies calculated over the
aligned phrase pairs.
 lex(sjt) and lex(tjs) estimate the phrase translation probability based on
phrase-internal word alignments.
 a phrase penalty constant (always exp(1) = 2:718) so as to favour the use of
longer phrases.
The remaining three features are used during decoding to combine phrases:
 a language model score p(t) = p(t1; t2; t3:::tn) = p(tnjt1t2t3:::tn 1):::p(t2jt1)p(t1)
 a distortion penalty d(t; s) to limit reordering, d(t; s) = Pi(starti endi 1 1)
for each phrase i
 a word penalty w(t) to balance the language model's bias towards short sen-
tences, w(t) = exp(length(t))
A more detailed description of these features is given in Koehn et al. (2003) and
(Koehn, 2010). Moses has been extended over time and additional features have
been incorporated as part of various pieces of research (e.g. Koehn et al. (2005)).
However, the eight features listed above have been found to perform consistently
well in the log-linear model.
8http://www.statmt.org/moses/
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For our experiments in this thesis, we used OpenMaTrEx (Dandapat et al.,
2010a),9 an open-source MT system which provides a wrapper around the standard
log-linear phrase-based SMT systemMoses (Koehn et al., 2007) so that it can be used
as a decoder for a merged translation table containing Moses phrase and marker-
based chunk pairs. OpenMaTrEx uses GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) for word
alignment. The phrase and the reordering tables are built on the word alignments
using Moses training scripts. We do not aim to give a detailed description of the
SMT system as our work primarily focuses on the EBMT system, treating SMT as
a black box. A detailed description of OpenMaTrEx can be found in (Dandapat
et al., 2010a; Banerjee et al., 2011).
2.3 Translation Memory
A translation memory (TM) is essentially a database that stores source- and target-
language translation pairs, called translation units (TUs), for eﬀective reuse of pre-
vious translations. It is widely used in Computer-Aided Translation (CAT) systems
to assist professional translators. When a new sentence is to be translated, a TM
engine retrieves an entry from the database whose source side is most similar to
the input string and presents it to the human translator. The similarity between
the input string and the source-side TUs in the TM is often calculated using the
edit-distance-based fuzzy match score (Sikes, 2007; He et al., 2010) as in (2.5).
FuzzyMatch(t) = 1 min
si
EditDistance(s; si)
max(jsj; jsij) (2.5)
where s is the source-side segment to be matched with the TM, si is a TU in the
TM and t is the TM hit based on the fuzzy-match score.
If a TU in the TM matches the input segment exactly, the translation of this
TU can be directly reused without any further processing. In the case of partial
matching, the translation is extracted from the database as a skeleton translation
9http://www.openmatrex.org/
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which is post-edited by a human translator to produce the correct translation. In
this case, the matched and unmatched parts are presented to the human translator
using diﬀerent colour-codes or highlighting markers in the front-end CAT system.
The TM paradigm emerged when professional translators realized the need to
use previously translated material due to the limitations of MT systems at the time.
This idea was originally proposed by Martin Kay (1980). He suggested to exploit
parts of the previously translated text that contain similar material relevant to
the text to be translated. Kay (1980) used the example of anaphora resolution to
illustrate the diﬃculty of decision making in the translation process. During that
time, human assistance was required to handle a large number of such problems
to produce good-quality translation. He also pointed out the lack of an eﬃcient
algorithm for MT at the time, by comparing the complexity of the dictionary search
with translation for MT. Later, the problem of exact MT-decoding was proved to
be NP-complete10 (Knight, 1999).
The above arguments were made 30 years ago, when computer systems were not
powerful enough (in contrast to the computing power available today) and when
the concept of an SMT system did not exist. However, the major points highlighted
by Kay (1980) still hold. The paradigm of human-centric translation to support
human translators using TM continues to evolve.
2.3.1 TM Technology
The success of a TM-based system depends on how helpful the retrieved TUs from
the TM are to assist a human translator producing a translation for the correspond-
ing input segment. This primarily relies on three technologies: (i) eﬃcient storage
and acquisition of data, (ii) fast and eﬃcient source-segment searching in the TM
database, and (iii) guidance for target-side changes.
A TM system is often helpful when a segment in the database has a high fuzzy-
10NP-complete is a class of decision problem in computational complexity theory. A problem 
is said to be NP-complete if the problem belongs to the set of NP problems and every problem in
the set NP is reducible to  in polynomial time.
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match score when compared with the input segment. This happens when enough
in-domain relevant data is stored in the TM (He, 2011). It was reported that TMs
are quite useful when there exists a large portion of exact matches and may be
useless when the TM is full of low fuzzy matches. Thus, it is important to collect a
signiﬁcant amount of data for the TM to obtain high fuzzy match scores. In general,
TM users do this in two ways. Firstly, the data can be collected from the translation
process itself. In addition to the initial TM database (source–target sentence pairs),
additional subsentential entries are added based on the edits performed by a human
translator in the CAT tool. Secondly, the TM users can share and exchange TM data
with each other (although this practice is more common between individual users
rather than translator departments). This is possible due to the wider acceptance of
the TMX (Translation Memory eXchange) format11 in the industry. Some such other
widely-accepted formats for storing TM data are XML Localization Interchange File
Format (XLIFF)12 and Universal Terminology eXchange (UTX).13
The second factor that aﬀects the performance of a TM is search. TM users
need to ﬁnd the best match from the database in real time. This area is still under
active research with a few recent eﬀorts, e.g. Koehn and Senellart (2010b) used
an n-gram-based matching method to ﬁnd the potential candidates from a large
database. Then, A*-search was applied to ﬁlter some candidates, and ﬁnally they
used A* parsing to validate the matched segment. Their method outperformed the
baseline (the dynamic programming solution of the string edit distance problem) by
a factor of 100 in terms of the speed of lookup time.
Another factor that aﬀects the source-side fuzzy-match score is the strictness of
matching. Often, two words are considered to be matched if they have the exact
same surface form. Some systems relax this premise. For example, SDL Trados14
assigns some credit to partially matched words. Using the example in (17), using
11http://www.gala-global.org/oscarStandards/tmx/tmx14b.html
12http://www.opentag.com/xliﬀ.htm
13http://www.aamt.info/english/utx/index.htm
14http://www.translationzone.com/en/translation-agency-solutions/translation-memory/
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strict matching, words restoring and restored will not be considered as matches, as
their forms are diﬀerent. However Trados considers restoring and restored to be
partial matches and adds a fraction into the segment-level fuzzy-match score.
(17) a. Source Segment: Determines whether a recovery point is valid or
corrupt before restoring it
b. The Fuzzy Match: Veriﬁes whether a recovery point is valid or
corrupt before it is restored
The third factor that can increase the performance of a TM system is the target-
side alignment. In general, the TM system looks for a source-side match for the input
segment and highlights the diﬀerence between the best-matched TUs and the input
segment. However, this does not provide any clue about the segments in the target
language that need to be changed. Some recent work has explored the possibility of
marking possible changes in the target segments to assist the human translator. For
example, Esplà et al. (2011b) used word alignments to predict which target words
have to be changed and which should be kept unedited. They showed that their
approach worked with high precision for higher fuzzy match scores. Furthermore,
Esplà et al. (2011a) computed the alignment strength using an MT system to provide
the target-language edit hints.
2.3.2 Synergy between MT and TM
Although TMs are widely used in CAT systems to assist professional translators,
they are often linked with EBMT. TMs can be used to store examples for EBMT
systems. EBMT systems ﬁrst ﬁnd the example (or a set of examples) from the TM
which most closely matches the source-language string to be translated (Somers,
2003). After retrieving a set of examples with associated translations, EBMT sys-
tems automatically extract the translation of the suitable fragments and combine
them to produce a grammatical target output. On the other hand, CAT systems
segment the input text to be translated and compare each segment against the TUs
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in the TM (Bowker, 2002). CAT systems produce one or more target equivalents
for the source segment and professional translators select and may optionally re-
combine them (perhaps with modiﬁcation) to produce the desired translation. Both
EBMT and CAT-based systems are developed based on a similar premise, but in an
EBMT approach selection and recombination is done automatically to produce the
translation without the help of a professional translator.
Phrase-based SMT systems (Koehn, 2010) produce a source–target aligned sub-
sentential phrase table which can be adapted as an additional TM to a CAT envi-
ronment (Simard, 2003; Bourdaillet et al., 2009). SMT phrases have also been used
to populate the knowledge database of an EBMT system (Groves and Way, 2006).
Bic.ici and Dymetman (2008) used Dynamic Translation Memory (DTM) to improve
the translation quality of a phrase-based SMT system. The DTM method does the
following:
(i) Looks for the best matching source–target pair hs0; t0i from the TM for the
input s.
(ii) Finds the longest common substring (Ps) between s and s0.
(iii) Identiﬁes the target correspondence Pt of Ps using word alignment.
(iv) Dynamically adds the hPs; Pti pair to the phrase-table of the SMT system and
produces the translation for s.
Note, that the substring Ps can be a non-contiguous word sequence. The SMT
system used by Bic. ici and Dymetman (2008) had the advantage of handling non-
contiguous phrase pairs. Similar work was also carried out by Simard and Isabelle
(2009) to improve translation quality by adding translational information from fuzzy
matches. They used single best source–target fuzzy matching pairs from the TM for
an input sentence to compute all possible admissible phrase pairs.
Koehn and Senellart (2010a) used TM to retrieve matches for input segments,
and replaced the mismatched parts using an SMT system to ﬁll the gaps in the
target-side. Zhechev and van Genabith (2010) used a sub-tree alignment technique
to align source–target pairs from the TM to detect gaps with the new input segment
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and used the SMT system to ﬁll those gaps to maximize performance.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the use of SMT phrase tables within an
EBMT system as an additional subsentential TM has not been attempted so far.
Some work has been carried out to integrate MT in a CAT environment to translate
the whole segment using the MT system when no matching TU is found in the TM.
The TransType system (Langlais et al., 2000) integrates an SMT system within
a text editor. The TransType2 system (Macklovitch, 2006) combines the positive
aspects of the MT and CAT paradigm within a single environment. TransType2
includes a data-driven MT engine to assist the translator with suggestions. Our
approach attempts to integrate the TM obtained from an SMT system within an
EBMT system.
It is often the case with homogeneous data that a large segment of the input
test sentence matches one of the sentences in the example-base. This approach
seems to be eﬀective for a sentence with a high similarity to the example-base,
as only a small change is required to produce the output. Thus, this approach is
anticipated to answer research questions RQ1, RQ2 and RQ4. In contrast, SMT
relies on a probabilistic model of words/phrases to produce translations, which does
not guarantee capturing homogeneity inherent in the data. Allowing word/phrase
of varying length to compete with each other in determining the most probable
path through the decoding space means that an SMT system does not guarantee
the selection of those subsegment matches (chunks/phrases) which have the longest
coverage. When dealing with homogeneous data we want to take full advantage
of this homogeneity by exploiting longer subsegment matches to help improve the
quality of the MT output by minimising errors, a characteristic inherent in EBMT
systems.
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2.4 Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation of MT output is essential in the development of an MT system. Dur-
ing evaluation, machine-translated texts need to be judged on their clarity, style
and accuracy. Conducting this task manually by human evaluators is diﬃcult and
time-consuming. Nowadays, automatic evaluation metrics have become an integral
component for the development of any MT system. These metrics use the principle
that the closer the hypothesis translation15 is to the professionally produced refer-
ence translation16, the better the quality. The use of automatic evaluation metrics
makes this task faster and cheaper by comparing the output translation to one or
more reference translations. In addition, automatic metrics allow a large-scale anal-
ysis of an MT system. Some such widely used automatic MT evaluation metrics are:
Sentence Error Rate (SER), Word Error Rate (WER), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
NIST (Doddington, 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), Translation Edit
Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006), etc. BLEU, METEOR and TER represent three
diﬀerent design considerations: BLEU uses n-gram precision to ensure translation
ﬂuency and ﬁdelity; METEOR relies on unigrams and linguistic resources; and TER
measures number of edits between candidate and reference translations. In our ex-
periment, we choose two of the most widely used (extensively used in large-scale
MT evaluation campaigns) metrics: BLEU and NIST.
2.4.1 BLEU
The BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) metric estimates translation quality by com-
paring the MT output against one or more reference translations. It uses n-gram
co-occurrence statistics i.e. the number of n-grams that occurs in both the out-
put translation and in the reference translation. BLEU rewards those translations
which contain longer n-gram matches. The main score calculated by this metric is
15Hypothesis translations are the candidate translations produced by MT system.
16Human translations which serve as the gold standard are called reference translations. Refer-
ence translations are used to evaluate the quality of hypothesis translations.
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a modiﬁed n-gram precision for each candidate translation and its reference(s). The
modiﬁed n-gram precision pn is calculated based on Equation (2.6).
pn =
jcn \ rnj
jcnj (2.6)
where,
 cn is the multiset of n-grams occurring in the candidate translation.
 rn is the multiset of n-grams occurring in the reference translation.
 jcnj is the number of n-grams occurring in the candidate translation.
 jcn \ rnj is the number of n-grams occurring in cn that also occurs in rn such that
the elements occurring j times in cn and i times in rn occur maximally i times in
jcn \ rnj.
While pn can be calculated for any value of n, Papineni et al. (2002) combined
the individual scores for all values of n into a single metric for greater robustness.
It is often the case that the value of pn decreases exponentially as the value of n
increases. This is because typically fewer matches are found between the MT output
and the reference translation with a higher value of n. BLEU uses a weighted average
of logarithm of pn for a range of values for n,17 using a uniform weight 1/N as given
in Equation (2.7).
pN = exp(
NX
n=1
1
N
log pn) (2.7)
Candidate translations that are longer (in words) that their reference(s) are
implicitly penalized when calculating pn. In addition, BLEU also uses a brevity
penalty (BP ), as given in Equation (2.8) to penalize candidate translation (C) that
are shorter in length (in words) compared to its reference translation (R).
BP = expmax(1 
length(R)
length(C)
;0) (2.8)
17Papineni et al. (2002) found that a maximum value of n = 4 is suﬃcient for adequate correlation
with human evaluation.
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If the candidate translation C and the reference translation R have the same
number of words, the BP is 1.0, and this value increases with shorter Cs compared
to the reference translation R. The BP is calculated over the entire test set to avoid
individually punishing shorter sentences. Finally, this penalty is multiplied with
the modiﬁed precision score pn to produce a single score for the entire candidate
translation set as in Equation (2.9).
BLEU = BP:pN (2.9)
Note that the value of BLEU ranges from 0 to 1. However, it is often reported
as a percentage score between 0% and 100%.
2.4.2 NIST
The NIST (Doddington, 2002) metric is a variation of the BLEU metric with three
changes.
First, NIST addresses the issue of n-gram informativeness. BLEU assigns equal
weights to all n-grams when calculating the modiﬁed n-gram precision. In contrast,
NIST assigns greater weight to those n-grams which are infrequent relative to their
(n   1)-gram preﬁx, i.e. they are less predictable given the immediately preceding
context. These n-gram counts are estimated from a very small reference translation
set (usually in the order of two to three thousand). Thus, in practice, long n-grams
receive very low weights. As a result of the generally lower weights assigned to longer
n-grams, the NIST score obtains the bulk of its value from unigram matches. This
emphasis on unigram matches is the reason for its greater correlation with adequacy
than with ﬂuency. The informativeness is calculated based on Equation (2.10) and
accordingly incorporated into the modiﬁed n-gram precision score in Equation (2.11)
based on Equation (2.6).
Iw1:::wn = log2

count(w1:::wn 1)
count(w1:::wn)

(2.10)
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pn =
P
8w1:::wn2jcn[rnj Iw1:::wn
jcnj (2.11)
Secondly, during the combination of all pn into a single score pN , BLEU uses the
sum of the logarithm of each value of pn and multiplies by a weight 1/N in order
to make pN more sensitive to larger values of n. Doddington (2002) points out that
this method is equally sensitive to varying co-occurrence frequencies regardless of
the value of n. He suggested a simple arithmetic average of all the values of pn to
estimate the single combined score pN as in Equation (2.12).
pN =
NX
n=1
pn (2.12)
Finally, an alternative brevity penalty was suggested to minimize the changes in
score due to small variations in length. This is done by introducing a variable , as
in Equation (2.13). The value of  is chosen in such a way that BP becomes 0.5
when the ratio of the number of words in candidate translation C and the average
length of words in the reference translation set R is 2
3
.
BP = exp

  log2[min( length(R)
length(C)
; 1)]

(2.13)
The BP is then multiplied by the single average modiﬁed n-gram precision score
pN to obtain the ﬁnal NIST score.
Although NIST is a variant of BLEU metric, these two metrics diﬀer in the
following ways: (a) BLEU assigns equal weights to each n-gram pair, while NIST
assigns higher weights to the less predictable (i.e. more informative) n-grams, (b)
BLEU calculates the logarithmic average of n-gram precision, while NIST calculates
the arithmetic average, (c) BLEU and NIST diﬀer from each other with respect to
how they calculate the brevity penalty (used to prevent shorter candidate transla-
tions from receiving too high scores).
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2.5 Data Sources
In this section we provide the background of the data that has been used for the
experiments in this thesis. Due to the unavailability of large amount of parallel data
for some language pairs, and on the basis of research questions RQ1 and RQ2 (cf.
Section 1.1), we have used limited amounts of homogeneous domain-speciﬁc data.
Furthermore, in connection to our research question RQ4, we used much larger data
sets in order to test the scalability of the proposed methods.
2.5.1 English–Bangla Patient Dialogue Corpus
The English–Bangla patient dialogue corpus was constructed in-house for the pur-
pose of developing an MT system to assist patients with limited English in a health-
care scenario. This is a multimedia six-way parallel corpus (Morrissey et al., 2010)
and two of these dimensions are English text and its Bangla translation. The cre-
ation of this corpus involved two diﬀerent tasks.
Our ﬁrst task was to collect an English-language corpus of patient–receptionist
dialogue. It is diﬃcult to collect medical data due to the involvement of personal-
ized information. Thus we had to consider a number of conﬁdentiality and related
ethical issues. This diﬃculty has long been recognized in medical training where
“standardized patients” (SPs) are used with medical students, i.e. actors trained
to simulate consistently the responses of a patient in a particular medical setting.
Training SPs is, of course, a major undertaking in itself necessarily involving experts,
so we made a compromise in that we engaged an experienced GP’s receptionist to
participate in a number of role-play sessions with native English speakers. These
were all recorded and later transcribed. Thus, we believe that our corpus contains
samples that are realistic, and oﬀer a broad coverage of our target domain. Due to
the involvement of the aforementioned stages, it is time-consuming and expensive to
collect a large amount of medical receptionist dialogue. Thus our corpus comprises
380 dialogue turns. In transcription, this works out at just under 3,000 words (a
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very small corpus by any standard). Each sentence turn is on average 8 words.
The next stage in the process was to manually translate our English corpus into
Bangla. Translation between any languages, whether related or not, involves cases
where closely following the source text (a “literal” translation, within the grammat-
ical constraints of the target language) can result in a stilted, unnatural or incorrect
translation. This is especially the case when translating medical receptionist di-
alogue between English and Bangla which diﬀer greatly syntactically. This has
serious implications for our approach to MT. A good example is the dialogue in
(18):
(18) a. Which doctor would you prefer?
b. I don't mind.
The response (18b) can be translated in the following ways as shown in (19).
(19) a. আিম িকছু মেন করব না৷
Ami kichhu mane karba nA.
I ANYTHING MIND WILL NOT.
I don’t mind.
b. েয েকােনা একজনেক েদখােলই হেব৷
ye kono ekajanake dekhAlei habe.
ANY NULL ONE CAN-SEE BE-Future
Can see either of them.
The literal translation (19a) without the context would be misleading or meaningless.
Therefore, in Bangla, the literal translation (19a) is less preferable than the more
explicit translation (19b). We keep (19b) as the translation of (18b) even though
none of the English words have an equivalent in the target side. This scenario might
aﬀect an SMT system trained on such a corpus. However, to ensure the closeness
and ﬂuency in the dialogue we concentrate on meaningful translation in context.
This issue occurs quite frequently while translating the English dialogue corpus into
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Bangla. Along with this we have found other diﬃculties such as lexical choice and
the translation of borrowed words.
Although this corpus is very small, we have found that the medical receptionist
dialogue is comprised of very similar sentences. This is illustrated in examples (20)
and (21).
(20) a. Is it possible to book an appointment later this week?
b. Is it possible to book an appointment with the nurse?
(21) a. The doctor told me to come back for a follow up appointment.
b. The doctor told me to call back in a week.
The portions in italics are the only diﬀerences between (a) and (b). Thus, it
may be helpful to reuse the translation of the common parts when translating a
new sentence. The above observation informs our decision to use EBMT for the
translation of homogeneous domain-speciﬁc data.
2.5.2 Other Data
In addition to the above in-house data, we availed of data from other sources which
have been widely used over the years for many MT experiments. The following
additional data sources have been used in our experiments in this thesis:
BTEC Data: The Basic Traveller Expression Corpus (BTEC) was developed as
a part of the C-STAR (International Consortium for Speech Translation Advanced
Research)18 project. The corpus comprises tourism-related sentences similar to those
that are usually found in phrasebooks for tourists going abroad. We used the portion
of data that has been released for the International Workshop on Spoken Language
Translation (IWSLT09)19 evaluation campaign. We used data for two language pairs:
18Main website http://www.c-star.org, corpus website http://cstar.atr.co.jp/
cstar-corpus/.
19http://mastarpj.nict.go.jp/IWSLT2009/2009/12/evaluation-campaign.html
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English–Chinese and English–Turkish. The IWSLT09 English–Chinese and English–
Turkish data consists of 44,164 and 19,972 training sentences, respectively. For both
language pairs, we used IWSLT09 development sets as test sets in our experiments.
The IWSLT09 development sets consist of 489 sentences for English–Chinese, and
414 for English–Turkish. Note, that this data belongs to a single domain (travel) and
is, therefore, homogeneous in nature. Details of the corpus are given in Table 2.1.
We compare the type-token ratio (TTR)20 on the source side (English) between
these corpora against the Europarl data (selecting the same number of sentences
randomly). The low TTR indicates that sentences in the corpora share many surface
words between them.
EMEAData: This corpus was created using documents from European Medicines
Agency (EMEA)21 (Tiedemann and Nygaard, 2009). The corpus is available as both
translation memory ﬁles (TMX) and plain text ﬁles. The corpus originally consisted
of 1.09 million parallel sentence pairs. However, there were a large number of du-
plicate sentences in the original corpus. We removed all the duplicate sentences
creating a set of 260,806 unique sentence pairs to use in our experiments. We ran-
domly selected a set of 10,000 examples22 for testing and the remaining 250,806
examples were used for training in the experiments conducted in this thesis. This
corpus also belongs to a single domain with homogeneous examples. Table 2.1 shows
that the TTR for this corpus is much lower compared to the TTR obtained from
Europarl data using the same number of randomly selected sentences.
JRC-acquis Data: The JRC-acquis (Steinberger et al., 2006)23 is a freely avail-
able parallel corpus developed by the Joint Research Centre (JRC)24 using legal doc-
20the type-token ratio is a measure of vocabulary variation within a written text.
Type  token ratio = (number of types/number of tokens) 100%
21http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/EMEA.php
22Compared to the standard size of testsets (of the order of 2000-3000 sentences), we use a larger
testset (comprising 10000 sentences) to come up with more reliable results . However, for some of
the experiment we used 2000 examples for faster evaluation of the translation system.
23http://optima.jrc.it/Acquis/
24http://langtech.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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Table 2.1: Corpus Statistics. TTR: type-token ratio, Bn: Bangla, En: English, Fr:
French, Tr: Turkish, Zh: Chinese.
Corpus no. of sentences avg. length TTR TTR in Europarl
(in words)
In-house En–Bn 380 8.51 16.12 24.92
IWSLT09 (En–Zh) 44,164 8.87 2.15 3.72
IWSLT09 (En–Tr) 19,972 9.45 3.81 5.38
EMEA (En–Fr) 250,806 18.8 1.22 1.89
JRC-acquis (En–Fr) 753,323 23.84 1.14 0.95
uments from the Acquis Communautaire (AC). The data was crawled from selected
websites of the European Commission and converted into UTF-8 encoded XML for-
mat. These automatically crawled documents were aligned using HunAlign (Varga
et al., 2005), a language-independent sentence aligner. This corpus represents a
larger amount of data and from a less homogeneous domain. We use English–French
sentence pairs from this corpus. The English–French corpus originally consisted of
1.25 million sentence pairs. Here, we also removed duplicate sentences from the
entire corpus resulting in a set of 755,323 sentence pairs. We randomly selected a
set of 2,000 sentence pairs as a test set and the remaining 753,323 examples were
used to train the MT systems.
In addition to the sentence-level MT task, we also address the Named En-
tity (NE) transliteration task using PA-based EBMT. This data is taken from the
NEWS2009 English-to-Hindi NE transliteration shared task data (Haizhou et al.,
2009). The data consists of 10,000 parallel NEs for training and 1,000 NEs for
testing. More details of the task and the data are given in Section 3.3.
2.6 Summary
Data-driven approaches to MT now dominate the ﬁeld of research. In this chapter,
we review the two main data-driven approaches to MT: EBMT and SMT. Both of
these corpus-based approaches facilitate the quick and inexpensive development of
an MT system without the need for vast linguistic expertise that was required for
previous transfer-based approaches.
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Furthermore, we discussed the main principles behind EBMT, including how dif-
ferent matching techniques are performed to ﬁnd useful examples from the example-
base. We described in detail two diﬀerent EBMT approaches in particular (a pure
EBMT approach using proportional analogy and a compiled EBMT approach us-
ing translation templates) that have been used in our work. We explained how
these two EBMT approaches can work eﬀectively in a limited resource setting with
homogeneous data (particularly using proportional analogy on IWSLT data).
In terms of the SMT framework, we brieﬂy discussed the earlier word-based
translation models and the diﬀerent components of the more recent phrase-based
SMT system using generative models. The more recent system uses log-linear dis-
criminative models that have the advantage of being able to use a larger number of
features compared to the earlier noisy-channel models.
We also looked at the TM paradigm and its use in a CAT system. Much re-
cent research focuses on integrating TM and MT in order to improve each of these
paradigms. SMT phrases can be used as an additional TM to improve a CAT sys-
tem. In contrast, TM-based matching example pairs have also been used to improve
SMT systems.
Finally, we described the diﬀerent evaluation metrics and data sets that are used
in this thesis. Based on the analyses of the EBMT, SMT and the TM paradigms
and the data we are interested in, in what follows, we ﬁrst present our work using an
EBMT system in Chapter 3 and 4. Subsequently, in Chapter 5 and 6, we propose a
novel way of using TM within an EBMT system to meet our translation needs.
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Chapter 3
Proportional Analogy-Based
EBMT
In this chapter we describe a proportional analogy-based EBMT system. In 2005,
a number of papers by Lepage and Denoual (2005a,b,c) reported an experimental
implementation of an EBMT system using proportional analogy (PA). This ap-
proach, a type of analogical learning, was attractive because of its simplicity; and
the paper reported considerable success with the method using various language
pairs. However, the approach has the problem of low recall and suﬀers badly with
a long run time when the size of the example-base is increased. While the approach
seems fraught with diﬃculties as a stand-alone translation model, its use for the spe-
cial case of unknown words, particularly names or special terms, seems much more
promising. This motivates us to use a PA-based system (as part of a runtime EBMT
approach) to mitigate the problems that SMT has with unknown words. Thus a
PA-based system is anticipated to address research question RQ1 (which focuses on
exploiting EBMT approaches in resource-poor settings) and research question RQ3
(which concentrates on eﬀective combination of EBMT and SMT to handle prob-
lems of data sparseness). In our own work, we have developed an analogy-based
EBMT system from scratch as no open-source PA-based system existed. Further-
more, we have developed a new heuristic and compared all the proposed heuristics
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to understand their eﬀectiveness within the runtime EBMT approach. Finally, we
combine the PA-based system with a state-of-the-art SMT system for eﬀective use
of the individual system.
The organization of the chapter is as follows: First we describe the underlying
concept of using PA-based EBMT system in Section 3.1. Then we present our
particular approach for developing an EBMT system using analogy. Finally, we
demonstrate diﬀerent experiments conducted and present the experimental results
and assessment of error types.
3.1 The Underlying Idea of a PA-Based System
The PA-based EBMT system was developed based on the idea of constructing and
solving analogical equations at runtime. This particular approach to MT was intro-
duced by Lepage and Denoual (2005c). We will ﬁrst outline the theory of PA then
how this idea can be implemented in an EBMT system.
3.1.1 Proportional Analogies
PAs are global relationships between four objects as shown in 3.1.
A : B :: C : D (3.1)
read as “A is to B as C is to D”. The symbol ‘::’ is sometimes replaced with an equal
sign (=) to denote (3.1) in the form of an equation. This formulation as an equation
can have zero, one, or more solutions if any of the objects (usually D) is considered
as a variable. Noted long ago by the likes of Aristotle and Plato, PAs are often seen
as a means of knowledge representation in Artiﬁcial Intelligence (Gentner, 1983) due
to their power to represent world knowledge and the lexical relations encoded within
them. In natural language processing, analogies are used as an instrument to explain
inﬂectional and derivational morphology including complexities such as those found
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in Semitic languages (Lepage, 1998). Lepage (1998) developed an algorithm that
could solve analogical equations over strings or characters, based on ﬁnding the
longest common subsequences, and measuring edit distance. Lepage showed with
examples from various languages that his algorithm could handle insertion/deletion
of preﬁxes and suﬃxes (22a), exchange of preﬁxes/suﬃxes (22b), inﬁxing (22c) and
parallel inﬁxing (22d).
(22) a. (French) répression : répressionnaire :: réaction : x ) x=réactionnaire
b. wolf : wolves :: leaf : x ) x=leaves
c. (German) ﬂiehen : ﬂoh :: schließen : x ) x=schloß
d. (Proto-Semitic) yasriqu : sariq :: yanqimu : x ) x=naqim
3.1.2 Analogy-Based EBMT
In the EBMT workshop in Phuket, Lepage and Denoual (2005c) presented “The
‘purest’ EBMT system ever built: no variables, no templates, no training, examples,
just examples, only examples”. This purely data-driven approach to MT uses the
notion of PA. The idea introduced in Lepage and Denoual (2005c) is explained in
considerably more detail in Lepage and Denoual (2005a,b).
Lepage and Denoual (2005a,b,c) showed how an EBMT system can be built
based on the algorithm proposed by Lepage (1998). Treating a sentence as a string
of characters, they note that PAs can be handled as in (23):
(23) They swam
in the sea
: They swam
across the river
:: It ﬂoated in
the sea
: It ﬂoated across
the river
For the purpose of EBMT, the PA-based approach assumes a database of exam-
ple pairs, where each pair is a source and target language translation equivalent.
For the ﬁrst three sentences in (23), the translation equivalents in Spanish are given
in (24).
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(24) a. Nadaron en el mar. b. Atravesaron el río nadando. c. Flotó en el mar.
Suppose now that we want to translate the sentence D=It ﬂoated across the river.
The translation process is as follows:
1. Find a pair hA;Bi of sentences in the example set that satisﬁes the PA in
Equation (3.2).
A : B :: C(?) : It ﬂoated across the river (3.2)
Solving this results in C = It ﬂoated in the sea.
2. Take the translation corresponding to A, B and C (noted A0; B0 and C 0).
3. Solve Equation (3.3): D0 represents the desired translation.
A0 : B0 :: C 0 : D0 (3.3)
Substituting the three sentences in (24) into Equation (3.3), we have a solvable
equation with D0=Atravesó el río ﬂotando, which is an acceptable translation.
3.1.3 Some Immediate Diﬃculties
The process outlined in the previous section has some diﬃculties in solving ana-
logical equations. First, due to the unconstrained nature of PA, there is always a
possibility of solving “false analogies”, i.e. set of strings for which the analogy holds,
but which do not represent a valid linguistic relationship. Example (25) illustrates
this phenomenon, where the A : B relationship is a simple one-character substitu-
tion (p for a), mirrored in the case of C : D.
(25) Yea : Yep :: At ﬁve a.m. : At ﬁve p.m.
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However, Lepage (2004) reported that there are very few analogies of this kind
(less than 4% in BTEC corpus). Secondly, there might be multiple solutions to the
Equation (3.3). To take another example from (Lepage, 2004), the solution to (26)
could be any of the strings in (27):
(26) May I have some
tea please?
: May I have a cup of
coﬀee?
:: I’d like some strong
tea please.
: x
(27) a. I'd like a strong cup of coﬀee. b. I'd like a cup of strong coﬀee.
c. I'd like a cup strong of coﬀee. d. I'd like a cstrongup of coﬀee.
e. I'd like a custrongp of coﬀee. etc.
The equation requires us to substitute May I have with I’d like … strong, and
some tea please with a cup of coﬀee, but nothing in the algorithm tells us where
to insert the word strong, and, remembering that we are treating the sentences as
strings of characters rather than strings of words, nothing prevents the word from
being inserted as in (27d,e) etc. in addition to the desired solution in (27b). The
proportional analogy method can consider the examples to be either strings of char-
acters, or strings of words. The latter approach of course eliminates the possibility
of outputs such as (27d,e), but also means that correspondences such as walks :
walked :: ﬂoats : ﬂoated as in (28) would not be captured.
(28) It walks across
the street
: It walked across
the street
:: It ﬂoats across
the river
: It ﬂoated across
the river
3.2 Our Approach
In this section we describe the system architecture of our implementation of a PA-
based EBMT system. Our particular architecture has a clear separation between the
main components of an analogy-based EBMT system. These components essentially
represent some knowledge for solving valid analogical equations ﬁrst.
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3.2.1 System Architecture
We have implemented the EBMT system using PAs based on Lepage (1998) and Lep-
age and Denoual (2005a). The proposed architecture integrates the main compo-
nents of an analogy-based system in a modular fashion with a heuristic-based pre-
validation for identiﬁcation of valid analogical equations.
D′  
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D 
<A,B> 
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Analogy Solver Analogy Verifier 
Analogy Verifier Analogy Solver 
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Figure 3.1: Analogy-based EBMT architecture.
First the system requires some knowledge about choosing relevant hA;Bi pairs
from the example-base to ensure that the better candidate analogical equations
from the potential set of all possible analogies are solved ﬁrst, and that some of
the unsolvable analogies are ﬁltered out before veriﬁcation. We adopt diﬀerent
heuristics to ensure this, as discussed below. Secondly, there is an Analogy Veriﬁer,
which decides the solvability of an analogical equation. The third component solves
the analogy as in Equation (3.2) based on the triplet hA;B;Di and produces C.
Note that D is the input sentence to be translated. We call this module the Analogy
Solver. Once C is produced on the source side, we ﬁnd the translation equivalents
hA0; B0; C 0i on the target side for the source-side hA;B;Ci triplet. Then, we apply
the three components on the target-side in the same order to obtain one candidate
translation D0 as in Equation (3.3). Collecting all D0, we rank them by frequency
as diﬀerent analogical equations might produce identical solutions.
An EBMT system using PAs must address the issue of computational complexity
for real-time translation. The ﬁrst step of the process, mentioned in Section 3.1.2,
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can choose any hA;Bi pair for the input D. Thus, a total of O(n2) possible pairs
need to be examined for D, which itself is a very time consuming process as n is
in general a large number and denotes the number of lines in the example-base.
Furthermore, one analogical equation is veriﬁed and solved based on ﬁnding the
longest common subsequences and measuring edit distances. These two processes
also exhibit quadratic time complexity. To cope with this large time complexity
we only look for time-bounded solutions, i.e. allow the process to continue for a
ﬁxed amount of time. However, we may still spend time verifying/solving equations
which will not converge to any solution. Thus, we apply diﬀerent heuristics to ﬁlter
out some of the analogical equations and to try better candidates ﬁrst by ranking
the equations. Section 3.2.2 describes the heuristics in detail.
Since no oﬀ-the-shelf implementation is available for solving analogies, we have
implemented our own EBMT system using PA. It is often the case that a PA-based
system suﬀers from low recall. First, we tried to improve the PA-based system by
introducing new heuristics to overcome low recall. Furthermore, we have improved
the system accuracy by combining an SMT-based system with the PA-based system.
3.2.2 Heuristics
We adopted diﬀerent heuristics from the literature to understand their relative per-
formance in translation tasks under the time-constrained model. Heuristics essen-
tially prune some of the analogical equations that will not produce a fruitful solution.
This will eﬀectively reduce the time wasted for verifying and/or solving some analo-
gies. The heuristics do this in diﬀerent ways, and with varying success. We ﬁrst
choose the heuristic from Lepage and Denoual (2005a,b) which selects a relevant
pair hA;Bi based on a length comparison with the input D.
H1: Consider as candidates only sentences whose length is more than half and
less than double the length of the input sentence. Formally, jDj/2  jAj; jBj  2jDj,
where jxj is the length of x.
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The second heuristic is based on that of Lepage and Lardilleux (2007), which
speeds up the process of searching relevant hA;Bi pairs. This is done by sorting the
corpus based on the sentence to be translated (D), using edit distance for the selec-
tion of As and selecting Bs based on their inclusion score (Lepage, 1998, p.730),
i.e. length of B minus its similarity to D.
H2: Consider as candidates primarily sentence pairs where A has a low edit
distance w.r.t. D, and B has a low inclusion score w.r.t. D.
In the third heuristic, we adopt a “trick” described by Langlais and Yvon (2008),
called SOURCE-TRICK, relies on the property expressed in (29).
(29) [A : B :: C : D])
A[1] 2 fB[1]; C[1]g _D[1] 2 fB[1]; C[1]g
A[$] 2 fB[$]; C[$]g _D[$] 2 fB[$]; C[$]g
where S[1] and S[$] are the ﬁrst and last symbols, respectively, in the
string S.
The trick is to limit the search to triples hA;B;Ci that pass this test.
H3: Consider as candidates only pairs where B or C share the same ﬁrst and
last symbol with A or D.
The fourth heuristic relates to the eﬀort of solving target-side analogical equations
A0 : B0 :: C 0 : D0 based on Langlais and Yvon (2008) character count property, called
TARGET-TRICK. Formally, it can be stated as:
H4: Whenever a symbol occurs more frequently in A0 than it does in B0 and C 0,
the analogical equation is bound to fail and need not be solved.
[A0 : B0 :: C 0 : x] 6=  if jA0jc  jB0jc + jC 0jc;8c 2 fA0; B0; C 0g
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Finally, we have developed a new heuristic based on a modiﬁcation of H2. Here
also, we speed up the process of searching for relevant hA;Bi pairs. We choose
hA;Bi pairs based on a smaller edit distance with respect to the input sentence to
be translated (D). This is done by sorting the examples based on the edit distance
with respect to D and choosing the top two candidates as the hA;Bi pair from
the sorted examples. Edit-distance essentially indicates the measure of closeness.
Choosing the hA;Bi pair based on smaller edit-distance to D indicates two similar
sentences are used to form the analogical equation in the source side. This also indi-
cates that A and B may be quite close to each other as they are the two most similar
sentences to input D. It is quite likely to ﬁnd a valid solution to these analogies.
H5: Consider as a candidate a pair sentences where A and B have a low edit
distance w.r.t D such that A 6= B.
Comparison of Heuristics
In order to understand the eﬀectiveness of the diﬀerent heuristics mentioned above,
we compare the average number of analogical equations constructed and solved
both in the source and target sides in a time-constrained environment (the number
of equations attempted or solved within 1 second). We used English–Hindi Named
Entity (NE) transliteration data1 for the comparison of heuristics. The data consists
of 10,000 NEs for training and 1,000 names for testing. Table 3.1 summarizes the
average number of equations attempted or solved and the average number of ana-
logical equations that produce potential output while diﬀerent heuristics are used
in the system.
Note that when no heuristic is applied, to transliterate one input NE, the average
number of analogical equations attempted within 1 second is around 600k equations
on the source side and 40k equations on the target side. Out of these 40k target-
1The detail of the NE data is provided in Section 3.3. Note that NE transliteration is similar
to the machine translation task. However, NEs in general have a shorter length compared to a
proper sentence of a language, so we anticipate that PA-based system will work well for the NE
transliteration task.
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Table 3.1: Average number of analogical equations attempted or solved with dif-
ferent heuristics in source and target sides.
Heuristic source-side target-side output
No heuristic 600,142 40,308 0.692
H1 705,711 3,621 0.335
H2 788,185 42,634 176
H3 791,155 10,203 8.75
H4 703,912 33,291 0.382
H5 673,928 10,705 1900
side equations, the average number of analogical equations that generate the ﬁnal
solution is only 0.692. As we will see, the various heuristics aﬀect the number of
equations attempted or solved, ideally cutting down the eﬀort wasted on comparisons
which will not contribute to a useful solution.
With the help of H1, we are able to solve around 705k analogical equations on
the source side and around 3k equations on the target side in 1 second. This heuristic
solves more equations on the source side but eﬀectively reduces the number on the
target side and the average number of equations that produce output is 0.335.2 This
is reﬂected in the overall output of the experiments shown in Table 3.4 (in Section
3.3).
We are able to solve around 788k and 42k analogical equations in the source and
target sides, respectively, within 1 second with the help of H2. We found that with
this heuristic, the average number of analogical equations that lead to output are
176. Thus, this is expected to work well with our experimental setups.
The average numbers of source- and target-side analogical equations solved
within 1 second with the help of H3 are around 791k and 10k, respectively, and the
average number of analogical equations which produce output is 8.75.
Using H4, the average numbers of source- and target-side analogical equations
solved within 1 second are around 703k and 33k, respectively. The average number
of analogical equations which produce output is 0.382.
2The average number of equations indicates the ratio between the total number of solved ana-
logical equations on the target side and the total number of input sentences attempted to be
translated using analogy. The number is less then one when the analogy-based approach is unable
to ﬁnd any solution to a large number of input sentences.
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We are able to solve around 673k and 10k source- and target-side analogical
equations with the help of H5 within 1 second. However, we found that with this
heuristic, the average number of analogical equations that lead to output are 1900.
Thus, this is expected to work best with our experimental setup.
3.2.3 Analogy Veriﬁer
It is often the case that an analogical equation has no solution. Thus, we need
to verify the solvability of an analogical equation beforehand to avoid the time-
consuming procedure of solving the equation. We developed our analogy veriﬁer
based on the description in Lepage (1998). An analogical equation, A : B :: C : x
has no solution if some characters of A appear neither in B nor in C. Conversely, all
characters of A need to appear either in B or in C to form a solvable analogy. Like
Lepage (1998), we also compute a pseudo-distance matrix and similitude to verify
the solvability of an analogy.
Pseudo-distance is a variation of the edit-distance (Wagner and Fischer, 1974)
with an insertion cost of 0. The pseudo-distance can be computed exactly as the
edit-distance with an insertion cost of 0. We refer to this number as pdist(A;B).
For instance the edit-distance between the words like and unlike is 2. The bottom-
right element of the array in Figure 3.2 contains the answer after ﬁnding the min-
imum edits (insertion, deletion and substitution) between the two strings of char-
acters. The insertion of character ‘u’ and ‘n’ changes ‘like’ into ‘unlike’. Thus the
edit  dist(like; unlike) = 2.
u n l i k e
l 1 2 2 3 4 5
i 2 2 3 2 3 4
k 3 3 3 3 2 3
e 4 4 4 4 3 2
Figure 3.2: Edit-distance matrix between the words like and unlike.
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u n l i k e
l 1 1 0 0 0 0
i 2 2 1 0 0 0
k 3 3 2 1 0 0
e 4 4 3 2 1 0
Figure 3.3: Pseudo-distance matrix between the words like and unlike.
As the insertion cost for pseudo-distance is 0, the two insertion operations (inser-
tion of character ‘u’ and ‘n’ into ‘like’) do not add any value to the pseudo-distance.
The result is in the right-bottom row of the matrix in Figure 3.3.
Similitude between A and B (sim(A;B)) is the length of their longest common
subsequence. This is equal to the length of A, minus the number of its characters
deleted or replaced to produce B. This number is essentially the pseudo-distance
between A and B. Thus,
sim(A;B) = jAj   pdist(A;B) (3.4)
A valid analogy will hold if the sum of the similitudes of A with B and C is
greater than or equal to the length of A.
sim(A;B) + sim(A;C)  jAj (3.5)
Substituting Equation (3.4) in Equation (3.5), we get
jAj  pdist(A;B) + pdist(A;C) (3.6)
When the length of A is greater than the sum of the pseudo-distances, some
subsequences of A are common to B, C, x (that has been built so far) in the same
order. Such subsequences have to be copied in solution x. We compute the sum
of the length of such subsequences. We refer to this as com(A;B;C; x). Thus, an
analogical equation A : B :: C : x will hold iﬀ:
jAj = pdist(A;B) + pdist(A;C) + com(A;B;C; x) (3.7)
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3.2.4 Analogy Solver
The ﬁrst algorithmic solution to an analogical equation was developed by Lepage
(1998). He proposed the algorithm for solving analogies between words. We adopted
the same algorithm for solving analogies between sentences. The solution proposed
by Lepage (1998) works on strings of characters. Thus, the same algorithm works
for solving analogies between sentences.
To solve an analogy A : B :: C : x, A is compared with B and C to construct
the output x. The method works in two steps:
(i) Look for those parts in B which are not common to A and parts in C that are
not common to A.
(ii) Put these diﬀering parts in the right order to construct the solution x.
The example in (30) illustrates the above steps.
(30) reader : unreadable :: doer : x => x = undoable
In this example, the uncommon parts in B(unreadable) compared with A (reader)
are un and able. Similarly, the uncommon part in C(doer) compared with A is do.
These three uncommon parts (un, able and do) are combined in the second step to
produce the solution undoable.
The algorithm ﬁrst computes the pseudo-distance matrices between A and B,
and A and C. After constructing the matrices, the algorithm computes the solution
(x) of the analogy by traversing all possible paths similar to the output of an edit-
distance trace. The traversal starts from the bottom to the top in both the matrices
in parallel. During each move a character is copied to the solution x (in reverse
order) according to the traversal rules. These rules indicate which character from
B or C will be copied to the solution based on the diﬀerent combination of move
directions (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) in the pseudo-distance matrices.
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In order to avoid repetition, we are not providing the detail of the algorithm.
This can be found in Lepage (1998) and Lepage and Denoual (2005c). However, we
illustrate the solution of an analogy with an example in Figure 3.4. The example
solves the analogy like : unlike :: known : x, where x is the variable. The ﬁgure
shows the possible moves in the two pseudo-distance matrices in parallel. The moves
are marked with suﬃxes in the circled elements of pseudo-distance matrices.
B = e k i l n u k n o w n = C
0 0 0 04 15;6 17 l 15;6;7 14 1 1 1
0 0 03 1 2 2 i 2 2 23 2 2
0 02 1 2 3 3 k 2 2 2 22 2
01 1 2 3 4 4 e 3 3 3 3 31
jj
A
Figure 3.4: Example of pseudo-distance-based analogy solver.
Table 3.2: Solution associated with moves in pseudo-distance matrices
Move DirAB DirAC Copy onto x rule from string
1 diagonal diagonal -e + e + n = n -A+B+C C
2 diagonal diagonal -k + k + w = w -A+B+C C
3 diagonal diagonal -i + i + o = o -A+B+C C
4 diagonal diagonal -l + l + n = n -A+B+C C
5 horizontal horizontal k copy from C C
6 horizontal no move n copy from B B
7 horizontal no move u copy from B B
Based on the direction of moves (DirAB and DirAC) in the two pseudo-distance
matrices, a diﬀerent character is copied to the solution x. Table 3.2 shows an example
of the characters copied to solution x in each move. The solution is constructed in
reverse order due to the bottom up traversal in the pseudo-distance matrices. Thus,
the reverse of the string copied in x generates the actual solution of the analogy, i.e.
x = unknown.
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3.3 Experiments and Results
We tested our EBMT system using PA for two diﬀerent tasks. First, a NE translit-
eration task from English to Hindi. As noted in Section 2.1.1, the PA-based system
works well for shorter sentences with a similar structure. Thus, we took the NE
transliteration task as a case study which is relevant to MT. Furthermore, it was
reported (Hermjakob et al., 2008) that a state-of-the-art SMT system can’t handle
NEs that are not found in the training parallel text. We choose an NE translitera-
tion task to see the power of a PA-based system as it works well when the length of
the input/training-data is shorter. A short description of the task is given below.
Named Entity Transliteration
Named Entity (NE) transliteration is the process of transcribing NEs across lan-
guages. For example, in our English-to-Hindi NE transliteration, given a name in
English (e.g. nisha) we need to transcribe the name into its equivalent in Hindi (e.g.
िनशा). The main diﬀerence between NE transliteration and MT is that NE translit-
eration deals with the phonetic translation of names while MT involves meaningful
translation across languages. However, the approaches used to solve these two tasks
in general share a lot of similarities. Both tasks essentially use an amount of training
data to learn alignments between the smaller units of the task. In the case of MT,
the aligned words and phrase pairs are learned while translating sentences of a lan-
guage. Similarly, in NE transliteration, aligned characters and/or syllables (smaller
units of a NE) are learned for phonetic translation of NEs. Thus, the state-of-the-art
PBSMT can be applied successfully to the NE transliteration task e.g., (Haizhou
et al., 2009).
Secondly, we tested the PA-based system in two translation tasks, from English-
to-Bangla and English-to-Chinese. This was done in order to test the PA-based sys-
tem on a translation task which has much higher complexity (the sentences are much
longer compared to NEs) than a transliteration task. We choose English–Chinese
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data from IWSLT09 as the sentences are short and belong to a single domain. As
noted in Section 2.5, if the test and training sentences belong to the same domain
they are likely to share a larger number of surface words between them. Our in-
house English–Bangla patient dialog corpus also belongs to a single domain with
relatively shorter sentences. In both corpora, the input test sentences and training
examples are essentially homogeneous in nature. Thus, a PA-based EBMT system
is anticipated to work well with these corpora. This is due to the fact that to hold
an analogy (A : B :: C : x), all characters in A must appear in B and C. This
essentially indicates that one sentence of the corpus should be a subsentence of two
other sentences.
3.3.1 Experiments Conducted
We conducted experiments with three diﬀerent approaches.
 SMT: First, we conducted an experiment to estimate the baseline accuracy
of our approach for both the tasks (English-to-Hindi NE transliteration and
English-to-Chinese/Bangla translation). We use OpenMaTrEx3 (Dandapat
et al., 2010a), an open-source SMT system as a baseline and compared the
results with our approach.
 Analogy-based EBMT (AEBMT): Five diﬀerent experiments were con-
ducted based on our EBMT system using PA for all the tasks. We shall call
these analogy-based EBMT (AEBMT) experiments. The ﬁve diﬀerent exper-
iments deal with the ﬁve diﬀerent heuristics described in the previous section.
Each of these ﬁve experiments was also tested with time bounds of one second
and three seconds to understand the eﬀect of time while using an analogy-
based system.
 AEBMT+SMT: Furthermore, we have found that there are cases where
AEBMT produces good output but SMT fails and vice versa. In order to fur-
3http://openmatrex.org/
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ther improve the output quality, we use a combination of AEBMT and SMT.
We assume that the translation of a sentence s produced by the AEBMT and
SMT systems are TAEBMT(s) and TSMT(s), respectively. We back-oﬀ to the
SMT system when AEBMT fails to produce any output, to mitigate the prob-
lem of AEBMT with SMT (AEBMT+SMT). In order to do that, we combine
the outputs of both systems in the order TAEBMT(s) + TSMT(s), which auto-
matically uses back-oﬀ when TAEBMT(s) = null. For example, if TAEBMT(s) =
fo1a; o1a; :::; onag and TSMT(s) = fo1s; o1s; :::; oms g, then the ordered concatenation
of both outputs produces TAEBMT(s) + TSMT(s) = fo1a; o1a; :::; ona ; o1s; o1s; :::; oms g.
When no output is produced by the AEBMT system (TAEBMT(s) = null), the
combination holds the output of the SMT system, i.e. TAEBMT(s) + TSMT(s) =
fo1s; o1s; :::; oms g. We consider only the ﬁrst output to estimate the translitera-
tion accuracy. Thus, we rely on SMT output iﬀ the AEBMT system failed to
produce any output.
Thus we have three systems (AEBMT, SMT, AEBMT+SMT) that are tested
with ﬁve heuristics (H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5) as well as a situation where no heuristics
are used.
3.3.2 Data Used for the Experiments
We use three diﬀerent data sets for our experiments. The ﬁrst dataset is comprised
of the NEWS 2009 English–Hindi transliteration data (Kumaran and Kellner, 2007).
The data consists of 10,000 NEs for training and 1,000 names for testing. The same
examples fphilippinesg are represented in three diﬀerent ways: character-level fp h
i l i p p i n e sg, syllable-level fphi li ppi ne sg4 and word-level fphilippinesg. All
the experiments were tested with character- , syllable- and word-level NEs as the
example-base.
Our second set of data consists of an English–Chinese corpus from IWSLT09.
4The syllabiﬁcation is based on the NEWS09 NE transliteration data (Kumaran and Kellner,
2007).
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The training data consists of 44,164 parallel sentences. We use the IWSLT09 devset5
as our test set which consists of 489 sentences.
Our third dataset consists of an English–Bangla parallel corpus developed in-
house based on the dialogue exchange between a patient and a medical receptionist
(cf. Section 2.5.1). The source side of the data is composed of transcribed audio
recordings. We manually translated the English corpus into Bangla. Due to the
involvement of the aforementioned stages, it is time-consuming and expensive to
collect a large amount of medical receptionist dialogue. Thus our training corpus
comprises of 380 dialogue turns. A ﬁxed set of 41 sentences disjoint from the train-
ing set was used to test the system. Although when dealing with relatively small
data sets it is common to use k­fold cross-validation, for our particular experiments
using the PA-based approach we had to ensure that all of the vocabulary contained
in the test set was fully covered by the training examples, since when using PA
techniques, we cannot form valid analogical equations over out-of-vocabulary items.
Thus, carrying out this type of cross-validation is not suitable for the PA-based
approach when using the English–Bengali medical data set.
3.3.3 Results
We evaluated the NE transliteration task with the NEWS'09 metrics (Li et al., 2009).
The accuracy is deﬁned as the ratio of correct transliterations in the ﬁrst position
to the total number of words to be transliterated. This is shown in Equation (3.8).
Accuracy(%) = Number of correct transliteration in the ﬁrst positionTotal number of words to be transliterated  100 (3.8)
In our evaluation, correct transliteration in the ﬁrst position refers to the most fre-
quent output. The example outputs for two input names in English (nisha and
pakur) are shown in Table 3.3. We consider ‘िनशा (21)’ for nisha which is a correct
translation with respect to the reference data and ‘पकुार (11)’ for pakur which is incor-
5devset refers to the development dataset, used to tune the parameters of a machine translation
model towards the improvement of the models for real test data.
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Table 3.3: Example of transliteration. The numbers in bracket are the frequencies
of each transliteration candidate as output.
Input NE Output Transliterations
nisha िनशा (21), नीशा (9), नशी (5), ि◌नशा (4), नइशा (4)
pakur पकुार (11), पौरक (6), पाकुर (4), पकुर (2), पकुर (2)
rect even though the output at rank third (पाकुर) is correct as per the reference data.
Thus the accuracy for the example is 50%.
We used BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) (cf. Section 2.4.1) and NIST (Doddington,
2002) (cf. Section 2.4.2) for automatic evaluation of our analogy-based systems for
translation tasks.
Table 3.4 summarises the ﬁnal accuracy achieved by diﬀerent methods varying
the allowable running time to transliterate a single name.
Table 3.4: Transliteration accuracies (in %) for English-to-Hindi with diﬀerent
models using diﬀerent heuristics. RT: Average Running Time.
Heuristics Character-Level
System Accuracy
(%)
Syllable-Level
System Accuracy
(%)
Word-Level
System Accuracy
(%)
SMT=31.8,
RT=1.25 seconds
SMT=36.2,
RT=0.19 seconds
SMT=8.7,
RT=0.01 seconds
AEBMT AEBMT
+SMT
AEBMT AEBMT
+SMT
AEBMT AEBMT
+SMT
R
un
ni
ng
T
im
e=
1s
No 13.7 32.6 14.2 36.5 15.7 15.7
H1 9.4 32.3 13.0 35.8 11.2 14.1
H2 22.2 32.5 21.4 32.6 20.6 20.6
H3 14.1 32.4 15.4 36.2 15.3 15.3
H4 9.4 32.2 13.0 35.8 11.2 14.1
H5 28.1 36.0 30.2 37.1 28.7 28.7
R
un
ni
ng
T
im
e=
3s
No 16.6 33.1 17.2 35.1 17.1 17.1
H1 16.1 33.0 17.1 34.7 17 17
H2 23.7 31.9 24.1 33.5 23.2 23.2
H3 18.3 32.6 18.3 34.3 19.3 19.3
H4 16.0 33.0 17.2 34.8 17.1 17.1
H5 28.9 35.7 30.3 37.0 29.3 29.3
Note that the SMT baseline accuracies are 31.8%, 36.2% and 8.7%, respectively
for the character-, syllable-, and word-level models. The highest accuracies achieved
with EBMT using analogies are 28.9%, 30.3% and 29.3%, respectively for character-,
syllable- and word-level models with the H5 heuristic and allowing a 3 second run
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Table 3.5: Translation scores obtained for English-to-Chinese MT with AEBMT
system
Heuristics SMT(BLEU=14.22, NIST= 3.61)
BLEU (in %) NIST
R
un
ni
ng
T
im
e=
1s
No 0.00 0.22
H1 0.64 0.33
H2 6.11 1.29
H3 1.10 0.46
H4 0.00 0.33
H5 6.56 1.37
R
un
ni
ng
T
im
e=
3s
No 0.00 0.23
H1 0.77 0.41
H2 6.56 1.33
H3 3.93 0.89
H4 0.82 0.43
H5 6.74 1.41
time. However, when combining SMT with AEBMT (AEBMT+SMT) the highest
accuracies obtained are 36.0%, 37.1% and 29.3% with a relative improvement of
13.2%, 2.5% and 236.8%, respectively for the character-, syllable- and word-level
models over the baseline (SMT).
In addition, we conducted an experiment with English and Chinese using the
IWSLT09 corpus. Table 3.5 summarizes the results obtained using the AEBMT
system with diﬀerent heuristics and with diﬀerent allowable running times. As
for NE transliteration, the AEBMT system has a lower accuracy compared to the
baseline SMT system. These low BLEU scores are due to the quite low recall of the
AEBMT system. The AEBMT system is unable to produce any translation for a
large portion of the test examples. We combine the AEBMT system with SMT in
a similar way to the NE transliteration task. Table 3.6 summarizes the accuracy of
the combined system (AEBMT+SMT) with the two highest performing heuristics.
We found that the combined system (AEBMT+SMT) has a relative improvement
of 1.13% and 0.55%, respectively in BLEU and NIST over the baseline SMT system,
thereby indicating negligible improvements in ﬂuency and adequacy, respectively.
We also conducted experiments in the direction of Chinese-to-English. Table
3.7 shows the accuracy obtained by the two highest performing heuristics when
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Table 3.6: Translation scores obtained for English-to-Chinese MT with
AEBMT+SMT system
Heuristics SMT(BLEU=14.22, NIST= 3.61)
BLEU (in %) NIST
Running H2 14.38 3.62
Time=1s H5 14.33 3.61
Running H2 14.27 3.63
Time=3s H5 14.18 3.61
Input        ? 
Reference can we look at the menu again ? 
SMT o/p can i see a menu ? 
AEBMT o/p would you mind seing menu again ? 
Analogy 
Solved 
Source Analogy (A : B :: input : D) 
       ? :      	   ? ::       
  ? :      	   ? 
 
Source Analogy (A′ : B′ :: output : D′ ) 
can i see the menu again ? : can i change the seats ? :: would you 
mind seing menu again ? : would you mind changing seats ? 
 
Figure 3.5: Analogy-based translation example from Chinese-to-English.
translating Chinese into English. Figure 3.5 depicts one example translation with
the solved analogical equations while translating Chinese into English.
Table 3.7: Translation scores obtained for Chinese-to-English MT
Heuristics SMT(BLEU=29.63, NIST= 6.02)
AEBMT AEBMT+SMT
BLEU
(in %)
NIST BLEU
(in %)
NIST
Running H2 4.49 0.851 27.98 5.87
Time=1s H5 4.75 0.898 28.21 5.90
Running H2 4.56 0.865 27.98 5.87
Time=3s H5 4.91 0.923 28.14 5.90
In our third experiment, we tested our AEBMT system with our in-house English–
Bangla medical receptionist dialogue corpus. As we pointed out earlier, the medical
receptionist dialogue corpus is very small but the training and test data are homo-
geneous in nature. We thought that this scenario would be best suited for PA-based
EBMT system. We found that within the allowable running time of 1 second, the
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AEBMT system is able to handle all possible analogical equations that can be con-
structed using the entire training corpus. However, the AEBMT system is able to
translate only two sentences from the testset of 41 sentences. This is due to the fact
the PA-based system was unable to produce solvable analogical equations from such
a small corpus. Due to such low recall, we did not estimate the MT accuracy for this
corpus using the AEBMT system. The translations of these two sentences by both
AEBMT and SMT are exactly the same, thus the combination of AEBMT with
SMT has no eﬀect in the MT accuracy over the baseline SMT system. The solu-
tions of these two sentences are given in Figure 3.6 with the corresponding analogies
solved to achieve the output.
Input1 i don’t know , i have no idea . 
Reference , 	
	
SMT o/p 

AEBMT o/p 

Analogy 
Solved 
Source Analogy: (A : B :: input : D) 
i don’t know , you tell me . : you tell me . :: i don’t know , i have 
no idea . : i have no idea .  
 
Target Analogy: ( A′ : B′ :: output : D′ ) 

: 

:: 
: 


Input2 is he a new patient ? 
Reference 
	 
SMT o/p 
	? 
AEBMT o/p 
	? 
Analogy 
Solved 
Source Analogy: (A : B :: input : D) 
are you a new patient ? : are you an existing patient ? :: is he a 
new patient ? : is he an existing patient ? 
 
Target Analogy: (A′ : B′ :: output : D′ ) 

	? : 
	:: 

	? : 
	 
 
Figure 3.6: Translation output for English-to-Bangla system.
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3.3.4 Further Study with NE Transliteration
Combination of Heuristics
From our previous experiments (cf. Table 3.4), we found that the use of heuristics
generally improves the performance of the AEBMT system. We combined heuris-
tics to investigate their eﬀective usage within the analogy-based EBMT system. We
tried combining H4 with H2 and H5 because H4 is based on character constraints
while both H2 and H5 are distance-based heuristics. Figure 3.7 shows the perfor-
mance of the combined heuristics (H2+H4 and H4+H5) for the syllable-level6 NE
transliteration task. We found that the use of H2+H4 improves the performance
over H2 and H4 when used in isolation. In contrast, the use of H2+H5 shows an
improvement over H2 but fails to improve over H5. However, overall, none of these
combinations are able to outperform H5.
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Figure 3.7: The eﬀect of combined heuristics for NE transliteration using AEBMT
system.
Furthermore, we observed a similar trend with the combination of heuristics for
the syllable-level AEBMT+SMT system. Figure 3.8 shows the eﬀect of diﬀerent
combinations of heuristics for the combined AEBMT+SMT system.
6We choose syllable-level as it achieves the highest accuracy, as illustrated in Table 3.4
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Figure 3.8: The eﬀect of combined heuristics for NE transliteration using the
AEBMT+SMT system.
Output-bounded Solution
In our previous experiments, we used a ﬁxed amount of runtime to obtain output
translations using AEBMT. Although using a ﬁxed amount of allowable runtime
may not produce a suﬃcient number of solutions to reliably select the most frequent
one, we can rely on the output if the number of solutions produced by AEBMT
(jopj) is greater than some threshold. However, we may encounter test examples
which cannot produce a suﬃcient number of solutions to satisfy the threshold value,
thereby creating an inﬁnite loop. Therefore, it is often risky to impose this criterion
within the PA-based system.
We use diﬀerent possible combinations of AEBMT with SMT using diﬀerent
threshold values for jopj to understand the reliability of the most frequent output.
In order to do this, we only rely on the AEBMT output when the number of solutions
is greater than some threshold (jopj  x), otherwise we back-oﬀ to SMT. Table 3.8
shows the accuracies under diﬀerent output-bounded combinations of the AEBMT
and SMT systems. Here we again found that H5 performs better than all other
heuristics. However, we found that for most of the heuristics other than H5, the
performance of the combined system increases with the increased jopj threshold.
This is because most of these heuristics have a lower accuracy than the SMT system
when using jopj  1. With the increased thresholds (jopj  50 and jopj  100), the
system uses fewer solutions from AEBMT, and thereby achieves gains in accuracy
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with the help of SMT-based output. However, when using H2, we found improved
accuracy over the baseline SMT system when using jopj  50 and jopj  100 and an
allowable runtime of 1 second or 3 seconds. The use of H5 always achieves greater
accuracy than the baseline SMT system. However, with the increased thresholds
(jopj  50 and jopj  100), H5 has lower accuracy than when jopj  1. This
essentially signiﬁes that even when the number of output solutions is less, the H5
heuristic is able to produce the correct transliteration (in the most frequent position)
in the majority of cases.
Table 3.8: Transliteration accuracies (in %) for English-to-Hindi transliteration
using diﬀerent heuristics under diﬀerent output-bounded combinations. RT: Average
Running Time.
Heuristics Systems
SMT=36.2, RT=0.19 seconds
AEBMTjopj1
+SMT
AEBMTjopj50
+SMT
AEBMTjopj100
+SMT
Acc(%) times
AEBMT
used
Acc(%) times
AEBMT
used
Acc(%) times
AEBMT
used
R
un
ni
ng
T
im
e=
1s
No 36.5 261 36.2 3 36.2 2
H1 35.8 227 36.2 3 36.2 2
H2 32.6 523 36.8 108 36.3 61
H3 36.2 277 36.2 3 36.2 2
H4 35.8 227 36.2 3 36.2 2
H5 37.1 523 36.8 108 36.3 61
R
un
ni
ng
T
im
e=
3s
No 35.1 357 36.2 14 36.2 14
H1 35.8 345 36.2 12 36.2 6
H2 33.5 576 36.4 142 36.7 96
H3 34.2 396 36.5 32 36.2 6
H4 34.8 344 36.2 12 36.2 6
H5 37 576 36.4 142 36.7 96
3.3.5 Observations
We found that AEBMT has lower accuracy on its own for both the character- and
syllable-level model of the transliteration task. However, the word-level AEBMT
models show a huge improvement over the SMT-based models. The claim might
be insigniﬁcant when transliterating NEs as a task on its own as other models
(character- and syllable-level) have higher accuracy. However, in the case of full
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text translation, SMT models are trained at the word/phrase level so can only
transliterate names that are seen in the corpus. A similar eﬀect has been observed
in the case of our word-level NE transliteration experiments. On the contrary, our
AEBMT models inherently consider every word/sentence as a string of characters.
Thus a signiﬁcant improvement has been obtained which might be relevant for con-
sidering an analogy-based MT system to address unknown words in the standard
phrase-based SMT system.
Another signiﬁcant observation is that AEBMT accuracy increases when a longer
time is allowed for the transliteration process. This essentially allows the system to
solve more analogical equations to try to produce correct solutions for more NEs.
This eﬀect has been observed for all of the heuristics applied in our system when
runtime is increased from 1 second to 3 seconds (cf. Table 3.4). Furthermore, we
conducted experiments allowing runtime of 10 and 30 seconds , and we found signif-
icant improvements with AEBMT for all heuristics other than for H5, but observed
no improvement for the combined systems (AEBMT+SMT). The H5 heuristic is
able to capture signiﬁcant amounts of solvable analogies within 3 seconds, so there
is no improvement with increased runtime of 10 seconds and 30 seconds. Figures
3.9a and 3.9b show the improvements in accuracy over time, respectively, with
character-level and syllable-level AEBMT when employing diﬀerent heuristics. We
found that the performance of the combined AEBMT+SMT system does not vary
signiﬁcantly when allowing longer runtime. However, some exceptions were observed
with H2 when allowing 10 seconds and 30 seconds of runtime, respectively, in the
character-level and syllable-level experiments. Figures 3.9c and 3.9d show the eﬀect
of runtime on the performance of the combined AEBMT+SMT system.
It is interesting to note that the use of heuristics improves the performance of the
analogy-based MT for NE transliteration with the exception of H1 and H4 heuristics.
This is because some of the valid analogies are ﬁltered out by the risky strategy of
heuristics which discount some hA;Bi pairs due to the signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
their length, as in example (31).
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(a) Character-level AEBMT
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(b) Syllable-level AEBMT
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(c) Character-level AEBMT+SMT
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(d) Syllable-level AEBMT+SMT
Figure 3.9: The eﬀect of running time (1 sec, 3 sec, 10 sec and 30 sec) in analogy-
based EBMT (AEBMT) and in the combined EBMTTM + SMT system with diﬀer-
ent heuristics and models.
(31) a. He dived. [9 characters]
b. He dived into the river. [24 characters]
A combination of AEBMT with SMT (AEBMT+SMT) for NE transliteration,
where we are taking back-oﬀ for un-transliterated words from the transliteration pro-
cedure by SMT, gives an improvement of 13.2%, 2.5% and 236.8%, respectively for
character, syllable and word level models compared to the baseline SMT. More pre-
cisely, we have seen improvement with AEBMT+SMT in the character-based model
with all the heuristics compared to both AEBMT and SMT. However, the syllable-
level model shows huge improvement (minimum of 51.9%) with AEBMT+SMT
compared to AEBMT but only in two cases (no heuristic and H5) we have found
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a small improvement (0.8% and 2.5%, respectively) over SMT although H2 and H3
have better accuracies than when no heuristics are applied in the analogy-based
system. This is due to the fact that when a heuristic has better accuracy, in general
it is solving more analogical equations. Thus it might be the case that while H2 and
H3 are solving more analogical equations, it is producing an incorrect translitera-
tion for some other words for which no back-oﬀ can be taken from SMT. However,
the H5 heuristic overcomes the situation and shows improvements for all possible
combinations.
Figure 3.10 gives a comparison of the total number of NEs transliterated, the
number of NEs correctly transliterated irrespective of their rank in the output list
and the number of NEs correctly transliterated at the ﬁrst position. Although, H2
is much better in all aspects over no heuristics, the percentage of names correctly
transliterated at top position out of the total NEs transliterated by H2 (30%) is
much lower in comparison with no heuristics (42.5%). Thus we have seen in the
combined system (AEBMT+SMT), no heuristic has little improvement compared
to H2. However, the H5 heuristic overcomes the situation and shows improvement
for all possible combinations. More interestingly, the word-based model reﬂects
huge improvement (236.8%) with AEBMT+SMT compared to SMT but has no
improvement over the AEBMT model. This signiﬁes that whatever is correctly
transliterated by SMT is a subset of the correct transliteration of the AEBMT
system.
Regarding our English-to-Chinese experiments, we have seen similar trends as
observed in the NE transliteration experiments. We see from Table 3.5 that AEBMT
has much lower accuracy on its own compared to the baseline SMT accuracies. It
has also been observed that without heuristics (no heuristic), the AEBMT system
almost failed to translate any sentence. This is due the fact that within an allowable
runtime the AEBMT system is unable to construct a valid analogical equation on
both the source and target sides to produce some candidate solution. However, the
use of H2 and H5 heuristics improves the translation accuracy compared to the use
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the total number of NEs transliterated, the total number
of correct transliterations in the candidate output set and the correct number of
transliterations at rank 1 for the no-heuristic setting, the H2 and H5 settings.
of other heuristics. Here also, we observe that the use of H5 has the best accuracy
in the AEBMT system.
The combined (AEBMT+SMT) system shows little improvement over the base-
line SMT system for both H2 and H5 heuristics. This essentially reﬂects that there
exist certain sentences which are better translated by the AEBMT system com-
pared to the SMT system resulting in an overall improvement in the BLEU score.
In contrast to the NE transliteration experiment, the use of H2 has better accuracy
compared to the use of H5 in the AEBMT+SMT system. We have seen in the
AEBMT system, the use of H5 translates 179 English sentences when the use of
H2 translates 159 sentences, both within 1 second. Thus, the use of H5 has better
accuracy on its own as it translates more sentences than H2. However, some of these
translations might have a lower score compared to the SMT output resulting in a
lower BLEU score for H5 compared to H2 in the combined system. Similar trends
have been observed with an allowable runtime of 3 seconds in the AEBMT+SMT
system.
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Assesment of Error Types
The most common type of error encountered by the AEBMT model is that the
correct output is often produced but not always in the ﬁrst position. We have seen
such examples for NE transliteration in Table 3.3 for the input NE pakur where the
third most frequent output is the correct transliteration. The above phenomenon
aﬀects the accuracy of the AEBMT models. As we have seen in Figure 3.10, for
H5, only 30.2% of NEs are correctly transliterated with the highest frequency in the
output list although a total of 42% of NEs are transliterated correctly irrespective of
their position in the output list. A similar trend has been observed during full text
translation. Figure 3.11 shows an example of an erroneous translation from Chinese-
to-English. The most frequent translation produced by the system is erroneous
while the other translations are meaningfully correct, and particularly the third
translation exactly matches the reference. The bottom row of the ﬁgure shows the
set of analogical equations that produces the erroneous and the exact solutions.
The second type of error is spelling variations in the reference data in particular
for NE transliteration. There are many cases where the NEs in the target language
can be spelled in diﬀerent ways. For example, the English input NE edinburgh can
be written as ‘एडीनबग ’(/edInabarga/) or ‘एिडनबग ’(/eDinbarga/) in Hindi. The matra7
‘ि◌’(/i/) becomes ‘◌ी’(/I/). With our system, we are able to produce the latter
‘एिडनबग ’, but the reference translation has ‘एडीनबग ’, thus resulting in an incorrect
transliteration. We found 46 (4.6%) such cases where the output diﬀers from the
reference due to spelling variation. Capturing these spelling variations could have
increased the output accuracy by 4.6% for this particular data set.
Finally, we have seen cases where there is a tie in the top frequency of the output
list. We choose one randomly in such cases. The eﬀect is shown in Table 3.9 for
the NEs pratima and bhutti. In the case of pratima the correct output as per the
reference data is ‘ितमा’(/pratimA/) although all the three outputs have the same
7Matras are symbols for vowels used when consonants and vowels occur together in Indian
languages.
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 Input       
Reference Where is my seat ? 
SMT o/p where ’s my seat ?  
AEBMT o/p 
with 
frequency 
where ’s mery a telene i cas useat ? (33) 
could you tell me where my seat is ? (2)  
where ’s the my seat ? (1) 
where is my seat ? (1) 
where is my seat from here ? (1) 
Analogy 
Solved 
Source Analogy: (A : B :: input : D) 
   ? :    ? ::        ? :   
   ? 
Target Analogy:  (A′ : B′ :: output : D′ ) 
where is there a telephone i can use ? : where is the phone ? :: 
where ’s mery a telene i cas useat ? : where ’s my seat ? 
 
 Source Analogy: (A : B :: input : D) 
    ? :  	  
   ? ::       
 ? :  	  
   ? 
Target Analogy: : (A′ : B′ :: output : D′ ) 
where ’s my seat ? : where ‘s the nearest post office ? :: where is 
my seat ? : where is the nearest post office ? 
 
Figure 3.11: Erroneous Chinese-to-English translation at rank 1.
frequency of 1. On the other hand, in case of bhutti, there are two outputs which
have the same frequency of 6 and ‘भुी’(/bhuTTI/) is the correct output based on
the reference data. However, the top two outputs for bhutti are again a change of
spelling variation. In such cases, we randomly select one from the top frequencies.
Table 3.9: Example of transliteration with a tie in the highest frequency output.
Input NE Output Transliterations
pratima तीमा (1), ितमा (1), ितम ै (1)
bhutti भिु (6), भुी (6), भट◌्ुटी (2), भई (2)
3.4 Summary
From a very promising start, as reported in Lepage and Denoual (2005a,b,c), some of
the drawbacks of the proportional analogy approach have since come to light. Unlike,
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other approaches to EBMT, the approach seems to suﬀer badly when the size of the
example-base increased, with both processing times and the number of solutions
increasing. It is clear that heuristics must be introduced to reduce the search space,
both in identifying likely example pairs hA;Bi, and preventing fruitless attempts to
solve equations. Even where equations are solvable, the solution produced may be
in need of ﬁltering. While the approach is fraught with diﬃculties as a stand-alone
translation model, its uses for the special case of unknown words, particularly named
entities or specialist terms, seems much more promising.
We have not addressed some of the issues that have been explored in the literature
while experimenting with PA-based system. Below we discuss the reasons for not
exploring two of these issues in this chapter.
1. Recursive solution: In step two of the analogy-based EBMT in Section
3.1.2, we look for the translation of C (i.e. C 0) to form an analogical equation
in the target language. However, it might be the case, that our example-base
does not have the translation of C. In this circumstance, according to Lepage
and Denoual (2005a,b,c), the translation of C needed to be solved recursively.
This recursion is brieﬂy discussed in Lepage and Denoual (2005a,c). However,
no suggestion has been made to control the recursion so as to prevent the
system from selecting the same hA;Bi pair as an initial candidate and thereby
the system gets stuck in a loop. Interestingly, the latter implementation by the
same authors (Lepage and Lardilleux, 2007) does not use the recursion stage.
The PA-based system works under a time-bound estimation. Thus, instead
of using recursion we might try a totally new pair for producing a fruitful
C. In this way, we might try more possible candidate pairs hA;Bi from the
example-base within the allowable runtime rather than trying to solve one pair
recursively. Keeping this in mind, we have discarded the recursive solution for
the translation of any analogical equation.
2. Data Sparsity: Our particular work tries to solve analogies by considering
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examples as strings of characters. This is apparently an over generalization
that might produce some incorrect solution that needs to be ﬁltered. We have
seen such instances in the ﬁrst solution in Figure 3.11. One probable solution
to this is to consider each sentence as a string of words to avoid such over
generalized candidate solutions. Thus, the analogy will consider words as the
smallest unit of a string instead of characters. This leads to the problem of
data sparsity. We have already seen that a PA-based system has very low
recall. Thus, considering a word-level might produce even lower recall for the
PA-based system. Also, we used a PA-based approach for translation using a
limited example-base. Data sparsity will be a huge problem if solving analogies
and considering words as the smallest units. Hence, we have not experimented
with words as the smallest units for analogical equations.
In particular to our experiment, although the PA-based system performs badly
with English-to-Bangla MT, we found some improvement with the AEBMT+SMT
system over the baseline SMT system for NE transliteration and English-to-Chinese
MT tasks. Hence, this approach is unable to ﬁnd a comprehensive answer to research
question RQ1 that focuses on ﬁnding EBMT approaches for building better qual-
ity MT systems compared to a purely SMT-based system using limited resources.
However, the approach shows improvement by combining EBMT systems with state-
of-the-art phrase-based SMT systems for two diﬀerent tasks. This partially answers
research question RQ3.
3.4.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this chapter are summarized below:
 We developed the AEBMT system from scratch as we had no access to any
open-source PA-based system.
 We developed heuristic (H5) which performs better compared to the other
heuristics in the literature.
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 We compared all the proposed heuristics under the same experimental set-up
to understand their eﬀectiveness.
 We showed that combining AEBMT with SMT is successful for named-entity
transliteration and English-to-Chinese MT using IWSLT09 data.
In the next chapter, we will describe our work using a compiled approach to
EBMT that can overcome the diﬃculties (both computation time and low recall) of
PA-based technique. The approach precomputes generalized translation templates
from example-base which can be further used to translate novel sentences in runtime.
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Chapter 4
EBMT using Templates
In the previous chapter, we described EBMT using proportional analogy. We ob-
served that analogy-based EBMT works well for shorter examples (especially with
named entities) with small amounts of training data. However, analogy-based
EBMT suﬀers from low recall when translating relatively longer examples. A run-
time EBMT approach essentially has this diﬃculty due to time-bounded solutions
which restrict analogy-based EBMT to attempting to solve all possible analogies that
can be constructed from an example-base. In contrast, other approaches to EBMT
learn rules that can be extracted beforehand from an example-base. EBMT using
templates is a ﬂexible method of learning translation templates from an example-
base that can overcome the time-bounded solution of analogy-based EBMT. Under
this template-based EBMT approach, diﬀerent translation templates can be incor-
porated, which cannot be accomplished naturally in an analogy-based approach.
In this chapter, we present our work on a compiled approach to EBMT which
essentially learns translation templates during the training stage, based on the de-
scription given in Guvenir and Cicekli (1998) and Cicekli and Guvenir (2001). We
also present the use of probabilistic information to produce ranked output based on
the learned translation templates. Finally, as we did for analogy-based EBMT, we
present a combination of template-based EBMT with SMT to improve the perfor-
mance of the overall system.
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The organization of the chapter is as follows: We will ﬁrst describe the deﬁnition
of diﬀerent translation templates, followed by our particular approach to EBMT
using translation templates. We then present the experimental setup, the data, and
the results followed by our observations from various experiments.
4.1 Translation Templates
A translation template is a generalized translation example pair, where some com-
ponents (e.g. words, stems, morphemes etc.) are replaced with variables to infer
commonality from speciﬁc cases. This generalization is done on both the source and
target language for a pair of examples. Consider the following two source and target
English–Turkish example pairs in (32) from the BTEC corpus.
(32) a. i have a sharp pain , keskin bir ağrım var
b. i have a dull pain , haﬁf bir ağrım var
Clearly, the English side of the above two examples share the word sequences i
have a and pain and diﬀer in words sharp and dull. Similarly on the target-side, the
similar part is bir ağrım var and diﬀering parts are keskin and haﬁf. Based on this
observation, the examples in (32) can be generalized as shown in (33).
(33) i have a (sharp|dull) pain , (keskin|haﬁf) bir ağrım var
The generalization in (33) represents the source side as i have a (w1|w2) pain,
where (w1|w2) denotes either the word w1 or w2. Similarly, the target-side is gen-
eralized into (tw1 |tw2) bir ağrım var, where twi denotes the translation of the word
wi. The example in (33) can be further universalized in (34) by introducing a single
variable that can take any word instead of the set of ﬁxed words.
(34) i have a XS pain , XT bir ağrım var
The variable XS can range from a single word to a subsentential word sequence.
XT is the translation equivalent of the source segment XS.
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The above example shows a generalization based on the similarity of an example
pair. This essentially learns a translation template (34) from the example pairs
which can further be used to translate novel sentences with a similar structure.
Guvenir and Cicekli (1998) showed that the translation template can be learned
automatically from the examples based on similarities and diﬀerences within the
example pairs. They called these similarity translation templates and diﬀerence
translation templates, respectively.
4.1.1 Similarity Translation Templates
The similarity translation templates are learned based on correspondences between
two example pairs. These similarities are identiﬁed in both source and target lan-
guage sides of the example pairs and can be of a diﬀerent granularity. These may
include information from the surface word, morphemes, or the syntactic category
of the word. Sometimes some semantic information is also used to ﬁnd a similar-
ity between example pairs to produce translation templates. Consider the pair of
sentences in (35) of an English–Turkish example taken from Cicekli and Guvenir
(2001).
(35) a. I will drink orange juice , portakal suyu içeceğim
b. I will drink coﬀee , kahve içeceğim
In the above example, the similar part in the source (English) side is I will drink
and the similar part in the target side is içeceğim. The remaining dissimilar parts
in the source side are orange juice and coﬀee. Similarly, the dissimilar parts in the
target (Turkish) side are portakal suyu and kahve. Thus the following subsentential
alignments in (36) can be captured from example (35).
(36) a. I will drink , içeceğim
b. coﬀee , kahve
c. orange juice , portakal suyu
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A similarity translation template keeps the similar part and generalizes the dif-
fering parts with variables in both source and target side of the example pairs.
Example (37) represents the similarity translation template for the example in (35).
(37) I will drink XS , XT içeceğim
The subsentential aligned pairs learned in (36) are called atomic translation tem-
plates. These atomic translation templates do not contain any variable to instantiate
during the decoding process. Only one translation template can be produced based
on the similarity of two example pairs. Both similarity translation templates and
atomic translation templates are used to translate novel sentences.
4.1.2 Diﬀerence Translation Template
Translation templates can also be learned from a pair of examples by keeping the
diﬀering parts from the example pairs and generalizing over the similar parts. These
translation templates are known as diﬀerence translation templates. The two diﬀer-
ence translation templates from example (35) are shown in (38) where the similar
parts (i.e. I will drink and içeceğim) in each example with variables.
(38) a. XS coﬀee , kahve XT
b. XS orange juice , portakal suyu XT
Unlike similarity translation templates, two translation templates can be produced
from an example pair when considering the diﬀerence. Thus, a total of six translation
templates can be produced from the example pairs in (35). These include the three
atomic translation templates in (36), one similarity translation template in (37) and
two diﬀerence translation templates in (38).
Cicekli and Guvenir (2001) proposed an approach to generalize over sequences of
words. The underlying assumption is that given two parallel sentence pairs, transla-
tion templates can be learned based on the similarities in both the source and target
sides. The same applies to the diﬀering parts between two parallel sentences. Gen-
eralization in this approach consists of replacing the similar or diﬀering sequences
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with variables and producing a set of translation templates (including atomic trans-
lation templates containing no variables as in (36)). These translation templates are
further used to assist in translating new input sentences.
Translation templates essentially reduce the data-sparseness problem by gener-
alizing some of the word sequences.1 Gough and Way (2004) demonstrated that a
set of automatically derived generalized templates can improve both coverage and
translation quality. Thus, the approach is anticipated to answer research questions
RQ1 (focuses on exploiting EBMT approaches in resource-poor settings) and re-
search question RQ3 (concentrates on eﬀective combination of EBMT and SMT to
handle data-sparsity problem). This motivates us to use this approach to overcome
the data-sparsity problem of phrase-based SMT.
4.2 Our Approach
Translation templates are used to extend the example-base in order to reduce data-
sparseness. This suggests that translation accuracy can improve with a training set
of fewer examples if templates are used in addition to the surface-level source–target
sentence/phrase equivalents. With this in mind, we have developed our generalized
translation-template-based EBMT system based on the description given in Cicekli
and Guvenir (2001).
Like Cicekli and Guvenir (2001), we have developed two separate components
within our approach, namely learning and decoding. The learning component ﬁrst
infers translation templates from the example-base. The decoding component trans-
lates new sentences using the translation rules produced in the learning phase. In
addition to the work done by Cicekli and Guvenir (2001), we introduce the concept
of translation scores to rank the output during decoding based on the probabilities
of the learned translation templates.
1It is worth noting that similar experiments can be conducted in a hierarchical phrase-based
SMT framework (Chiang et al., 2005).
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4.2.1 Learning Translation Templates
The learning algorithm infers translation templates based on the similarities and
diﬀerences between two example pairs (e1, e2) from a bilingual example-base. Each
translation pair contains the source(S)-target(T ) translation equivalences. Formally,
ei : si , ti, where si 2 S and ti 2 T .
We ﬁnd the similarities and diﬀerences between example pairs in the surface-level
words. The similarity between two examples of a language refers to the non-empty
sequence of common words in both sentences. The diﬀerence between two examples
of a language refers to a pair of sequences (d1, d2), where d1 and d2 are subsequences
in the ﬁrst and second example, respectively, and d1 and d2 do not contain any
common item.
Based on the similarities and diﬀerences between two example pairs (e1, e2), we
ﬁrst estimate the match sequence (M1;2), as shown in (4.1).
M1;2 : sim
S
0 ; d
S
0 ; sim
S
1 ; :::; d
S
n 1; sim
S
n , simT0 ; dT0 ; simT1 ; :::; dTm 1; simTm (4.1)
simSi and simTi refers to the similarity between two examples, respectively, in
source and target language. Correspondingly, dSi and dTi denotes a diﬀerence pairing
between two examples in the source and target language, respectively. In order to
learn translation templates, one similarity on each side of the match sequence must
be non-empty. In addition, there must be a diﬀerence sequence between two non-
empty similarity sequences. However, simS0 , simSn, simT0 or simTm can be empty.
The detailed formulation of the match sequence can be found in Cicekli and Guvenir
(2001). However, none of their papers describe the algorithm to produce the match
sequence.
For this reason we developed our own algorithm for ﬁnding a match sequence
between two example pairs (e1, e2). We used an edit-distance trace algorithm to
ﬁnd the match sequence. Our approach is shown in Algorithm 1.
Given two sentences of one language the algorithm ﬁnd the similarities and dis-
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Algorithm 1 sequence(ED; s1; s2; row; col)
In: Edit-distance matrix between s1 and s2 ED,
ﬁrst example s1,
second example s2,
row = length of s1
col = length of s2
Out: Similarity and diﬀerence sequence seq
1: while i>0 and j>0 do
2: i=row; j=col
3: if EDi;j = EDi 1;j 1 and s1[i] = s2[j] then
4: seq = s1[i]:seq
5: sequence(ED; s1; s2; row   1; col   1)
6: else if EDi;j = EDi 1;j 1 + 1 and s1[i] 6= s2[j] then
7: seq = (s1[i]js2[j]):seq
8: sequence(ED; s1; s2; row   1; col   1)
9: else if EDi;j = EDi 1;j + 1 then
10: seq = (s1[i]j ):seq
11: sequence(ED; s1; s2; row   1; col)
12: else
13: seq = ( js2[j]):seq
14: sequence(ED; s1; s2; row; col   1)
15: end if
16: end while
17: if i > 0 then
18: seq = (s1[1:::i]j ):seq
19: end if
20: if j > 0 then
21: seq = ( js2[1:::j]):seq
22: end if
similarities at the level of surface words. For example, consider two examples of
a language, s1 = ws1ws2ws3ws4ws5 and s2 = ws1ws2ws3ws6. These examples essentially
represent the source-side sentences of example (35, p.79):
(39) a. s1 = I(ws1) will(ws2) drink(ws3) orange(ws4) juice(ws5)
b. s2 = I(ws1) will(ws2) drink(ws3) coﬀee(ws6)
The ﬁrst three words are common between the two examples and the last two
words of the ﬁrst example are diﬀerent from the last word of the second example.
Figure 4.1 shows the matching between s1 and s2 produced by Algorithm 1.
After obtaining the sequence in Figure 4.1, we produce the match sequence
by concatenating adjacent similarity and diﬀerence sequences. This produces the
source-side match sequence M s1;2 = ws1ws2ws3(ws4ws5jws6) between s1 and s2, where
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s1 = w
s
1 w
s
2 w
s
3 w
s
4 w
s
5
j j j
s2 = w
s
1 w
s
2 w
s
3   ws6
Figure 4.1: Example of matching based on edit-distance trace.
simS0 = w
s
1w
s
2w
s
3 and the diﬀerence pair (dS0 ) from the two examples is (ws4ws5jws6).
Correspondingly, based on example (35), the target-side match sequence between
t1 = w
t
1w
t
2w
t
3 and t2 = wt4wt3 is M t1;2 = (wt1wt2jwt4)wt3. The overall match sequence
between the example pairs is shown in Equation (4.2).
M1;2 : w
s
1w
s
2w
s
3 (w
s
4w
s
5jws6), (wt1wt2jwt4)wt3 (4.2)
Based on Equation (4.2), the example pairs in (35) can be represented as (4.3):
M1;2 : I will drink (orange juicejcoffee), (portakal suyujkahve) içeceğim
(4.3)
Inferring Similarity Templates
We adopt the algorithm described in Cicekli and Guvenir (2001, p.62) to infer
the similarity translation templates from the match sequence. The outline of the
algorithm is as follows:
(i) If the match sequence contains one diﬀerent item on both source and target
side then these diﬀering items are a translation of each other. For example,
consider the match sequence simS0 ; dS0 ; simS1 , simT0 ; dT0 ; simT1 , which has a
single diﬀerence between the source and target language. Then dS0 is a transla-
tion equivalent of dT0 . A similarity translation template (as in (4.4)) is inferred
by replacing the diﬀerence sequences with variables.
simS0 X
S
0 sim
S
1 , simT0 XT0 simT1 (4.4)
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The diﬀering part in the source (dSi ) and target sides (dTi ) of the match sequence
is a pair of substrings of the sentences used to form the match sequence. For
example, in the match sequence (4.2), the diﬀering parts on the source and
target sides are (ws4ws5; ws6) and (wt1wt2; wt4), respectively. This can be formally
expressed in (4.5).
dS0  (dS0;1; dS0;2)
dT0  (dT0;1; dT0;2)
(4.5)
where, dSi;j and dTi;j are the j-th component of the i-th diﬀering element in the
source and target sides, respectively. These constituents are a translation of
each other. The atomic translations in (4.6) are inferred from these diﬀering
constituents.
dS0;1 , dT0;1
dS0;2 , dT0;2
(4.6)
(ii) If there are an equal number (n) of diﬀering subsequences on both sides of
the match sequence, but greater than one, then prior knowledge is used to
infer the translation templates. Previously learned templates are used as prior
knowledge for learning new templates. If (n   1) of these diﬀering sequences
are observed previously, then a new similarity template is inferred replacing
the unobserved diﬀerence sequences with variables. For example, if we have
a match sequence simS0 ; dS0 ; simS1 ; dS1 ; simS2 ; dS2 , simT0 ; dT0 ; simT1 ; dT1 ; simT2 ; dT2 ,
and if we have observed that dS0  dT0 and dS2  dT2 , then we can infer the
similarity translation template in (4.7).
simS0 X
S
0 sim
S
1 X
S
1 sim
S
2 X
S
2 , simT0 XT0 simT1 XT1 simT2 XT2 (4.7)
Each diﬀering sequence is replaced by a corresponding variable. This also infers
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new atomic translation templates (dS1;1 , dT1;1 and dS1;2 , dT1;2) based on the
translation equivalent for the previously unmatched diﬀerence sequences (dS1
and dT1 ).
The process is performed iteratively until no new translation templates are found.
Inferring Diﬀerence Templates
Diﬀerence translation templates are learned in a similar way to the learning similar-
ity translation templates. Here also, we use the approach described by Cicekli and
Guvenir (2001, p.64). The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
(i) If there exists only one single non-empty similarity on both the source and tar-
get side of the match sequence, then these similar constituents are the transla-
tion of each other. Translation templates are inferred by replacing the similar
parts with variables and keeping the diﬀerent parts as new translation tem-
plates. For example, considering the match sequence in Equation (4.2), we can
replace the similar source- and target-side parts (ws1ws2ws3 and wt3) with the
variables XS0 and XT0 to infer two translation templates in (4.8).
XS0 w
s
4w
s
5 , wt1wt2XT0
XS0 w
s
6 , wt4XT0
(4.8)
The similar part in source and target side is a translation equivalent and pro-
duces the atomic translation template ws1ws2ws3 , wt3.
(ii) If both the source and target part of the match sequence have an equal
number (n  1) of similarity sequences and (n   1) of them have already
been observed from previously learned templates, then we can infer diﬀer-
ence translation templates. Consider two similarity sequences (simS0 , simT0 )
and (simS1 , simT1 ), which have already been checked in the match sequence
simS0 ; d
S
0 ; sim
S
1 ; d
S
1 ; sim
S
2 , simT0 ; dT0 ; simT1 ; dT1 ; simT2 . The remaining unchecked
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similarity sequence is (simS2 , simT2 ). Thus, two translation templates are
learned (as in (4.9)), replacing the unchecked similarity sequences with vari-
ables and keeping the diﬀering parts ((dS0;1; dS0;2) and (dT0;1; dT0;2)) in both source
and target sides.
XS0 d
S
0;1X
S
1 d
S
1;1X
S
2 , XT0 dT0;1XT1 dT1;1XT2
XS0 d
S
0;2X
S
1 d
S
1;2X
S
2 , XT0 dT0;2XT1 dT1;2XT2
(4.9)
New atomic translation templates are inferred based on the unchecked simi-
larity sequence in both the source and target language. This single unchecked
similarity sequence is a translation equivalent in two languages. The atomic
translation template learned for the aforementioned match sequence is simS2 
simT2 .
The diﬀerence translation template learning process is also performed in an it-
erative way until no new template is learned in a particular iteration. Applying
both template learning processes to the example in (35) we obtain the translation
templates in examples (36, p.79), (37, p.80) and (38, p.80).
In our approach, we enhance the existing algorithm by assigning a probability
to each translation template (including the atomic translation templates). This
probability is essential in helping us to produce a translation score during the de-
coding phase. After learning the templates we assign a probabilistic score to each
translation template (Ti : si ! ti) using the counts in (i) as in Equation (4.10):
pi(tijsi) = count(si ! ti)
count(si)
(4.10)
Thus our translation templates are in the form of (Ti : si ! ti) :: pi.
Time Complexity of the Learning Process
The template learning algorithm works iteratively. In each iteration, we examine
all possible example pairs to estimate a match sequence. The number of possible
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example pairs is n2 (Pni=1 i), where n is the number of sentences in the example-
base. For each example pair we need to ﬁnd the match sequence. Finding a match
sequence involves computing an edit-distance matrix for both the source and target
language of an example pair. In general, edit-distance computation between strings
of characters has quadratic time complexity with respect to the length of the sen-
tence (Wagner and Fischer, 1974). Thus, the time complexity of ﬁnding a match
sequence from an example pair is O(m2), where m is the average length of the ex-
amples in words. Accordingly, the time complexity for ﬁnding a match sequence is
O(n2m2). After obtaining the match sequences, we obtain the translation templates
based on the similarities to and diﬀerences from the match sequence. Theoretically,
the maximum number of possible iterations is (n  2). Thus, the learning template
has a worst case time complexity of O(n3m2). The average sentence length of a
corpus does not vary signiﬁcantly with the size of the corpus, and the value of m
does not increase with the size of the training data. Therefore, in practice the run
time complexity of the learning algorithm is O(n3).
4.2.2 Translation Using Templates
In the decoding phase, the translation templates learned in the previous section are
used directly to translate new sentences. The recursive decoding algorithm described
in Cicekli and Guvenir (2001, p.71) produces multiple translations, one for each
translation template matching the input sentence. In our approach, we enhance
the existing algorithm by supplying an associated translation score (q) with every
output produced. Figure 4.2 represents the block diagram of our decoding process.
The template matching procedure returns all possible templates that match with
an untranslated segment of a sentence. Each matched translation template rule is
then applied to the input and an associated translation score is computed. The
translation score is computed based on the probability of the applied translation
template (p) and the similarity of the translation template with the input (w).
After applying all possible translation templates to the input, the fully translated
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Figure 4.2: Decoding architecture.
sentences are placed in an ordered set of output translations. A ﬁxed set of remaining
partially translated sentences are iteratively translated until the partially translated
set is empty or no further translation template can be applied. Initially, for a
new test sentence, the whole sentence is one untranslated segment. There may
be multiple untranslated segments depending on the number of variables in the
translation template that has been applied to the input sentence. The decoding
process is applied to all untranslated segments sequentially. Our particular decoding
algorithm is based on beam search which potentially reduces the computation of the
search. At each stage we consider a ﬁxed set of partial translations (N) and repeat
the process. The number N is essentially the size of the beam. The detail of our
approach is shown in Algorithm 2.
Lines 5 and 6 of the algorithm estimate the set of translation templates that
match an untranslated segment. In line 5, untranslated(Y ) returns the set of un-
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Algorithm 2 decoding(X;T;M;N)
In: source sentence X,
translation template set T ,
number of top-ranking translations M ,
number of live hypotheses during decoding N
Out: set of the M best translations and their score H
1: fS is the set of partial translations containing pairs (partial translation, score)g
2: S  (X; 1) finitialise set to contain the source sentence and score=1g
3: repeat
4: S0  ;
5: for all (Y; q) 2 S and Z 2 untranslated(Y ) do
6: for all s! t 2 T such that s matches Z do
7: Y 0 = substitute(Y;Z; s! t)
8: w = numSurfaceWords(s)/length(Y )
9: q  q  p w
10: S0  S0 [ f(Y 0; q0)g
11: end for
12: end for
13: for all (Y 0; q0) 2 S0 do
14: if untranslated(Y 0) 6= ; then
15: S0  S0   (Y 0; q0) fremove complete translation for further processingg
16: H  top(H [ f(Y 0; q0)g;M) fadd to ordered set of completed translations Hg
17: end if
18: S  top(S0; N) fonly N partial translations are considered in the next iterationg
19: end for
20: until S 6= ;
translated substrings in the partial translation Y . In line 7, the function substi-
tute(Y ,Z,s! t) generates a new partial translation Y 0 , where untranslated segment
Z is instantiated by s ! t so that those parts of Z matched by variables in s are
copied to the positions of their corresponding variables in t. The similarity weight
factor (w) of each translation template (Ti : si ! ti) is computed during the runtime
decoding process, as in line 8 of the algorithm. The factor represents the ratio of
the surface words in the source part of the translation template (si) to the length of
the untranslated segment (Y ). The two factors (p and w) are multiplied to assign
a translation score (q) to each output translation in the potential translation set
(line 9 of the algorithm). After applying the translation rules, we remove the fully
translated output (in line 15) and add it to the ordered set of completed translations
(H) in line 16 of the algorithm. In line 18, we extract the top N partial translations
and repeat the process.
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4.3 Experiments and Results
We evaluated our translation-template-based EBMT system on two MT tasks. In
our ﬁrst task, we chose English-to-Bangla translation using medical receptionist
corpus described in Section 2.5, which did not show any promising result with a PA-
based system in the previous chapter. In the second task, we tested our template-
based EBMT system for translating English into Turkish. We chose English–Turkish
data from the IWSLT09 shared task. Both the English–Bangla medical receptionist
corpus and the IWSLT09 corpus comprised shorter sentences that are from a single
domain. The average length of the source and target sentences (in words) in the
English–Bangla corpus are 8.5 and 8.3, respectively. The average length of the source
and target sentences in the IWSLT 09 corpus are 9.5 and 7.0 words, respectively.
We chose these two corpora due to their homogeneity as both training and test
examples from these small closed-domain corpora have a signiﬁcant similarity in
surface words. The translation templates are extracted based on the similarities
and diﬀerences in the surface form of a pair of examples. Thus, it was anticipated
that a signiﬁcant amount of translation templates can be inferred from these data
sets as they share a lot of words between example sentences.
4.3.1 Experiments Conducted
As with the PA-based system in the previous chapter, we conducted three diﬀer-
ent experiments for both language pairs to evaluate our translation-template-based
EBMT system.
 SMT: Our ﬁrst experiment is to estimate the baseline accuracy of the trans-
lation task. We estimate this baseline accuracy using an SMT system. We use
OpenMaTrEx (Dandapat et al., 2010a), an open-source SMT system as the
baseline and compare the results with our approach.
 GEBMT:We conduct our second experiment using our template-based EBMT
system. The experiment was based on the translation templates learned and
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the decoder presented in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. We shall refer to this system
as GEBMT (generalized translation-template-based EBMT). In this exper-
iment, out of many possible translations produced by the GEBMT system,
we chose the best candidate during evaluation. The best candidate is selected
using the translation score (q) produced by the GEBMT system.
 GEBMT+SMT: In the third experiment, we combine the SMT system with
the GEBMT system to improve the translation score. We found that there
are cases where the GEBMT system produces correct output but the SMT
system fails and vice-versa. In order to further improve the translation ac-
curacy, we used a combination of GEBMT and SMT. We use the translation
score (q) to combine GEBMT with SMT. We assume the translations of an
input sentence s produced by GEBMT and SMT are TGEBMT(s) and TSMT(s),
respectively. We also have the translation score (q) for each output produced
by the GEBMT system. During combination, we rely on the GEBMT system
if the value of the translation score (q) is greater than a particular threshold.
If the value of q is greater than a particular threshold we rely on the output
TGEBMT (s); otherwise we take the output from TSMT(s). We conducted exper-
iments with the threshold for q varying from 0.3 to 0.9 (threshold range was
empirically selected) to see the relative eﬀect. We shall refer to this system
as GEBMTscore>x + SMT where x refers to the particular threshold used to
rely on GEBMT output. This experiment will estimate the eﬀect of using the
GEBMT system for some sentences.
This gives three diﬀerent experiments (SMT, GEBMT and GEBMTscore>x + SMT)
for two diﬀerent translation tasks.
4.3.2 Data Used for Experiments
We use the same English–Bangla data (described in Section 3.3.2) in our systems
for translating English into Bangla. The data consists of 380 parallel sentences
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from medical receptionist dialogue exchange. The test data consists of 41 sentences
disjoint from the training set.
To evaluate the English-to-Turkish system, we used IWSLT09 data. The IWSLT09
data consists of 19,972 sentences from the basic traveller expression corpus (BTEC).
We used only two small sets (1242 sentences and 2484 sentences) of data to learn
translation templates. Note that due to the large time complexity of the learning
algorithm for inferring translation rules in the GEBMT approach, we conducted our
GEBMT experiments with a smaller subset of the whole IWSLT09 English–Turkish
training data. We used 414 sentences from the IWSLT09 development set as the
test set of our English-to-Turkish experiment.
Note, the amount of data used to test this approach in the literature was also
very small.2 Guvenir and Cicekli (1998) and Cicekli and Guvenir (2001) used a small
example base of 747 sentences to learn the translation templates. Oz and Cicekli
(1998) reported learning translation templates using 488 examples. A maximum
of 4,152 training examples were used for learning translation templates in Cicekli
(2005). Similarly, we used a small set of training examples to see the eﬀect of using
GEBMT for translating homogeneous data using limited resource (relates to research
question RQ1). Our main goal with this work is to ivestigate the eﬀectiveness of the
GEBMT technique (described by Cicekli and Guvenir (2001)) in a resource-poor
setting and to explore the possibility of combining the same with SMT-based model.
Table 4.1 provides the number of translation template rules inferred from the
example-base used in our experiment.
Table 4.1: Number of translation rules inferred using diﬀerent data sets.
Data Number of templates
with variables atomic
English-to-Bangla (380 sentences) 1928 1070
English-to-Turkish (1242 sentences) 5777 4232
English-to-Turkish (2184 sentences) 15189 9636
2Brown (2001) used a simpliﬁed variant of the approach described by Cicekli and Guvenir
(2001). The run complexity of each iteration in the induction step remains O(n2). However, the
approach eﬀectively used 20k sentence pairs (1.1 million tokens) for French-to-English translation.
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Table 4.2: System accuracies obtained by diﬀerent GEBMT models for English-
to-Bangla MT. The subscript score > x denotes the value of the translation score
(q).
System BLEU (in %) NIST
Training Data: 380 sentences
SMT 33.69 4.61
GEBMT 29.11 4.49
GEBMTscore0:3 + SMT 34.81 4.83
4.3.3 Results
We evaluated the resulting translation against the provided reference translation
sets in terms of two automatic evaluation metrics - BLEU and NIST.
The results for English-to-Bangla translation for the three diﬀerent experiments
are presented in Table 4.2. The BLEU score obtained with the baseline SMT system
for English-to-Bangla translation is 33.69%. The GEBMT system on its own has
a lower BLEU score of 29.11% compared to baseline SMT. However, when com-
bining the GEBMT system with SMT, the BLEU score achieved by the combined
system(GEBMTscore0:3 +SMT) is 34.81%. The combined system selected transla-
tions from the GEBMT system when the translation score was greater than or equal
to 0.3. For English-to-Bangla translation, the combined system shows a relative im-
provement of 3.3% over the baseline SMT score when the value of the translation
score (q) is greater than or equal to 0.3. This high BLEU score is due to the property
of the English–Bangla test sentences (disjoint from training data) which are very
similar sentences to the example-base.
We measure statistical signiﬁcance to estimate the reliability of the improve-
ments. Statistical signiﬁcance tests were performed using paired-bootstrap resam-
pling (Koehn, 2004).3 The improvement of the combined system over the baseline
SMT is statistically signiﬁcant (with a reliability of 97%).
A similar trend has been observed with NIST scores. The GEBMT system
has a lower NIST score when used on its own compared to the NIST score ob-
3http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/MT/
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Table 4.3: System accuracies using diﬀerent GEBMT models for English-to-Turkish
MT. The subscript score > x denotes the value of the translation score (q).
System BLEU (in %) NIST
Training Data: 1242 sentences
SMT 7.63 2.89
GEBMT 6.80 2.78
GEBMTscore0:3 + SMT 7.96 2.98
Training Data: 2484 sentences
SMT 10.72 3.51
GEBMT 7.21 3.07
GEBMTscore0:9 + SMT 10.83 3.52
GEBMTscore0:8 + SMT 10.99 3.53
GEBMTscore0:7 + SMT 10.76 3.53
GEBMTscore0:6 + SMT 10.55 3.52
tained by the baseline SMT system — 4.49 and 4.61, respectively. The combined
GEBMTscore0:3 + SMT system shows a 4.77% relative improvement compared to
the individual systems.
Table 4.3 shows the resulting translation scores obtained by the three diﬀerent
systems for English-to-Turkish. Like the English-to-Bangla translation, we observe
a similar trend in translation accuracy when translating English into Turkish. The
ﬁrst three rows in Table 4.3 show the translation score when 1242 sentences were
used to infer the translation templates. The BLEU score obtained with the SMT
and GEBMT systems are 7.63% and 6.80%, respectively. This shows that GEBMT
has a lower accuracy compared to the baseline SMT system for English-to-Turkish
translation. Combining the two systems shows improvement over the individual
systems. The BLEU score obtained by the combined system is 7.96% with 1242
training sentences. This has been achieved when SMT output is augmented by the
GEBMT output that has a translation score greater than or equal to 0.3. This
shows a relative BLEU point improvement of 4.3% with the combined system when
q  0:3 compared to the baseline SMT system. However, this improvement is
only signiﬁcant for a small training data size (1242 sentences). Upon doubling
the data (2484 sentences), no improvements were observed for q < 0:7. Under the
circumstances, the highest improvement (2.5%) was achieved when q  0:8. Turkish
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Table 4.4: System accuracy obtained with diﬀerent translation score parameters in
the English-to-Turkish GEBMT system.
Parameter
Used
Translation
Score (q)
BLEU
Training Data: 2484 sentences
w q = q  w 6.50
p q = q  p 6.29
p,w q = q pw 7.21
is a morphologically very rich language. The use of small amounts of training data
for such a morphologically rich language results in general low BLEU scores for all
the above experiments.
None of the improvements in Table 4.3 are statistically signiﬁcant. The reliability
of the improvement is 88% when q  0.8. Smaller values of q (< 0:7) show less
reliable (< 70%) improvement of the translation accuracy.
A similar eﬀect was observed with the NIST evaluation of the English-to-Turkish
translation. We found a relative NIST score improvement of 3.57% over the baseline
SMT when q  0.3 for small training data (1242 sentences). With the increased
training data (2184 sentences), we found a relative NIST score improvement of
0.5% over the baseline SMT when q  0.7. We found similar improvements using
the two MT evaluation metrics for both English-to-Bangla and English-to-Turkish
translations. These signify that the improvement using the GEBMT system has a
similar eﬀect on both the ﬂuency and adequacy of the translations.
Additionally, we conducted an experiment to understand the eﬀect of the two
parameters (probability of a translation template p and similarity weight factor w)
used to compute the translation score (q) during decoding (step 9 of Algorithm 2).
We use these two parameters individually and together to compute the translation
score (q) to estimate their eﬀect in translation. Table 4.4 shows the accuracy ob-
tained with diﬀerent translation score factors for English-to-Turkish. The use of
both p and w together improves the translation score compared to the individual
uses of p and w.
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4.3.4 Observations
We found that the GEBMT system works well for certain sentences when a small
amount of homogeneous data is used to learn the translation templates. We have
seen in Table 4.3 that the combined system has a 4.3% relative improvement com-
pared to the baseline SMT when 1242 English–Turkish sentences are used to learn
translation templates. Also, the combined system relies on GEBMT output where
q  0:3. In contrast, with 2484 English–Turkish training examples, the relative
BLEU point improvement with the combined system over the baseline SMT is 2.5%,
relying on a high value of q ( 0:8). This is due to the fact that a small corpus
might generate appropriate translation templates if some similar examples exist in
the example-base. In contrast, the SMT system may produce an incorrect solution
due to a lack of evidence to estimate the probabilities.
A higher value of translation score (q) signiﬁes that fewer sentences are translated
using the GEBMT approach in the combined system. Table 4.5 shows the percentage
of sentences selected using the GEBMT approach in the combined system. The table
also shows the BLEU score comparison for the selected sentences for the SMT and
GEBMT approach. It has been observed that with 2484 sentences only a small
amount of test sentences (6.7% when q  0:8) are translated using the GEBMT
approach. The sentences that are translated using GEBMT are generally shorter
sentences which result in a high BLEU score for those particular cases. The average
length of the 40 sentences (when q  0:7) translated using GEBMT is 5.3 words but
the entire set of test sentences has the average length of 6.7 words.
Another signiﬁcant observation is that GEBMT is often unable to translate all
the words which are translated by SMT. In order to translate a word sequences
using GEBMT, the surface level word needs to appear in a translation template
(either in the templates with variables or in the atomic templates). Table 4.6 shows
this eﬀect. Three words (have them reissued) remain untranslated in the output
produced by the GEBMT system. However, the word order of the GEBMT output
better matches reference translations compared to the SMT output. In contrast,
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Table 4.5: System accuracies obtained by diﬀerent translation scores (q) in English-
to-Turkish GEBMT system.
q times/percentage
GEBMT used
BLEU (%)
SMT GEBMT
English-to-Bangla (Training: 380 sentences; Test: 41 sentences)
 0:3 13 (31.7%) 47.46 55.92
English-to-Turkish (Training: 1242 sentences; Test: 414 sentences)
 0:3 178 (42.9%) 11.07 13.17
English-to-Turkish (Training: 2484 sentences; Test: 414 sentences)
 0:9 16 (3.9%) 42.09 44.9
 0:8 28 (6.7%) 32.08 39.67
 0:7 40 (9.6%) 30.31 31.78
 0:6 51 (12.3%) 29.32 28.67
with SMT, only one word (reissued) is untranslated. This essentially produces a
better n-gram match for SMT against the reference translation. This results in a
low BLEU score for GEBMT compared to SMT although the GEBMT translation
looks more ﬂuent (other than the untranslated sequence) compared to the SMT
output.
Table 4.6: Example translation using GEBMT and SMT systems.
Source how long does it take to have them reissued ?
Reference onları tekrar çıkarttırmak ne kadar sürer ?
SMT gitmek ne kadar sürer reissued onları var ?
GEBMT have them reissued ne kadar sürer ?
Improvement Using SMT Phrases
Based on the aforementioned observation relating to the example given in Table 4.6,
we conduct an experiment that uses phrases from the SMT phrase table as additional
atomic translation templates in order to mitigate the issue of untranslated words
in the GEBMT system. This is an alternative way of backing oﬀ from the SMT
system to the GEBMT system. We used all phrase pairs from the SMT system as
additional atomic translation templates along with the atomic translation templates
learned by the GEBMT system. We recompute the probabilistic score (pi, p.87)
of each atomic translation templates (Ti : si ! ti) based on their frequency in the
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GEBMT approach and in the SMT phrase table in order to maintain the probability
constraints. We shall refer to this system as GEBMT-PT.
Table 4.7 compares the translation accuracy of the GEBMT and GEBMT-PT
systems for English-to-Turkish translation.
Table 4.7: System accuracies obtained using diﬀerent GEBMT and GEBMT-PT
models for English-to-Turkish MT. The subscript score > x denotes the value of
the translation score (q).
System BLEU (in %) NIST
Training Data: 1242 sentences
SMT 7.63 2.89
GEBMT 6.80 2.78
GEBMT-PT 7.10 2.81
GEBMTscore0:3 + SMT 7.96 2.98
GEBMT-PTscore0:3 + SMT 8.19 3.01
Training Data: 2484 sentences
SMT 10.72 3.51
GEBMT 7.21 3.07
GEBMT-PT 7.36 3.13
GEBMTscore0:9 + SMT 10.83 3.52
GEBMTscore0:8 + SMT 10.99 3.53
GEBMTscore0:7 + SMT 10.76 3.53
GEBMT-PTscore0:9 + SMT 10.85 3.53
GEBMT-PTscore0:8 + SMT 11.06 3.55
GEBMT-PTscore0:7 + SMT 10.81 3.55
We found that incorporating the additional atomic translation templates im-
proves system accuracy over the GEBMT system. However, the performance of
the GEBMT-PT system on its own remains lower compared to the baseline SMT
system. The combination of GEBMT-PT with SMT shows improved translation
scores when compared to the individual systems. The GEBMT-PT+SMT combi-
nation also has better scores than GEBMT+SMT across diﬀerent threshold values
of the translation score.
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4.4 Summary
Like the PA-based systems described in the previous chapter, the GEBMT system
has shown a similar trend in MT performance, i.e. the performance of the approach
on its own is quite poor compared to the baseline SMT system, but it shows improve-
ment when combined with SMT. The standalone GEBMT system is not successful
enough to positively answer research question RQ1. However, like the PA-based
system, the GEBMT system provides an aﬃrmative answers to research question
RQ3 for two diﬀerent MT tasks showing under certain conditions that we can ef-
fectively combine EBMT systems with phrase-based SMT systems. In some of our
experiments conducted in this chapter, the improvements of the combined system
is quite low and statistically less signiﬁcant. However, the experiments shows that
there are sentences that are better translated by an EBMT approach compared to
the SMT-based system. This observation leads us to our research on Chapter 5 and
6 that focuses on both ﬁnding a suitable EBMT technique for translating homoge-
neous data and its eﬀective use for certain sentences to produce the best of EBMT
and SMT.
4.4.1 Contributions
Our main contributions to this approach are as follows:
 We introduced two parameters (similarity weight factor and probability of a
translation template) to rank the output translation. We developed a decoding
strategy using these parameters to produce ranked output translation for a
GEBMT system.
 We improved MT accuracy by combining GEBMT with SMT based on trans-
lation score. We used two parameters to judge the conﬁdence of a translation
produced by GEBMT approach. Based on certain conﬁdence thresholds of the
translation score, we achieve better translation quality combining GEBMT and
SMT systems.
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The moderate success of both the PA-based approach and GEBMT system
prompted us to attempt a novel approach of integrating subsentential TMs into
an EBMT system, in the next chapter. This EBMT system is developed using the
concepts of TM technology and is anticipated to work well on homogeneous data in
a resource-poor setting.
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Chapter 5
EBMT Using a Subsentential
Translation Memory
The results presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 demonstrate that the two diﬀerent
approaches to EBMT (using proportional analogy and translation templates) serve
to give a small improvement in translation quality for some of the test sentences.
We also found, in most cases the improvements are not statistically signiﬁcant. We
also observed that both approaches suﬀer from considerable time complexity issues.
In addition, both methods demand at least two similar examples from each side of
the example-base to produce the translation of a new sentence. In particular, the
proportional-analogy-based system requires two example pairs that will cover all
the characters of an input test sentence. The compiled approach in Chapter 4 needs
two examples to learn a translation template that can be applied to a novel input
sentence. It is not often the case that two examples similar to the input sentence
are present in a small corpus.
In this chapter, we present a novel approach to EBMT that primarily relies
on having only one example pair in the example-base. The approach integrates a
subsentential translation memory (TM) into an EBMT system for alignment and
recombination. We then present a hybrid SMT-EBMT system using this approach
that gives a signiﬁcant improvement over both SMT and EBMT baseline systems.
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The EBMT system is combined with the SMT system based on some underlying
features for eﬀective hybridization of the pair of systems.
The chapter is organized as follows. The next section presents the motivation
of our particular work. Then we describe the process of automatically building a
subsentential TM using SMT technology. In the next section, we describe the detail
of our EBMT framework using TM. Subsequently, in Section 5.4, we present the
experimental setup, the data and the results obtained with our EBMT system. We
show the improvement by combining an SMT-based system and our EBMT system
in the following section. Finally, we present our observations with analysis of errors
and summarize in Section 5.8 with some avenues for the immediate future work
addressed in the next chapter.
5.1 Motivation
The state-of-the-art phrase-based SMTmodel generally requires a signiﬁcant amount
of training data. Developing such large corpora for a new language pair is costly and
time-consuming as noted in Section 2.5 when developing the patient dialogue corpus
for English–Bangla. However, small domain-speciﬁc parallel corpora are available for
many languages for particular usage, e.g. IWSLT corpora. Despite the diﬃculty of
developing a specialized parallel corpora for a new language pair (cf. Section 2.5.1),
it is, however, possible to develop a small amount of parallel data for a particular
domain in a short period of time and at low cost (Lewis, 2010). These corpora are
often homogeneous in nature. In a homogeneous domain-speciﬁc corpus, examples
are quite close in nature. For example, while IWSLT09 training data is quite small
( 20k sentences for English–Turkish), we found the corpus is comprised of very
similar domain-speciﬁc sentences, as illustrated in (40) and (41). The portions in
italics are the only diﬀerences between (a) and (b) in the above examples.
(40) a. I'd like to see that camera on the shelf .
b. I'd like to have it parted on the left .
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(41) a. Have you ever seen a Japanese movie ?
b. Have you ever tried Japanese food ?
While using a domain-speciﬁc homogeneous corpus, it is likely that the input
test sentences also belong to the same domain. We (Dandapat et al., 2010c, 2011)
also observed that some sentences in the test set share a large number of surface
words with some examples from the example-base. Each of the examples (42), (43)
and (44) show the test sentence and the corresponding similar example from the
example-bases taken from IWSLT09 (English–Turkish), EMEA (English–French)
and our English–Bangla corpus, respectively. The sentences in (a) and (b) represent
the test sentence and a similar sentence from the example-base, where the portion
in italics denotes the diﬀering parts between them.
(42) a. Does the tour bus have a restroom ?
b. Does the room have a bath ?
(43) a. Use in adult patients with kidney disease but not receiving dialysis the usual
starting dose is 50 iu / kg .
b. Use in adult patients in an autologous predonation programme the usual
starting dose is 600 iu / kg .
(44) a. I need a medical for my insurance company .
b. I need a medical for my new job .
The above examples show that the test sentences have a lot in common with a
single example from the example-base. In that way, the translation of the sentences
in (42a), (43a) and (44a) may share the translation of the common parts in (42b),
(43b) and (44b), respectively. Thus it might be helpful to reuse the translation of
the common part while translating a new sentence. The above observation leads us
to reuse some parts of the sentence which are common to the closest sentence in the
example-base in an EBMT system.
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In general, an EBMT system can be built with fewer examples (Somers, 2003,
p.12) compared to the amount of training data used by an SMT system. Homo-
geneous domain-speciﬁc parallel corpora for many resource-poor languages tend to
be able to provide such an example-base. Keeping this in mind, we plan to de-
velop a novel EBMT system that can create a skeleton translation based on the
closely-matched example from the example-base. The remaining unmatched sub-
sentential portion (between the input and the closely-matched sentences) can be
further translated using other parallel resources.
5.2 Building a Subsentential Translation Memory
As noted in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3), a TM usually contains translation units (TU)
linked at the sentence, phrasal and word level. TUs can be derived manually or
automatically (e.g. using the marker-hypothesis (Groves and Way, 2006)). Usu-
ally, TUs are linguistically motivated translation units. In our work, we explore a
diﬀerent route, as manual construction of high-quality TMs is time consuming and
expensive. Furthermore, only considering linguistically motivated TUs may limit
the matching potential of a TM. Because of this, we used SMT technology to au-
tomatically create the subsentential part of our TM at the phrase (i.e. no longer
necessarily linguistically motivated) and word level. Based on Moses word alignment
and phrase table construction, we build the additional TM for further use within an
EBMT approach.
Moses uses GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) to learn the initial word alignment ﬁle
based on IBM Model 4 (Brown et al., 1993). GIZA++ learns the word alignment
in both source (e) to target (t) and reverse. The ﬁnal word alignments are taken
from the intersection of the bidirectional run of GIZA++. Additional alignments
are extracted based on the union of the bidirectional run using the grow-diag-ﬁnal
heuristic (Koehn, 2010, p.112). Finally, these phrases are extracted into a phrase
translation table and ﬁve probabilities are estimated for each aligned phrase pair.
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Figure 5.1 shows the learned phrase pairs with the associated probabilities for a
source English phrase a hotel to its diﬀerent target equivalent in Turkish. We add
entries to the TM based on the aligned phrase pairs from the Moses phrase table
using the following two scores:
(i) Direct phrase translation probabilities: p(tje)
(ii) Direct lexical weight: lex(tje)
We chose p(tje) and lex(tje) as we wished to only consider the most probable
target equivalent (t) for a given source (e). The reverse probabilities (p(ejt) and
lex(ejt)), strictly speaking, do not directly model the most probable target equivalent
(t) for a given source (e).
English (e) Turkish (t) p(e|t) lex(e|t) p(t|e) lex(t|e) penalty 
 
      
a hotel bir otel 0.95 0.505436 0.826087 0.12843 2.718 
a hotel bir otelde 0.166667 0.294511 0.0869565 0.073134 2.718 
a hotel otel mi 0.5 0.0521575 0.0434783 0.0066215 2.718 
a hotel otel 0.0128205 0.0521575 0.0434783 0.223603 2.718 
 
Figure 5.1: Moses phrase equivalents with associated probabilities.
Table 5.1 shows some of the English-to-Turkish translation units in the TM.
Note that the entries in the TM (including those in Table 5.1) may contain incor-
rect source–target equivalents due to unreliable word/phrase alignment produced
by Moses.
Firstly, we add entries to the TM based on the aligned phrase pairs from the
Moses phrase table. A source phrase may have multiple target equivalents. We keep
all target equivalents in a sorted order based on the phrase translation probability
p(tje) and the lexical probability lex(tje). These two probabilities are highlighted in
Figure 5.1. First we sort the target phrases based on p(tje). If there exists a tie in
p(tje) among target phrases, we use lex(tje) to rank the possible target equivalents.
It has been observed that more than one target phrase sometimes has the equal
p(tje). For example, the two Turkish target equivalents (otel mi and otel) have the
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same p(tje) for the source English phrase a hotel. In order to rank such cases, we use
lex(tje) to avoid the conﬂict. The ﬁnal ranked target phrases for the source English
phrase a hotel are shown in the third row of the Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Source–target translation equivalents in TM
Source(English) Target(Turkish)
Example entries in TM from Moses phrase table
i don't like it f“sevmedim”,“bunu sevmedim”g
i can't sleep well. f“iyi uyuyamıyorum .”g
a hotel f“bir otel”,“bir otelde”,“otel”,“otel mi”g
load this camera f“bu kamerayı yükler”g
Example entries in TM from Moses word-aligned ﬁle
coﬀees f“kahve”g
fair f“fuar”,“bayanımı”,“ortalama”g
helps f“vücudun”,“yardım”,“eder”g
playground f“alanı”,“oyun”g
Secondly, in addition to the phrase table, additional entries in the subsentential
TM are extracted from the source–target lexical table. We also keep the multiple
target equivalents for a source word in a sorted order. This essentially adds source-
and target-language equivalent word pairs into the TM. Moses builds a source–target
lexical translation table based on the GIZA++ word alignment with associated
probability w(tje). Figure 5.2 shows the lexical equivalents learned by GIZA++
with associated probabilities. We rank the target translation for a given source
word based on this lexical probability w(tje). These lexical translation pairs are
also kept in our subsentential TM. The sixth row in the Table 5.1 depicts the sorted
lexical translation equivalent in the TM for the English source word fair.
English (e) Turkish (t) w(t|e) 
   
fair faur 0.50 
fair bayanımı 0.25 
fair ortalama 0.25 
 
Figure 5.2: Moses lexical equivalents with associated probabilities.
We keep all the target equivalents for a word/phrase to identify the matched
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segment between source and target language in the matching procedure (see section
5.3.2). But during recombination we only consider the most probable target equiv-
alent (see section 5.3.3). The ranked list of possible translations in the TM helps us
to choose the most probable target equivalent for a source word.
We ﬁnd four Turkish target equivalents (‘bir otel’,‘bir otelde’, ‘otel’, ‘otel mi’)
for the English source phrase ‘a hotel’ in Table 5.1. The phrase bir otel (a/one ho-
tel+nominative) is the most probable translation based on the Moses phrase table.
The second most probable Turkish phrase bir otelde refers to ‘a/one hotel+locative’.
The third target equivalent otel refers to ‘hotel+nominative’. This is because Turkish
noun phrases may not always have an article. The fourth target Turkish equivalent
otel mi refers to ‘hotel+question’. In the example shown in Figure 5.2, the English
word ‘fair’ also has three target Turkish equivalents (‘fuar’, ‘bayanımı’,‘ortalama’)
extracted from the Moses word-aligned ﬁle. The target equivalent fuar is used as a
noun (e.g. book fair), and has the highest probability based on Moses word align-
ment. The second target equivalent bayanımı refers to my lady. The third Turkish
equivalent ortalama is used as an adjective which denotes something moderately
large (e.g. a fair income).
5.3 Approach
Like most EBMT systems, our particular approach comprises three stages: match-
ing, alignment and recombination.
5.3.1 Matching
The ﬁrst step in an EBMT system is to ﬁnd source-language examples that closely
match the input sentences. In particular, in our approach, we ﬁnd the closest sen-
tence (sc) from the example-base for the input sentence (s) to be translated, as in
Equation (5.1).
sc = argmax
si
score(s; si) (5.1)
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We used a word-based edit distance metric (Wagner and Fischer, 1974) to ﬁnd the
closest matching sentence from the example-base (fsigN1 ) based on Equation (5.2).
score(s; si) = 1  ED(s; si)max(jsj; jsij) (5.2)
where jxj denotes the length (in words) of a sentence, and ED(x; y) refers to the
word-based edit distance between x and y.
Based on the above fuzzy scoring criteria, we are able to choose the closest match
(sc) for the input sentence (s) to be translated.
We take two running examples to describe the work-ﬂow of our EBMT approach.
These two examples are indicative of some of the diﬀerent possible operations in the
later stage due to the diﬀerence in matching segments. For example, for the input
sentences in (45a) and (46a) from the IWSLT09 test data, the corresponding closest
fuzzy-matched sentences from the example-base (IWSLT09 training data) are given
in (45b) and (46b).
(45) a. s: i'd like a present for my mother.
b. sc: i'd like a shampoo for my greasy hair.
(46) a. s: take two tablets after every meal.
b. sc: please take two tablets after each meal.
Then we consider the associated translations (tc) in (47) and (48) of the closest
matching source sentence in (45b) and (46b), to build a skeleton for the translations
of the input sentences (45a) and (46a).
(47) tc: yağlı saçlar için bir şampuan istiyorum .
[GREASY HAIR FOR ONE SHAMPOO I'D-LIKE]
(48) tc: lütfen her yemekten sonra iki tablet alın .
[PLEASE EACH MEAL AFTER TWO TABLET TAKE]
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We will use some segments of the associated skeleton translations (47) and (48) to
produce the new translation for the input sentences (45a) and (46a) in the alignment
and recombination steps. Note that we ﬁnd the closest matching sentence at runtime
from the whole example-base using the edit-distance-based fuzzy match score. Thus
the time complexity matching step of our EBMT system is O(nm2), where n denotes
the size of the example-base and m denotes average length (in words) of a sentence.
5.3.2 Alignment
After matching and retrieving an example with its associated translation, the next
step is to extract the non-matching fragments from that translation. In order to do
that, we align the three sentences: the input (s), the closest source-side match (sc),
and its target equivalent (tc).
First, we mark the mismatch portion between s and sc while computing the edit
distance in Equation (5.2). We use the edit-distance trace algorithm (as described in
section 4.2.1) to ﬁnd matched and non-matched segments between s and sc. Given
the two sentences (s and sc), the algorithm ﬁnds the minimum possible number of
operations (substitutions, additions and deletions) required to change the closest
match sc into the input sentence s. For example, consider the input sentence s =
w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w8 and sc = w01w03w4w5w7w8w09w010. Figure 5.3 shows the
matched and non-matched sequence between s and sc using edit-distance trace.
s = w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8    
j j j j j
sc = w1   w03 w4 w5   w7 w8 w09 w010
+
s = w1 w2w3 w4w5 w6 w7w8 null
j # j # j #
sc = w1 w
0
3 w4w5 null w7w8 w
0
9w
0
10
Figure 5.3: Extraction of matched and non-matched segments between s and sc.
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First we identify the edit operations required to convert sc into s as shown in
the upper half of the ﬁgure. The consecutive matched words and consecutive non-
matched words are combined into a single segment. This is shown in the bottom half
of the ﬁgure, where matched segments are marked with underlines and unmatched
segments are marked with boxes. The edit operations are marked with vertical
arrows corresponding to the non-matched segments to convert sc into s. The three
operations indicate that w03 needs to substitute with w2w3, w6 needs to be added
immediately after w5 in sc, and w09w010 need to be deleted from sc. This is shown
in (49a) and (49b) with angled brackets. The character and the following numbers
in angled brackets indicates the edit operation (‘s’ indicates substitution) and the
index of the mismatched segments. In the second example in (50a) and (50b), where
‘d#’ within angled brackets indicates the translation of the corresponding segment
that need to be deleted from the ﬁnal output. Note that the swapped order of
substitutions in tc is obtained by the alignment process between sc and tc using
subsentential TM as described below the examples.
(49) a. s: i 'd like a <s#0:present> for <s#1:my mother> .
b. sc: i 'd like a <s#0:shampoo> for <s#1:greasy hair> .
c. tc: <s#1:yağlı saçlar> için bir <s#0:şampuan> istiyorum .
(50) a. s: take two tablets after <s#0:every> meal .
b. sc: <d#:please> take two tablets after <s#0:each> meal.
c. tc: <d#:lütfen> <s#0:her> yemekten sonra iki tablet alın .
We align each non-matched segment in sc with its associated translation tc us-
ing the TM and GIZA++ alignment. The alignment process for the non-matched
segment is as follows:
 First, we rely on the subsentential TM to ﬁnd the target equivalent segment
in tc for a non-matched segment in sc. We only use the portion of TM that
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has been constructed from the phrase table.1 First we look for the target
equivalent in tc for the entire non-matched segment in sc. We mark the target
equivalent in tc for a non-matched segment in sc. It is often the case that
the TM does not have a target equivalent for an entire non-matched segment.
However, the TM may have a target equivalent for some subsegment of a
particular non-matched segment. We ﬁnd the longest possible segment from
the non-matched segment in sc that has a matching target equivalent in tc
based on the source–target equivalents in the TM. We continue the process
recursively until no further segments of the non-matched segment in sc can be
matched with tc using the TM.
 The use of TM may not ﬁnd target correspondences for all the words of a non-
matched segment in sc. In the second step, we use the GIZA++ word align-
ment information to align remaining words from the non-matched segment in
sc with its equivalents in tc. GIZA++ essentially produces the alignments be-
tween sc and tc in both directions. We use the target-to-source direction where
each source word is listed with its reference to aligned target words. Example
(51) shows the alignment for the English–Turkish sentence pair in (49b) and
(49c). The numbers in the brackets on the source side indicate the position of
aligned target words. We mark the target equivalents for all remaining words
of a non-matched segment based on the GIZA++ alignment.
(51) a. sc: NULL ( ) i ( ) 'd ( ) like ( 6 ) a ( 4 ) shampoo ( 5 ) for ( 3 ) greasy
( 1 2 ) hair ( ) . ( 7 )
b. tc: yağlı saçlar için bir şampuan istiyorum .
Based on the source–target aligned pair from the TM and GIZA++, we mark
the mismatched segment in the tc as in (49c) and (50c). The portions marked
1The source–target equivalent in the phrase table is more reliable as it has been constructed
based on the intersection of the bidirectional alignment of GIZA++. In contrast, the lexical
alignment is based on all possible GIZA++ alignments which is much more noisy. Thus, during
alignment we rely on those TM entries that have been constructed from the Moses phrase table.
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with angled brackets in (49c) and (50c) are aligned with the mismatched portions
in (49b) and (50b), respectively. Here also, the ﬁrst character and the following
number within an angled bracket in tc indicates the mapping between the segments
with sc.
With the help of the above matching method, in the recombination step, we
replace/delete the segments within the angled brackets in tc keeping the remaining
matched fragments unchanged.
5.3.3 Recombination
The ﬁnal step of this EBMT approach is recombination. We add or substitute
segments from the input sentence (s) with the skeleton translation equivalent (tc).
We also delete some segments from tc that have no correspondence in s. From (49),
we need to replace the two segments in (49c) (yağlı saçlar (greasy hair) and şampuan
(shampoo)) with the two corresponding source segments in (49a) (my mother and
present) to produce a target equivalent. Thus, keeping the mapping, we produce
the skeleton target equivalent in (52):
(52) <s#1:my mother> için bir <s#0:present> istiyorum .
From (50), we need to delete one segment in (50c) lutfen which is a Turkish
translation equivalent of the English word please in sc. We also need to substitute
the segment her with its corresponding source segment every in (50a) to produce
the target equivalent. Thus, we produce the skeleton translation in (53).
(53) <s#0:every> yemekten sonra iki tablet alın .
If there are some extra segments in s which do not have any mapping in tc, then
we add the new segments from s into the target equivalent tc. Thus we produce the
target equivalents in (52) and (53) after adding/deleting/substituting segments from
the input sentences to be translated (s) with the skeleton translation (tc). Then,
the untranslated segments in (52) and (53) are translated using our subsentential
TM. The detail of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 recombination(X;TM)
In: source segment X,
subsentential translation memory TM
Out: translation of source segment X
1: mark all words of X as untranslated (untranslatedPortions(X) fXg)
2: repeat
3: U = untranslatedPortions(X)
4: x = longest subsegment in untranslatedPortions(X) such that (x; tx) 2 TM;
5: substitute(X;x! tx) fsubstitute x with its target equivalent tx in Xg
6: remove x from untranslatedPortions(X)
7: until (untranslatedPortions(X) = ;)
8: return X
Replacing the untranslated segments in (52) and (53) with the corresponding
translations obtained using TM, we derive the output translations shown in (54)
and (55), respectively, of the original input sentences.
(54) <annem> için bir <hediye> istiyorum .
(55) <her> yemekten sonra iki tablet alın .
Note that unknown words are left untranslated, which is the case for most MT
techniques. Incorrect translations may be expected due to incorrect word/phrase
alignments.
5.4 Experiments
We conduct three diﬀerent experiments for three diﬀerent language pairs (English-
to-Bangla, English-to-Turkish and English-to-French) to set the baseline and to
understand the performance of our EBMT system for each language pair.
5.4.1 Experimental Setup
First we conduct two experiments to estimate the baseline accuracy of the MT
systems.
 OpenMaTrEx: Our ﬁrst baseline is the performance of an SMT-based sys-
tem. We use OpenMatrEx (Dandapat et al., 2010a) to estimate the baseline
phrase-based SMT accuracy and to compare results with our approach.
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 TM: We conduct a second baseline experiment based on the matching step (cf.
section 5.3.1) of our EBMT system. This is essentially an output extracted
based on TM matching. We obtain the closest target-side equivalent (the
skeleton sentence tc as in (47, p.103)) and consider this as the baseline output
for the input sentence (as in (45a, p.109)) to be translated. This is essentially
reﬂects the translation accuracy of the TM match. We produce the ﬁnal
translation based on this TM match (initial skeleton translation) thus we will
consider this as the baseline accuracy for our EBMT system using TM.
In addition, we conduct an experiment with our EBMT system using subsenten-
tial TM.
 EBMTTM: After obtaining the skeleton translation through matching and
alignment (section 5.3), in the recombination step we use the subsentential
TM to translate any unmatched segments as described in Algorithm 3. We
call this EBMTTM.
5.4.2 Data Sources
We used three data sets for all our experiments. The three data sets represent three
language pairs of diﬀerent size and type. In the ﬁrst dataset, we used our in-house
English–Bangla medical receptionist dialogue corpus (described in section 2.6.1).
The training data consists of 380 parallel sentences from a medical receptionist
dialogue exchange. The test set is comprised of a disjoint set of 41 dialogue turns.
Note that the dialogue corpus is homogeneous in nature with short sentences. The
average length (in words) of the sentences in the source- and target-side training
data are 8.5 and 8.27, respectively.
In the second dataset, we used the same English–Turkish corpus from IWSLT09
as described in section 2.6.2. The IWSLT09 training data consists of 19,972 parallel
sentences. We used the IWSLT09 development set as our test set which consists
of 414 sentences. The IWSLT09 data also belongs to a particular domain (it is a
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subset of the C-STAR2 project's Basic Traveller Expression Corpus). The corpus
also consists of shorter length sentences with an average length (in words) of 9.5 for
the source side and 6.9 for the target side.
Our third dataset consists of an English–French corpus from the European
Medicines Agency (EMEA)3 (Tiedemann and Nygaard, 2009). The training data
consists of 250,806 unique parallel sentences.4 As a test set we used a set of 10,000
randomly drawn sentences disjoint from the training data. These data also represent
a particular domain (medicine) but with a longer sentence length compared to the
English–Bangla and English–Turkish data. The average length (in words) of the
sentences in the source- and target-side training data are 18.8 and 22.61, respec-
tively. This is a moderate sized corpus in terms of the amount of data generally
used to train an MT system.
5.4.3 Immediate Results and Observations
For consistency with previous experiments we used BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
NIST (Doddington, 2002) for the automatic evaluation of our experiments. Table
5.2 and Table 5.3 show the BLEU score obtained by the three diﬀerent experiments
(described in section 5.4.2) for the three language pairs.
Table 5.2: Baseline BLEU scores (%) of the two systems and the scores for EBMTTM
system.
System Language pairs
English-to-Bangla English-to-Turkish English-to-French
SMT 39.32 23.59 55.04
TM 50.38 15.60 40.23
EBMTTM 57.56 20.08 48.31
Note that the baseline BLEU score for SMT for English-to-Bangla translation
is 39.32 but the baseline TM match gives a BLEU score of 50.38. This absolute
improvement of 11.06 BLEU points motivated us to use the skeleton sentence (tc)
2Consortium for Speech Translation Advanced Research. http://www.c-star.org/
3http://opus.lingﬁl.uu.se/EMEA.php
4A large number of duplicate sentences exists in the original corpus (comprised of approximately
1M sentences). We remove duplicates and consider sentences with unique translation equivalents.
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Table 5.3: Baseline NIST scores of the two systems and the scores for EBMTTM
system.
System Language pairs
English-to-Bangla English-to-Turkish English-to-French
SMT 4.84 4.85 11.01
TM 5.32 3.34 7.98
EBMTTM 6.00 4.41 9.72
and make further changes to some fragments in the skeleton sentence with respect
to the original sentence (s) to be translated. We have achieved 57.56 BLEU score
with our EBMTTM system — an absolute improvement of 7.09 BLEU score over the
baseline TM match. The high BLEU score is due to the nature of the data used for
this experiment. The training and test examples are homogeneous in nature and
comprised of domain speciﬁc sentences. Also, the baseline TM match has a better
score than the baseline SMT system due to this homogeneity. The improvement of
the EBMTTM system is statistically signiﬁcant (with a reliability of 99%) using boot
strap resampling (Koehn, 2004).
The situation diﬀers in the case of English-to-Turkish and English-to-French
translations using a moderate sized corpus. We found in both English-to-Turkish
and English-to-French translation, the baseline SMT system has better BLEU scores
(23.59 and 55.04 BLEU points, respectively) compared to the baseline TM match
(15.60 and 40.31 BLEU points, respectively) and our EBMTTM system (20.08 and
48.31 BLEU points, respectively). However, the EBMTTM has an absolute improve-
ment of 4.48 and 8.08 BLEU points over the TM-based matching, respectively, for
English-to-Turkish and English-to-French systems.
We ﬁnd a similar trend using the NIST evaluation metric. In the case of English-
to-Bangla translation, the EBMTTM system gets a better score compared to the
two baselines (SMT and TM). On the other hand, in both English-to-Turkish and
English-to-French, the baseline SMT system gets a better score compared to the
EBMTTM system. However, the EBMTTM system shows improvement over the
baseline TM match for both the language pairs.
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Though the EBMTTM system has lower translation accuracy compared to the
baseline SMT system, there are considerable amount of sentences for which the
EBMTTM system produces better translations.
5.5 Improvement
The EBMTTM system has low translation accuracy on its own compared to the base-
line SMT for both English-to-Turkish and English-to-French experiments. However,
we observed that there are cases where EBMTTM produces better quality translation
compared to the SMT-based approach and vice-versa (Dandapat et al., 2011). Thus
we plan to use a combination of both EBMTTM and SMT for eﬀective hybridization
of the pair of systems by choosing the best approach for each input to produce a
better quality translation system.
5.5.1 System Combination
During system combination we use features to decide whether to rely on the output
produced by the EBMTTM system or to rely on the SMT-based output. We use the
following two features for combining both the systems.
 FMS: We use fuzzy match score (FMS) (as in Equation (5.2)) as one of our
features in order to trigger the output of the combined system from the out-
put produce by the EBMTTM system. This feature essentially indicates the
nearness of the closest-matched sentence (sc) for a given test sentence (s). As
a higher FMS value between s and sc indicates a greater percentage match
between the surface words, it is also likely that when the FMS is high, a fewer
number of changes need to be made to the skeleton translation (tc) to produce
the translation of s.
 EqUs: This feature refers to the equal number of unmatched segments (EqUs)
between s, sc and tc. This is a binary valued feature. If there is an equal
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number of non-matched segments among s, sc and tc, then this feature is
set to 1, otherwise it is set to 0. This generally indicates only substitution
operations need to be performed between s and sc and we are able to ﬁnd
target correspondences for all non-matched segments in sc. This feature can
be useful due to the fact that if only substitutions are required to convert sc to
s, it is likely that they have the same grammatical structure, especially when
the length of the mismatched segment is short (e.g. a single word or a phrase
as in Example (49, p.111)). In contrast, addition and deletion in alignment
indicates changes to the grammatical structure of the sentence.
We combine EBMTTM and SMT based on the above features. We assume
that the translation of an input sentence s produced by EBMTTM and SMT sys-
tems are TEBMT(s) and TSMT(s), respectively. If the value of the FMS is greater
than some threshold and EqUs exists between s, sc and tc, we rely on the output
TEBMT(s); otherwise we take the output from TSMT(s). We refer to this system as
EBMTTM + SMT.
5.5.2 Experiments and Results Using the Combined System
We conducted diﬀerent experiments with the combined system (EBMTTM + SMT)
using diﬀerent feature combinations and varying the FMS threshold. We tested the
EBMTTM + SMT system for English-to-Turkish and English-to-French translation
where the EBMTTM system has a lower score than the baseline SMT system.5
Table 5.4 shows the accuracies obtained with the combined system using diﬀer-
ent feature combinations for English-to-Turkish translation. We found that though
EBMTTM has a lower accuracy compared to the baseline SMT, combining it with
SMT has a positive eﬀect. We found that the combined system performs better
(highest relative improvement of 3.48% in BLEU and 1.03% in NIST with an overall
5We do not use the combined system for the English-to-Bangla experiment as the performance of
the baseline EBMTTM system is well above the baseline SMT system and our focus is on improving
EBMT system.
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Table 5.4: English-to-Turkish MT system results for the EBMTTM + SMT system
with diﬀerent combining factors. The second column indicates the number (and
percentage) of sentences selected from the EBMTTM system during combination.
System: EBMTTM + SMT
Condition No. of times BLEU NIST
EBMTTM used (in %)
Baseline SMT: BLEU=23.59% and NIST=4.85
FMS>0.85 35 (8.5%) 24.22 4.89
FMS>0.80 114 (27.5%) 23.99 4.84
FMS>0.70 197 (47.6%) 22.74 4.73
FMS>0.80 || (FMS>0.70 & EqUS) 165 (40.0%) 23.87 4.83
FMS>0.85 & EqUS 24 (5.8%) 24.41 4.90
FMS>0.80 & EqUS 76 (18.4%) 24.19 4.88
FMS>0.70 & EqUS 127 (30.7%) 24.08 4.87
score of 24.41 and 4.9, respectively, for BLEU and NIST) compared to the baseline
SMT approach. We found that if an input has a high FMS with the example-base,
then the EBMTTM system does better compared to SMT. We found that a FMS
over 0.8 showed an improvement over the SMT-based approach with our current
experimental setup. Improvements are statistically signiﬁcant (reliability of 99%),
but only for a very high FMS (>0.85). However, FMS might not be the only factor
for triggering EBMTTM. We consider EqUS as another factor. Though an FMS
over 0.7 shows no improvement in overall system accuracy, inclusion of the EqUS
feature along with FMS shows improvement. Thus, the EBMTTM approach is more
eﬀective if the number of non-matched segments correspond in s, sc and tc.
Table 5.5 shows that combining EBMTTM with SMT also shows improvement
over the baseline SMT system for English–French data set. Here also, we found
that the combined system has the highest relative improvement of 4.99% in BLEU
points and 3.18% in NIST over the baseline SMT approach. The improvements
of EBMTTM + SMT over the baseline SMT are statistically signiﬁcant (reliability
99%) using bootstrap resampling. The highest accuracy has been achieved with
the feature FMS>0.85. Here, we found that the combined system relied on the
output of the EBMTTM system for a large number of sentences (one third of the
test sentences with highest improvement). This is due to the fact, that the English–
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Table 5.5: English-to-French MT system results for the combined EBMTTM + SMT
system with diﬀerent combining factors.
System: EBMTTM + SMT
Condition No. of times BLEU NIST
EBMTTM used (in %)
Baseline SMT: BLEU=55.04% and NIST=11.01
FMS>0.85 3323 (33.2%) 57.79 11.36
FMS>0.80 4300 (43.0%) 57.55 11.31
FMS>0.70 5283 (52.8%) 57.05 11.24
FMS>0.60 6148 (61.5%) 56.25 11.1
FMS>0.50 6148 (61.5%) 54.98 10.89
FMS>0.80 || (FMS>0.70 & EqUS) 4707 (47.1%) 57.46 11.31
FMS>0.85 & EqUS 2358 (23.6%) 57.24 11.29
FMS>0.80 & EqUS 2953 (29.5%) 57.16 11.28
FMS>0.70 & EqUS 3360 (33.6%) 57.08 11.26
FMS>0.60 & EqUS 3664 (36.6%) 56.92 11.24
French EMEA corpus is built using translation memory and results in a large number
of test sentences getting a high FMS.
5.6 Manual Evaluation
In addition to the above automatic evaluations, we performed a manual evaluation
of the MT output for all the language pairs to understand the translation quality
from a human perspective. While manually evaluating the MT systems, we assign
values from two ﬁve-point scales representing ﬂuency and adequacy (Ma and Cieri,
2006). The ﬁve-point scale of adequacy indicates how much meaning is conveyed in
the hypothesis translation in connection to the reference translation. The ﬁve-point
scale of ﬂuency indicates the closeness of the hypothesis translation to natural text.
These two scales are explained in Table 5.6.
In order to test the reliability of our manual evaluation, we measure the inter-
annotator agreement (IA). IA is a good indicator of the reliability of manual evalu-
ation by diﬀerent human evaluators (Dandapat et al., 2009). We used Fleiss’ kappa
measure (Fleiss, 1971) for assessing the reliability of agreement between diﬀerent
human evaluators. Values of kappa can range from -1.0 to 1.0, with -1.0 indicating
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Table 5.6: Human MT evaluation scales
Adequacy
Fluency (meaning expressed)
5=Flawless Output 5=All
4=Good Output 4=Most
3=Non-native Output 3=Much
2=Disﬂuent Output 2=Little
1=Incomprehensible 1=None
perfect disagreement, and 1.0 denotes perfect agreement. Conventionally, a kappa
score of <0.2 is considered poor agreement, 0.21–0.4 fair, 0.41–0.6 good, 0.61–0.8
strong, and more than 0.8 near-complete agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).
First, we performed a manual evaluation of all 41 sentences of the English-to-
Bangla MT output. Using the evaluation scale in Table 5.6, four diﬀerent native
Bangla speakers6 were asked to score each translation produced by the diﬀerent MT
systems. Table 5.7 shows the average ﬂuency and adequacy of the two MT ap-
proaches (SMT and EBMTTM) for English-to-Bangla translation. The IA between
Table 5.7: Average ﬂuency and adequacy of the English-to-Bangla MT system on
a scale of 1-5 (as in Table 5.6).
System Fluency Adequacy
SMT 3.00 3.16
EBMTTM 3.50 3.70
the 4 evaluators for ﬂuency and adequacy of the SMT output are, respectively 0.45
and 0.41 for English-to-Bangla MT output. We found a higher IA for both ﬂuency
and adequacy (0.51 and 0.46, respectively) for the output of the EBMTTM system
compared to the SMT output. All these IA scores indicate reasonably good agree-
ment between the human-annotators thereby assuring the reliability of the manual
evaluation process.
In order to acquire a deep insight into the EBMTTM system output, we conducted
a manual analysis7 of a subset of the EBMTTM system’s output against the baseline
6All evaluators for English-to-Bangla translations have good English skills and a strong edu-
cational background, having achieved at a least post-graduate degree. The evaluation work was
done voluntarily.
7The evaluators were agnostic of the systems (EBMTTM and baseline SMT) producing the
translations, they were comparing.
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Table 5.8: Manual inspection of reasons for improvement in English-to-Bangla trans-
lation.
N=41 test sentences
EBMTTM improves Baseline SMT improves
over baseline SMT (N=24) over EBMTTM (N=7)
Reason # % # %
Better word order 8 25.8% 2 6.5%
Better phrase/word selection 14 45.1% 4 13%
Better verb translation 2 6.5% 1 3.3%
Table 5.9: Average ﬂuency and adequacy of the English-to-Turkish MT systems on
a scale of 1-5 (cf. Table 5.6). n=number of sentences evaluated under a particular
feature value.
System Feature n Fluency Adequacy
Overall performance of the systems
SMT - 100 3.31 3.4
EBMTTM - 100 3.27 2.96
EBMTTM + SMT FMS>0.85 100 3.34 3.42
EBMTTM + SMT FMS>0.8 100 3.42 3.53
Performance of the systems for sentences with high FMS
SMT FMS>0.85 8 4.25 4.38
EBMTTM FMS>0.85 8 4.63 4.63
SMT FMS>0.8 32 3.91 4.03
EBMTTM FMS>0.8 32 4.25 4.23
SMT translations. We asked the evaluators to manually compare the EBMTTM and
baseline SMT output, with the aim of ﬁnding an explanation as to why EBMTTM
improved over the baseline SMT and vice versa. We tried to classify the reason for
improvement into a few predeﬁned classes.
We manually inspected all of the 41 test sentences of the English-to-Bangla
experiment to inspect the reason for improvement. We found that both systems
produce the same output for 10 test sentences. For the remaining 31 sentences,
EBMTTM system shows an improvement for 24 sentences over the baseline SMT and
the baseline SMT system shows an improvement for 7 sentences over the EBMTTM
system. Table 5.8 exhibits the reason for improved translations of the EBMTTM
over the baseline SMT system and vice versa. Some example sentences for improved
translations are illustrated in Table 5.13 (p.127) and Table 5.14 (p.128).
We manually evaluated the English-to-Turkish MT output for 100 sentences
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(randomly chosen from our testset) by 3 evaluators. This evaluation was performed
with the help of DCU Translation Service.8 We paid the native Turkish speakers
(with good educational background and English skills) to perform the task. Table
5.9 shows the average ﬂuency and adequacy of three diﬀerent approaches (SMT,
EBMTTM and EBMTTM + SMT) for English-to-Turkish MT output. We found
that the human evaluation corelates with the automatic evaluation (cf. Table 5.4).
We measured Pearson's correlation coeﬃcient (Soper et al., 1917) to estimate the
correlation between automatic and human evaluations. We found a high correla-
tion (r) between BLEU and ﬂuency (r = 0:71), and between NIST and adequacy
(r = 0:91). We found that EBMTTM on its own has lower ﬂuency (3.27) and ade-
quacy (2.96) compared to the baseline SMT system. However, the combined system
(EBMTTM + SMT) improves with respect to both ﬂuency and adequacy over the
baseline SMT system. The ﬂuency of the EBMTTM + SMT (with FMS> 0.8) and
SMT systems are 3.42 and 3.3, respectively. The adequacy for these two systems are
3.53 and 3.40, respectively. Furthermore, we compared the ﬂuency and adequacy
of SMT and EBMTTM systems for those sentences with high fuzzy match scores
(FMS). This shows a larger improvement in ﬂuency and adequacy for EBMTTM
system over the baseline SMT as shown in the last 4 lines of Table 5.9. The average
IA between the 3 evaluators for ﬂuency and adequacy are 0.50 and 0.56, respectively.
We also manually investigated the output in order to discover why EBMTTM
does better than SMT and vice versa. We studied the sentences with high FMS (
> 0:85 and > 0:8) from the manually evaluated 100 sentences. Table 5.10 shows
the reasons for the improvements for English-to-Turkish MT. The examples for this
improved translations of one system over the other are included in Table 5.13 and
Table 5.14. Note that both EBMTTM and SMT systems produce the same output
translation for 7 sentences out of 32 sentences with FMS>0.8.
Finally, we also manually evaluated 100 random test sentences from our English–
French testset using 3 evaluators.9 Table 5.11 shows the average ﬂuency and ade-
8http://dculs.dcu.ie/
9This evaluation was performed in-house as a voluntary work. All the evaluators for this task
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Table 5.10: Reasons for improvement in English-to-Turkish translation.
N=8 test sentences with FMS>0.85
EBMTTM improves Baseline SMT improves
over baseline SMT (N=5) over EBMTTM (N=3)
Reason # % # %
Better word order 1 12.5% 1 12.5%
Better phrase/word selection 5 62.5% 2 25.0%
Better verb translation 2 25.0% 0 0.0%
N=32 test sentences with FMS>0.8
EBMTTM improves Baseline SMT improves
over baseline SMT (N=17) over EBMTTM (N=8)
Reason # % # %
Better word order 8 25.0% 1 3.1%
Better phrase/word selection 9 28.1% 7 21.8%
Better verb translation 5 15.6% 4 12.5%
Fewer OOV words 3 9.4% 0 0.0%
quacy of the diﬀerent MT outputs. As with our English-to-Turkish system, we found
that for English-to-French, the EBMTTM system has a lower score on its own com-
pared to the baseline SMT system. However, the combined EBMTTM + SMT system
shows improvements for both ﬂuency and adequacy over the baseline SMT system,
co-relating with the automatic evaluation scores (cf. Table 5.5). The Pearson's cor-
relation coeﬃcient between BLEU and ﬂuency is 0.90, and between NIST and ade-
quacy is 0.89. The evaluation shows a small improvement by the EBMTTM + SMT
system over the baseline SMT system in both ﬂuency (4.3 to 4.47) and adequacy
(4.25 to 4.45). This is due to the fact that a large number of sentences produce
the same translation output by both systems (shown in Table 5.12). Furthermore,
while looking into those sentences with a high FMS, we found larger improvements
by EBMTTM system in both ﬂuency and adequacy over the baseline SMT system.
This is shown in the bottom half of Table 5.11. The average IA between the 3
evaluators for ﬂuency and adequacy are 0.53 and 0.55, respectively.
For a large number of sentences, we found that both EBMTTM and baseline SMT
systems produce equivalent translations. Out of 31 sentences (with FMS>0.85), we
found 22 sentences receive the same translations by both systems. Similarly, both
are native French speakers having good education background with knowledge of MT.
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Table 5.11: Average ﬂuency and adequacy of the English-to-French MT systems on
a scale of 1-5 (cf. Table 5.6). n=number of sentences evaluated under a particular
feature value.
System Feature n Fluency Adequacy
Overall performance of the systems
SMT - 100 4.3 4.25
EBMTTM - 100 4.17 3.96
EBMTTM + SMT FMS>0.85 100 4.45 4.44
EBMTTM + SMT FMS>0.8 100 4.47 4.45
Performance of the systems for sentences with high FMS
SMT FMS>0.85 31 4.31 4.22
EBMTTM FMS>0.85 31 4.58 4.61
SMT FMS>0.8 47 4.37 4.31
EBMTTM FMS>0.8 47 4.62 4.62
EBMTTM and baseline SMT produce same translations for 31 sentences out of 47
sentences having FMS>0.8. Table 5.12 shows the reasons for improvement by one
system over another (cf. Table 5.13 and Table 5.14) for the remaining sentences
where diﬀerent translations are produced by the systems.
Table 5.12: Reasons for improvement in English-to-French translation.
N=31 test sentences with FMS>0.85
EBMTTM improves Baseline SMT improves
over baseline SMT (N=7) over EBMTTM (N=2)
Reason # % # %
Better word order 4 12.9% 0 0.0%
Better phrase/word selection 5 16.1% 2 3.2%
Better verb translation 1 3.2% 0 0.0%
N=47 test sentences with FMS>0.8
EBMTTM improves Baseline SMT improves
over baseline SMT (N=11) over EBMTTM (N=5)
Reason # % # %
Better word order 5 10.6% 1 2.1%
Better phrase/word selection 5 10.6% 4 8.5%
Better verb translation 2 4.2% 0 0.0%
Less OOV words 2 4.2% 0 0.0%
Other Reasons 0 0.0% 1 2.1%
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5.7 Observations
We found that the EBMTTM system shows a higher accuracy across all metrics
(cf. Table 5.2 and Table 5.3) compared to the baseline SMT system for English-to-
Bangla translation. This is due to the fact that the English–Bangla training and
test examples are homogeneous in nature. Due to the homogeneity a large segment
of the input sentences to be translated can be matched with the example-base. This
helps to retain the word order in the target translations which would otherwise aﬀect
the BLEU score. In contrast, the SMT-based system essentially does not use these
matched segments as a whole instead the SMT decoder prefers the most probable
translation.
In contrast, with English-to-Turkish and English-to-French experiments, we found
that EBMTTM shows a lower accuracy on its own compared to the baseline SMT
system. We used moderate sized corpora for these two experiments. For this reason,
the SMT system has more evidence to estimate the probability distributions used
in the decoding process. In contrast, our system mainly relies on the one sentence
that closely matched the input test sentence. Thus, the eﬀect of increased data size
is less compared to the SMT system. Our approach is more eﬀective with a small
homogeneous corpus. In order to see this eﬀect, we used diﬀerent size training data
for the English-to-Turkish experiments by choosing the closely matched sentences
from the whole corpus. Figure 5.4 depicts the BLEU scores obtained with diﬀerent
data sizes. We found that the EBMTTM system on its own has higher BLEU scores
than the baseline SMT approach when the amount of training data is less than 5000
sentences. This is due to the fact that the use of a very small amount of training
data does not produce a reliable phrase translation model. However, with increased
data sizes, SMT performs better compared to the EBMTTM system. However, there
remain some sentences which are better translated by the EBMTTM approach com-
pared to SMT, although the overall document translation score is higher with the
SMT. Thus, we combined both systems based on diﬀerent features.
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Figure 5.4: BLEU score obtained by two diﬀerent systems with diﬀerent data sizes
for English-to-Turkish translation.
We found that the combined system (EBMTTM + SMT) performs better for
the English-to-Turkish and English-to-French experiments compared to the baseline
SMT approach. Figure 5.5 shows the eﬀect in the translation quality when diﬀerent
FMS thresholds were used to combine the two systems.
We found that if an input has a high FMS with the example-base, then the
EBMTTM system does better than SMT. In particular for the English-to-Turkish
experiments, we found that a FMS of over 0.8 shows an improvement over SMT. As
the testset is disjoint from the training set, no sentences have a FMS of 1.0. Thus,
the EBMTTM + SMT and SMT systems have the same translation score when the
FMS equals 1.0, as shown in Figure 5.5. We found more gains using the combined
EBMTTM + SMT system in translation score for English-to-French compared to the
English-to-Turkish translation. This is due to the fact that the English-to-French
system has a relatively larger percentage of sentences with a high FMS. For example,
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Figure 5.5: Eﬀect of FMS in the combined EBMTTM + SMT system.
the number of test sentences with matches from the example-base of FMS>0.85,
respectively, for English-to-Turkish and English-to-French systems are 35 (8.5%)
and 3323 (33.23%).
However, FMS may not be the only factor for triggering the EBMTTM sys-
tem (Marcu, 2001b), we also consider the EqUs factor. Though an FMS over 0.7
shows no improvement in overall system accuracy for English-to-Turkish translation,
inclusion of the EqUs along with FMS does show improvement. Thus the EBMTTM
approach is more eﬀective if the number of non-matched segments in the source
and the target is equal. With our English-to-French experiments, we have found
that the combined system does better compared to SMT when the FMS is over 0.6.
However, the inclusion of EqUs does not have much impact in the translation score.
This feature shows a small drop in BLEU score when FMS is over 0.8 but shows
improvement with lower FMS scores (0.5 to 0.7).
5.7.1 Assessment of Error Types
Errors are propagated due to the incorrect selection of source–target equivalences
in the phrase table and lexical table which are used as the TUs in our TM. This
results in some incorrect alignments in the matching step of our EBMT system.
For example, in the sentence shown in (56) from English-to-Bangla translation, the
matching module gives the following alignment:
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(56) a. s: which doctor <s#0:do> you <s#1:usually> see ?
b. sc: which doctor <s#0:would> you <s#1:like to> see ?
c. tc: আপিন েকান ডা×ারেক েদখােত <s#1: চান> ?
Apani kona DAktArake dekhAte chAna ?
YOU WHICH DOCTOR-accusative TO SEE-causative WANT?
In the above example, the word ‘would’ does not have any alignment in tc. The three
target equivalents in the TM: হেব (/habe/ [is-3Fr]), বলব (/balaba/ [say-1Fr]) and িক
(/ki/ [what]) of the word ‘would’ do not match with any of the words in tc. Also, the
system suﬀers when there is a mismatch either in the verb or in the subject of the
sentence. This is because the inﬂection on the verbs depends on the morphological
attributes of the subject.
Example (57) shows similar alignment errors for English-to-Turkish translation.
(57) a. s: i have a terrible <headache> .
b. sc: i have a terrible <cough> .
c. tc: berbat bir öksürüğüm var .
In the above example, the word ‘cough’ does not have any alignment in tc.
Neither of the two target equivalents of the word ‘cough’ in the TM (öksürük (cough)
and öksürük tedavisi için (for cough treatment)) match any of the words in tc. The
word aligner fails to align any word with ‘cough’ between the sentences sc and tc.
Furthermore, the system suﬀers when there is a mismatch either in the verb or in
the subject of the sentence. This is because in Turkish the inﬂection on the verb
depends on the morphological attributes of the subject.
The second type of error is propagated during the recombination step. Consider
the English-to-Bangla translation example in (58). We have successfully matched
the segments between sc and tc.
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(58) a. s: i’ll call you back <s#0:in a few minutes> .
b. sc: i’ll call you back <s#0:within half and hour> .
c. tc: আিম <s#0: আধ ঘটা েথেক এক ঘটার িভতের> আবার কল করব ৷
Ami Adha ghanTA theke eka ghanTAra bhitare AbAra kala karaba.
I HALF AN HOUR TO ONE HOUR WITHIN AGAIN CALL-future.
However, in the recombination step, we need to generate the translation for the
segment ‘in a few minutes’. We have found that the portion ‘a few minutes’ has
a translation equivalent ‘কেয়ক িমিনট েদিরেত (/kaYeka miniTa derite/)’ in the TM. Thus,
we still need to translate the word ‘in’ to generate the target equivalent for the
whole segment. For the word ‘in’, the TM has a separate entry with three target
equivalents: িনেয় (/niYe/), িনেয় আসেত (/niYe Asate/), and আƀন (/Asuna/). Picking the
most probable target equivalent for ‘in’ and combining with the target equivalent of
‘a few minutes’, we generate ‘িনেয় কেয়ক িমিনট েদিরেত (niYe kaYeka miniTa derite)’. This
is not a ﬂuent target equivalent because we don’t need to translate the word ‘in’
separately as this has been already been captured in the inﬂection (েত – te[locative])
of the ﬁnal word of the target equivalent of ‘a few minutes’.
Similar errors are present across languages. Consider the English-to-Turkish
translation example in (59).
(59) a. s: i want something <s#0:with shorter sleeves> .
b. sc: i want something <s#0:to cure headache> .
c. tc: <s#0:baş ağrısını geçiren> bir şey istiyorum .
In the recombination step, we need to generate the translation for the segment
‘with shorter sleeves’. We are unable to ﬁnd the whole segment in the TM, and
moreover none of the bigrams are present in the TM. Thus, we translate each word
of the segment one by one which results in an erroneous translation ‘birlikte boydan
kollu’. The most likely translation of the words ‘with’ and ‘shorter’ are ‘birlikte’ and
‘boydan’, respectively, in the TM. However, this causes an error in this context as
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‘boydan’ is an incorrect translation for ‘shorter’, and ‘with’ is translated to –lu in
‘kollu’.
Another common type of error occurs due to the wrong morpho-syntactic align-
ment and recombination. The eﬀect can be seen in English-to-Turkish translation
example in (60):
(60) a. s: do you have a japanese <s#0:guidebook> ?
b. sc: do you have a japanese <s#0:magazine> ?
c. tc: japonca bir <s#0:derginiz> var mı ?
The word ‘magazine’ is matched with ‘derginiz’ (dergi 'magazine' + possessive
ending) but a valid match should point out only the ‘dergi’ part. The eﬀect is clear
when ‘guidebook’ is translated to ‘rehber kitab’, the required suﬃx is missing in the
output. Thus, due to the rich morphology of Turkish, many morphosyntactic suﬃx
assignment errors are generated.
5.7.2 Time Complexity
Our particular EBMTTM approach is a type of runtime EBMT. Thus running time
is a big concern to make the system scalable with larger example-bases. The align-
ment step is the most time consuming step in our approach which ﬁnds the closest
example from the example-base for a given input sentence using edit-distance-based
fuzzy match score. The worst-case time complexity of the matching step is O(nm2),
where n denotes the size of the example-base and m is the average length (in words)
of a sentence. The worst-case time complexity of both the alignment and the re-
combination step is O(m2), where m is the average number of words in a sentence.
Thus the total time complexity is O(nm2).
We measure the real-time taken by our EBMTTM approach for the three diﬀerent
language pairs used in our experiment in a 3GHz Core 2 Duo machine with 4GB
RAM. We also estimate the decoding time of the SMT approach. Table 5.15 shows
the average running time to translate one sentence using two diﬀerent systems.
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Table 5.15: Average running time (in seconds) of the two diﬀerent systems.
System Language pairs
English-to-Bangla English-to-Turkish English-to-French
SMT 0.19 0.34 1.87
EBMTTM 0.01 0.72 13.6
Note that with larger amount of data (English-to-French experiments), the EBMTTM
system has a large time complexity. The majority of this time is to compute the
edit distance with a large example-base to ﬁnd the closest match sentence. We will
address the issue of time complexity reduction in Chapter 6.
5.8 Summary
The experiments show that the EBMTTM approach works better compared to the
SMT-based system when available resources are limited. A combination of EBMTTM
and SMT achieves higher scores than the individual systems. Integration of a sub-
sentential TM with the EBMT framework improves the translation quality in our
experiments. Our English-to-Bangla experiment shows that EBMTTM has a better
accuracy on its own than the baseline SMT system which answers research question
RQ1. This eﬀect is also illustrated in the English-to-Turkish experiments when the
amount of training data is less than 5000 sentences. The approach uses an auxiliary
subsentential TM to translate some of the unmatched portions of the EBMT system.
Finally, with a larger amount of training data (English–French), a combination of
EBMTTM and SMT has better translation quality than the individual systems which
answers research question RQ3. Thus, the approach satisfactorily answers research
questions RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 (cf. Chapter 1).
We have achieved promising results using the EBMTTM system with a moderate
size closed-domain corpus. We have seen that the system works well for certain
sentences especially those with higher FMS-based similarity to the example-base.
Based on these observations, we assume that a similar trend can be found when
a larger amounts of training data are available for the language pair. However,
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the matching step of the EBMTTM is a time consuming process with a runtime
complexity of O(nm2). This will drastically decrease the throughput of our runtime
EBMTTM system using a larger example-base. In order to handle this situation, we
address the issue of scalability of the EBMTTM approach in the next chapter.
5.8.1 Contribution
Our main contributions regarding this work are as follows:
 The development of an end-to-end EBMTTM system. This is a novel approach
to developing an EBMT system using TMs derived by SMT methods.
 Finding diﬀerent features (FMS and EqUS) for eﬀectively combining EBMTTM
with a state-of-the-art SMT system.
In the next chapter, we explore diﬀerent methods to make the EBMTTM system
scalable at runtime. We use a heuristic-based approach and an information retrieval-
based technique to source a potential set of suitable candidate sentences for EBMT
matching.
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Chapter 6
EBMTTM: Improving Scalability
In Chapter 5 we demonstrated a novel EBMT system using subsentential translation
memory. The results presented in that chapter demonstrated clearly how eﬀectively
the EBMTTM system can be used for translating homogeneous data in a resource-
poor setting. In addition, we also demonstrated how the performance of an SMT
system could be improved using the EBMTTM system when translating sentences
with greater similarity to the example-base. Our EBMTTM system is a runtime
EBMT approach that uses a time-consuming edit-distance-based measure to ﬁnd
closely matched sentences from the example-base. We have seen that the approach
suﬀers from the signiﬁcant time complexity issues of a runtime approach even with
a moderate sized example-base.
In this chapter, we address the issue of scalability of our runtime EBMTTM
approach. First, we use a heuristic-based approach which is often useful to avoid
some of the computation. Furthermore, we used an IR-based indexing and retrieval
technique to speed up the time-consuming matching procedure of the EBMT system.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. We ﬁrst describe the motivation for
using diﬀerent approaches to improve the scalability of the system. We then describe
two diﬀerent approaches we are using to improve the runtime performance of the
EBMT system. Then we present the results with our observations from diﬀerent
experiments conducted in this chapter.
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6.1 Motivation
Translation quality and speed are two important concerns when developing an MT
system. While translation quality is important in all application areas of MT, trans-
lation speed has a role to play in real time applications, e.g. online chat translations.
The main motivation for scalability is to improve both the quality and speed of the
EBMT system when using a large example-base. The matching procedure in an
EBMT system ﬁnds the example (or a set of examples) which most closely match
the source-language string to be translated. All matching processes necessarily in-
volve a distance or similarity measure. The most widely used distance measure in
EBMT matching is Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965; Wagner and Fischer,
1974) which has quadratic time complexity. This is quite time-consuming even
when a moderate amount of training examples are used for the matching procedure.
However, Ukkonen (1983) gave an algorithm for computing edit-distance with the
worst-case time complexity O(md), where m is the length of the string and d is its
edit-distance. This is eﬀective when m  d. We use word-based edit-distance, so
m is shorter in length.
Runtime EBMT approaches generally do not include any training stage, which
has the advantage of not having to depend on time-consuming preprocessing. On the
other hand, their runtime complexity can be considerable. This is due to the time-
consuming matching stage taking place at runtime. In our EBMTTM system, we ﬁnd
the closest matching sentences at runtime from the whole example-base for a given
input sentence using the edit-distance matching score. In the previous chapter, we
showed that the matching step of the EBMTTM system is a time-consuming process
with a runtime complexity of O(nm2), where n denotes the size of the example-
base and m denotes the average length (in words) of a sentence. Due to a signiﬁcant
runtime complexity, the EBMTTM system can only handle a moderate size example-
base in the matching stage. However, it is important to handle a large example-base
for scalability and to improve the quality of an MT system.
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It is often the case that we do not need to compute the time consuming edit-
distance score for all the examples in the example-base. In order to tackle this
problem, we propose the use of heuristics. They also help to avoid some of the
unnecessary computations. Heuristics can be used to extract a potential set of
candidate sentences from the example-base that are likely to contain the closest
matching sentence to the input sentence to be translated.
6.2 Approach
We adopt two approaches for ﬁnding the closest matching sentences eﬃciently in or-
der to make the system scalable. First we use an heuristic-based solution. Secondly,
we use an IR-based indexing technique to speed up the time-consuming matching
procedure of the EBMTTM system.
6.2.1 Grouping
In order to discard some of the edit-distance computation, we rely on the hypothesis
that the input sentence (s) and its closest match sentence (sc) from the example-base
are likely to have a similar sentence length. We use the following heuristic to reduce
the eﬀort wasted on computing edit-distances with some of the example sentences
which are unlikely to be a close match sentence for an input test sentence:
The input sentence (s) and its corresponding closest match sentence (sc) from an
example-base should have comparable sentence lengths.
In order to do that, we divide the example-base into bins based on sentence
length. It is anticipated that the sentence from the example-base that most closely
matches the input sentence will fall into the group which has comparable length to
the length of the input sentence. First, we divide the example-base E into diﬀerent
bins based on their word-level length E = Sli=1Ei and EiTEj = ; for all i 6= j where
0  i; j  l. Ei denotes the set of sentences with length i and l is the maximum
length of a sentence in E. In order to ﬁnd the closest match for a test sentence (s
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Figure 6.1: Length-based selection of potential set of candidate examples to ﬁnd the
closest match.
of length k), we only consider examples EG =
Sx
m=0Ekm, where x indicates the
maximum window size. This is shown in Figure 6.1. In our experiment, we consider
the value of m from 0 to 2. Furthermore, we ﬁnd the closest-match sentence sc
from EG for a given test sentence s using the edit-distance measure. EG has fewer
sentences compared to E which will eﬀectively reduce the time of the matching
procedure.
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6.2.2 Indexing
Our second approach to addressing time complexity is to use indexing. Search engine
indexing is an eﬀective way of storing data for fast and accurate retrieval of infor-
mation (Manning et al., 2008b). During retrieval a set of documents is extracted
based on their similarity to the input query. We use this concept to eﬃciently
retrieve a potential set of suitable candidate sentences from the example-base for
ﬁnding the closest matching sentence. We index the entire source-side example-base
using an open-source IR-engine SMART1 and retrieve the potential set of candi-
date sentences (likely to contain the closest match sentence) from the example base.
Unigrams extracted from the sentences of the example-base are indexed using a
language model (LM) and complete sentences are considered as retrievable units.
In LM-based retrieval we assume that a given query is generated from a unigram
document language model. The application of a LM retrieval model in our case
returns a sorted list of sentences from the example-base ordered by the estimated
probabilities of generating the given input sentence.
Figure 6.2 provides the detailed architecture of the proposed work ﬂow of the
IR-engine integrated EBMTTM system. In order to improve the run-time perfor-
mance, we integrate the SMART retrieval engine with the matching procedure of
our EBMTTM system. To do this, we index the source side of the example-base us-
ing the SMART IR-engine to retrieve the candidate close-matching sentences. The
input sentence s is considered to be the query to the IR-engine. The retrieval engine
estimates a potential set of candidate close-matching sentences from the example-
base E for a test sentence s. Based on the retrieved candidate examples, we extract
a set of source–target example pairs for the given query. We assume that the closest
source-side match sc of the input sentence s can take the value from EIR(s), where
EIR(s) is the potential set of close-matching sentences computed by the LM-based
retrieval engine. We have used the top 50 candidate sentences from EIR(s) in our
1SMART stands for System for Mechanical Analysis and Retrieval of Text. An open source
information retrieval system from Cornell University. ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/
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current experimental setup.2 Since the IR engine tries to retrieve the document
(sentences from E) for a given query (input) sentence, it is likely to retrieve the
closest match sentence sc in the set EIR(s). Due to a much reduced set of possibili-
ties, this approach is anticipated to improve the run-time performance of the EBMT
system without hampering system accuracy.
 
Source-side of 
example-base (E) 
Document collection 
Input (s) 
EBMT Matching 
Closest match (sc) 
Query  
src tgt 
 
Indexed Document 
 
LM-based retrieval ( )IRE s  
Figure 6.2: Detailed workﬂow of the IR-engine integrated EBMTTM system.
6.2.3 IR Engine
In this section we describe the working principle of the retrieval model of the SMART
IR-engine, namely the process of ﬁnding candidate close matching sentences.
LetD be the document collection containing a ﬁnite number of points fd1; d2; :::; dng,
each referring to an actual source-side sentence in the example-base (E). q is an
input query containing a ﬁnite number of points ft1; t2; :::; tmg, each referring to an
actual word in the input test sentence (s). Our retrieval method is based on the
LM approach proposed by Hiemstra (2001). In an LM-based IR model, a docu-
ment d 2 D is ranked by a linear combination of estimated probabilities P (tijd) of
generating a query term ti from the document d, and P (ti) of generating a query
2We assume that the set of the top-50 IR-based retrieved candidates is large enough to contain
the baseline edit-distance-based closest matching example. However, a smaller or a larger set of
the retrieved candidate may hold the optimal solution. We plan to explore the trade-oﬀ between
the set of candidates EIR(s) and translation scores in future work with a varying size of EIR(s).
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term from the collection. The document is modeled to choose q = t1; t2; :::; tm as a
sequence of independent words as proposed by Hiemstra (2001).
P (qjd) = P (d)
mY
i=1
iP (tijd) + (1  i)P (ti) (6.1)
logP (qjd) = logP (d) +
mX
i=1
log(1 +
i
1  i
P (tijd)
P (ti)
) (6.2)
i is the Jelineck-Mercer smoothing parameter (Jelinek and Mercer, 1980). P (qjd) is
the prior probability of the relevance of a document d. The term weighting equation
in (6.2) can be derived from Equation (6.1) by dividing both sides by (1  i)P (ti)3
and taking the logarithm on both sides so as to convert a product into an addition.
This transformation also ensures that the computed similarities between a document
and a given query is always positive. We index each query vector q as qk = tf(tk)
and each document vector d as di = log(1 + i1 i
P (tijd)
P (ti)
), so that their dot product
d:q gives the likelihood of generating q from d and hence can be used as a similarity
score to rank all the documents.
In Equation (6.1), i is the probability of choosing the ith query term from
the document d, whereas (1   i) is the probability of choosing the term from the
collection. In our particular experiment, we will assign more weight to a document
(a sentence from the example-base) that has more terms matching the query (the
input test sentence). Hiemstra (2001) suggests that a high value of i is indicative of
an implicit conjunction of query terms, i.e. it supports coordination-level ranking.
Since our objective is to retrieve sentences with maximum term overlap to the query
sentence, we use a high value of i to enforce an implicit conjunction of query terms.
Hiemstra (2001) found that the performance of an IR system does not vary
signiﬁcantly over small discrete ranges within the choice of parameter i. As per
the requirement of maximum term overlap, we choose i in the high range close to
1. More precisely, for all our IR experiments, we used the setting of i =  = 0:9; 8i
which was chosen empirically.
3(1  i)P (ti) is a collection-level statistics and does not depend on d.
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Time Complexity
The LM-based retrieval uses an inverted indexed list to extract the candidate doc-
ument from the document collection. The inverted list contains a list of references
to documents for each word. In particular, in our task, a list is maintained that
contains a mapping for all the unique words and their associated sentence of oc-
currence. For a given query (input sentence), we need to search the associated list
for all the words in the input query in order to retrieve the candidate set of docu-
ment (sentences). The worst case runtime of the retrieval component is O(P8wi si),
where wi is a word in the input sentence and si is the number of sentences in the
example-base that contain wi. This can be of the maximum of O(nm), where n is
the number of documents (sentences in the example-base) and m is the number of
words in the input query. This is possible if and only if each individual word in the
input string occurs in every sentence of the example-base. The very fact that a query
term occurs in every sentence of an example-base, is highly unlikely because both
the query and the sentences in the example-base are natural language sentences.
The only exceptions are stop-words (e.g articles and prepositions) which occur in a
large number of sentences in the example-base. Thus, ﬁnding the potential set of
candidate sentences is much faster (O(P8wi si)) than traditional edit-distance-based
retrieval (O(nm2)) on the full example-base.
6.3 Experiments
We conduct two diﬀerent experiments to test the scalability of our EBMTTM system.
 EBMTTM + groupi: First, we conduct an experiment using the sentence-
length-based grouping as described in Section 6.2.1. We refer to this system
with +groupi, where i indicates the window size while comparing the length
of the input sentence with the bins. In our experiment, we consider the value
of i from 0 to 2 for ﬁnding the closest match sentence. This indicates that
we are considering those bins which have at most a length diﬀerence of 2
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words between an example sentence and the input sentence to be translated.
Furthermore, we conducted an experiment using this group-based heuristic
in our combined SMT-EBMT system (EBMTTM + SMT). We refer to this
system as EBMTTM + SMT+ groupi.
 EBMTTM + index: We conduct the second experiment based on the LM-
based indexing technique (Section 6.2.2) to retrieve a potential set of candidate
sentences from the indexed example-base. We refer to this system with the
suﬃx +index. We also conduct an experiment using the IR-based retrieval of
closest match sentences with the combined (EBMTTM + SMT) systems. We
refer to this system as EBMTTM + SMT+ index.
Note that the baseline score for these experiments is the accuracy obtained by
the EBMTTM system described in the previous chapter. The EBMTTM system ﬁnds
the closest match sentence by computing fuzzy match scores for all the sentences
in the example-base. The main goal of our current experiments is to improve the
running time of the EBMTTM system without aﬀecting the accuracy. Thus, we
consider the accuracy reported with the EBMTTM system in the previous chapter
as the baseline for both running-time and system accuracy.
6.3.1 Data Used for Experiments
We used three diﬀerent data sets for our experiments. Two of these data sets are
those we used in the previous chapter in order to compare our scalability results
with the baseline EBMTTM system.
 The ﬁrst data set is the IWSLT09 English–Turkish data consisting of 19,972
training examples and a disjoint test set of 414 sentences from IWSLT09 de-
velopment set. Note that the average length of the sentences in the source-
and target-side training data are 9.5 and 6.9 words respectively.
 The second data set is the English–French data from the EMEA corpus. The
English–French training data consists of 250,806 unique parallel sentences. As
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a test set we use a set of 10,000 randomly drawn sentences disjoint from the
training corpus. As noted in the previous chapter, this corpus represents a
particular domain with relatively longer sentences compared to the English–
Turkish data. The average length of the sentences in the source- and target-
side training data are 18.8 and 22.61 respectively.
These two data sets represent a small and moderate-sized example-base for two
diﬀerent languages. We conduct all our scalability experiments with these data sets
and compare the results with baseline SMT and EBMTTM systems.
Our third and larger data set, is from the JRC-acquis (Steinberger et al., 2006)4
multilingual English–French parallel corpus. This corpus also belongs to a single
domain, containing European Union legal documents. Note, that this corpus is au-
tomatically crawled from websites and automatically aligned using HunAlign (Varga
et al., 2005). The corpus consists of 753,323 parallel examples for training. We used
a set of randomly drawn 2,000 disjoint sentences for testing. This corpus com-
prises of relatively longer sentences compared to the IWSLT09 English–Turkish and
English–French EMEA data sets. The average length (in words) of the sentences on
the source- and target-side training data are 23.84 and 25.67 respectively.
6.3.2 Results
We measure both the translation time and accuracy with the two approaches de-
scribed in Section 6.2 to improve the scalability of the EBMT system on 3 diﬀerent
data sets. All the experiments were performed on a 3GHz Core2 Duo machine with
4GB RAM.
Table 6.1 shows the running time of two systems (EBMTTM + SMT+ groupi and
EBMTTM + SMT+ index) and compares the runtimes with two baseline systems
(SMT and EBMTTM) for the moderate-sized data sets. Note that the runtime
for the EBMTTM + SMT+ index system includes the retrieval time along with the
4http://optima.jrc.it/Acquis/
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Table 6.1: Average running time (in seconds) of diﬀerent systems with English–
Turkish IWSLT09 and English–French EMEA data sets.
System Data set
English-to-Turkish English-to-French
IWSLT09 EMEA
SMT 0.34 1.86
EBMTTM 0.72 13.60
EBMTTM + group0 0.08 0.37
EBMTTM + group1 0.23 1.09
EBMTTM + group2 0.36 1.81
EBMTTM + index 0.014 0.029
translation time of the three stages of the EBMTTM system. However, the indexing
time is not included here as it is a one-time preprocessing of the example-base. The
time taken to index the source English sentences is 3 and 24 seconds, respectively,
for English–Turkish IWSLT09 and English–French EMEA data sets. The indexing
time for the source English sentences of the English–French JRC-acquis data is 165
seconds.
The above table shows that both the grouping and indexing methodologies
proved successful for system scalability. Note that the SMT decoder takes on aver-
age 0.34 seconds and 1.86 seconds, respectively, to translate each English sentence
for the English–Turkish and English–French test sets. In contrast, the baseline
EBMTTM system takes a longer average translation time per sentence of 0.72 sec-
onds and 13.6 seconds respectively. The fastest translation time was 0.014 seconds
and 0.029 seconds per sentence when using indexing, respectively, for the English–
Turkish IWSLT09 and English–French EMEA data sets.
We also need to estimate the accuracy while combining group-based and index-
based techniques with the baseline system (EBMTTM) to understand their relative
performance. We present the system accuracy of the EBMT-SMT combined sys-
tems (EBMTTM +SMT+groupi and EBMTTM + SMT+ index) using the grouping
and indexing techniques. This is due to the fact that the combined system has
better accuracy than the individual system. The baseline for these experiments
is EBMTTM + SMT when no indexing/grouping is applied and ﬁnding the closest
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Table 6.2: BLEU scores for the three diﬀerent systems for English-to-Turkish and
English-to-French under diﬀerent conditions. i denotes the number of bins consid-
ered during grouping.
Condition System
EBMTTM EBMTTM EBMTTM
+SMT +SMT+ groupi +SMT+ index
i=0 i=1 i=2
English-to-Turkish (IWSLT09)
FMS>0.85 24.22 24.18 24.18 24.23 24.24
FMS>0.80 || (FMS>0.70 & EqUS) 23.87 23.34 23.90 24.40 24.37
FMS>0.85 & EqUS 24.41 24.17 24.38 24.34 24.39
English-to-French (EMEA)
FMS>0.85 57.79 56.47 57.48 57.76 57.92
FMS>0.80 || (FMS>0.70 & EqUS) 57.46 55.69 57.07 57.33 57.56
FMS>0.85 & EqUS 57.24 56.48 57.23 57.29 57.32
sentences fully relies on fuzzy-matched-based selection.
Table 6.2 provides the system accuracy scores using the grouping and indexing
techniques for the combined system with the highest performing features for two dif-
ferent data sets (English–Turkish IWSLT09 and English–French EMEA). We report
the translation quality under three conditions. Similar trends have been observed
for other conditions.
The results shows that the translation accuracy remains unchanged or sometimes
increases with the use of indexing. A similar eﬀect has been observed with the
grouping heuristic when a considerable number of bins (i=2) were used for ﬁnding
the closest matching sentence. Though the use of the grouping heuristic (i=2) does
not aﬀect the system accuracy, the use of a large number of bins does not improve
the running time either (cf. Table 6.1).
English-to-French translation using JRC-acquis corpora
Based on the success obtained by the LM-based retrieval to improve the scalability
of our EBMTTM system, we conducted an additional experiment using the larger
English–French JRC-acquis data. Based on the results obtained using moderate-
sized data, we used the third data set only with EBMTTM + SMT+ index experi-
ments and compare the results with the baseline SMT system. This is because with
the third data set we want to ensure that the system is capable of handling a large
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Table 6.3: System accuracies of the EBMTTM + SMT+ index system with diﬀerent
combining factors using English–French JRC-acquis data.
System: EBMTTM + SMT
Condition times EBMTTM used BLEU
(in %)
NIST
Baseline SMT: BLEU=57.97% and NIST=11.12
FMS>0.85 395 (19.8%) 59.57 11.27
FMS>0.80 || (FMS>0.70
& EqUS)
571 (28.6%) 59.56 11.27
FMS>0.85 & EqUS 226 (11.3%) 58.70 11.19
example-base using LM-based retrieval. Due to the signiﬁcant time complexity of the
baseline EBMTTM system we need an alternative way (EBMTTM + SMT+ index)
to handle larger example-bases in our translation framework. Thus, we conduct this
experiment to show that the alternative LM-based retrieval technique makes the
system scalable without aﬀecting translation quality. In addition, we also wanted
to show that while using a large dataset with the help of the LM-based retrieval
the system might produce a better translation for certain sentences compared to the
baseline SMT approach.
The average time taken to translate each sentence using the EBMTTM + SMT
+ index system is 5.89 seconds (using the constraint FMS > 0.85), where the base-
line SMT system takes 7.11 seconds. Table 6.3 shows the accuracy of the EBMTTM
+ SMT + index system under diﬀerent conditions. We found that the combined
system (EBMTTM + SMT+ index) using the indexing technique shows an improve-
ment (1.6 absolute BLEU points) over the baseline SMT system. The improvement
with the combined system over the baseline SMT system is statistically signiﬁcant5
(reliability of 98%). A similar trend has been observed with the NIST evaluation
metric with an improvement of 0.15 absolute points over the baseline SMT system.
5Statistical signiﬁcance tests were performed using paired-bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004).
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6.4 Observations and Discussions
We have seen in the previous chapter that the use of our EBMTTM approach is
eﬀective in terms of translation quality. However, we found that like other runtime
EBMT approaches, the EBMTTM system also has a considerable runtime complexity.
In order to translate one sentence from English into Turkish using an example-base
of 19,972 sentence pairs, the basic EBMTTM system takes on average 0.72 seconds.
The situation changes when using the large example-base (250k sentence pairs)
for English into French translation. Here, we found that the EBMTTM system takes
an average of 13.6 seconds to translate one source English sentence into French.
This is a signiﬁcant amount of time for one sentence by any standard for a runtime
approach. However, both the grouping and indexing of examples reduce the time
complexity of the approach eﬀectively.
The time reduction with grouping depends on the number of bins considered to
ﬁnd the closest sentence during the matching stage. Systems with a lower number
of bins take less time but cause more of a drop in translation quality. The average
time taken to translate an English sentence to Turkish takes 0.08 and 0.36 seconds,
respectively, when using one (i = 0) and ﬁve (i = 2) nearest bins. The use
of a single bin causes a drop of 0.24 absolute BLEU points (highlighted in Table
6.2) but the translation quality remains the same with the use of ﬁve bins. The
eﬀect is more prominent with the English-to-French system in Table 6.2 that uses a
comparatively large example-base. We found a drop of 1.32 absolute BLEU points
while considering a single bin whose length is equal to the length of the test sentence.
This conﬁgurations takes an average of 0.37 seconds to translate one English sentence
into French. However, the BLEU score barely changes (a drop of 0.03 absolute BLEU
points) when considering 5 nearest bins (2) to ﬁnd the closest match for a given
test sentence. Nevertheless, there is not much of a reduction in translation quality
but it increases the average translation time to 1.81 seconds for the translation of an
English sentence into French. Thus, the group-based method is not eﬀective enough
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to balance system accuracy and translation time with a large example-base.
Incorporation of the index-based retrieval technique into the matching stage
of the EBMTTM system has the highest eﬃciency gains in runtime. The average
time taken to translate an English sentence into Turkish is 0.014 seconds. Trans-
lating each English sentence into French takes an average of only 0.029 seconds.
However, the use of IR-based retrieval introduces the preprocessing indexing stage
within the framework. This preprocessing stage of indexing the corpus takes only
a small amount of time. As noted earlier, the time taken to index the source side
of the English–Turkish IWSLT09 (20k sentences), English–French EMEA corpus
(250k sentences) and English–French JRC-acquis corpus (750k sentences) are
3, 24 and 165 seconds, respectively. Thus, the IR-based approach only involves a
time eﬃcient preprocessing stage. It is also interesting to note that with index-
ing, the BLEU score remained the same or even increased. This is due to the fact
that, compared to FMS-based matching, a diﬀerent closest matching sentence (sc)
is selected for some of the input sentences while using index-based retrieval, thus
resulting in a diﬀerent translation outcome. Figure 6.3 compares the number of
times the EBMTTM + SMT+ index is used in the hybrid system and the number of
times both the EBMTTM + SMT+ index and EBMTTM + SMT system select the
same closest matching sentences for English-to-Turkish translation.
The use of index-based candidate selection for EBMT matching shows eﬀective
improvement in time taken, and BLEU scores remained the same or increased. Due
to the selection of a diﬀerent closest-matching sentence sc, sometimes the system
produces a better quality translation which increases the system level BLEU score.
Table 6.4 shows such examples for English-to-Turkish and English-to-French (using
EMEA corpus) translation where an index-based technique produced a better trans-
lation than the baseline (EBMTTM + SMT) system. In the English-to-Turkish trans-
lation example, both the baseline EBMTTM and the index-based EBMTTM + SMT+
index ﬁnd the closest match (sc) that has a single word diﬀerence with the in-
put (s). However, due to the diﬀerent skeleton translation (st) corresponding to
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Figure 6.3: Number of times EBMTTM + SMT+ index used in the hybrid system
and the number of times the same closest-matching sentences are selected by the
systems. a=FMS>0.85, b=FMS>0.85 & EqUS and c=FMS>0.80 OR (FMS>0.70
& EqUS).
a diﬀerent sc, the resulting outputs of the systems sometimes diﬀer considerably.
In Table 6.4, the translation produced by the baseline EBMTTM system has no
word common with the reference translation while the translation produced by the
EBMTTM + SMT+ index system has two words in common with the reference trans-
lation. This is why the system-level BLEU score sometimes increases with the index-
based system compared to the baseline EBMTTM system.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have addressed the issue of scalability of our EBMTTM approach.
Our baseline EBMTTM system is a runtime approach which has high time complexity
when using a large example-base. We have proposed two diﬀerent solutions to
improve the scalability of the system. We have seen from our experiments that the
solution based on the grouping heuristic eﬀectively improves the running time with
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Table 6.4: The eﬀect of indexing in selection of sc and in ﬁnal translation.
English-to-Turkish English-to-French
Input(s): where can i buy accessories zeﬃx belongs to a group of medicines
called antivirals .
Ref: nereden aksesuar alabil-
rim
zeﬃx appartient à une classe de
médicaments appelés antiviraux .
Baseline EBMTTM system
sc: where can i buy plates simulect belongs to a group of medicines
called immunosuppressants .
st: tabak almak istiyorum simulect fait parti d ’ une classe de médica-
ments appelés immunosuppresseurs .
Output: aksesuarı almak istiyorum zeﬃx fait parti d ’ une classe de
médicaments appelés antiviraux .
EBMTTM + index system
sc: where can i buy stockings diacomit belongs to a group of medicines
called antiepileptics .
st: nereden çorap satın alabilirim diacomit appartient à un groupe de
médicaments appelés antiépileptiques .
Output: nereden aksesuarı satın
alabilirim
zeﬃx appartient à un groupe de
médicaments appelés antiviraux .
a relatively small-sized example-base (e.g. English–Turkish). Also the grouping-
heuristic does not hamper the translation accuracy when more number of bins are
explored to ﬁnd the closest match sentence (e.g. ﬁve bins with our English-to-French
experiment). However, considering fewer bins for a large example-base aﬀects the
translation accuracy while there is an improvement in runtime over the baseline
system. Thus the grouping heuristic is not an eﬀective solution to balance translation
quality and throughput of the system.
In the second solution, we used an IR technique to ﬁnd the closest match sen-
tence from the example-base. Other systems have used inverted indices and suﬃx
array variants to support retrieving examples in runtime. Brown (1996) indexed
the source-language sentences in the Pangloss EBMT system. Suﬃx arrays provide
an eﬃcient data structure for accessing an arbitrary sequence of strings within a
large corpus (Yamamoto and Church, 2001). The search algorithm has a worst-case
runtime complexity of O(m logn), where n is the number of tokens in the index and
m is the length of the phrase being looked up. The concept of suﬃx array-based
data structures is becoming popular in the area of MT as evidenced by the work
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of Brown (2004), Callison-Burch et al. (2005), Zhang and Vogel (2005) and Lopez
(2008). Cunei (Phillips, 2012) uses an extension of the traditional suﬃx array to
include position information to support retrieving translations at runtime.
In contrast to the search problem in these approaches, in our particular work,
we need to model distance-based approximate string matching (i.e. fuzzy match
score (Sikes, 2007)) to retrieve the closest possible match from the example-base.
This can be done using the traditional suﬃx array-based data structure. However,
approximate string matching using suﬃx arrays has a worst-case runtime complexity
of O((ms)d+1 +M), where m is the length of the input string (in words), s is the
vocabulary size of the example-base, d is the edit distance and M is the number
of matches. This is much higher than the runtime complexity of the index-based
retrieval (O(P8wi si), p.144 ) of the closest possible match from the example-base.
We found that the integration of an LM-based approach retrieval substantially
improves runtime without aﬀecting translation accuracy. We have tested our sys-
tem with moderate and large example-bases. The IR-based solution always shows
signiﬁcant improvement in runtime. Interestingly, the IR-based solution sometimes
shows a small improvement in translation quality over the baseline EBMTTM system
due to the selection of diﬀerent closest-matching sentences to produce the skeleton
translation. Thus, the approach satisfactorily answers research question RQ4 that
addresses the issue of scaling up the EBMTTM system to larger amounts of training
data.
6.5.1 Contribution
The main contribution of the work described in this chapter is the integration of
IR-based indexing and retrieval step in the ﬂow of our EBMTTM system to make the
system scalable at runtime. A signiﬁcant amount of work has been done in EBMT
and in IR system development under separate threads. There is also work (Hilde-
brand et al., 2005) that links IR-based technology with SMT in the area of trans-
lation model adaptation to produce better quality translations. However, no work
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has been done combining these two technologies to improve the eﬃciency in the
matching phase of a runtime EBMT system. We investigate the eﬀective use of in-
tegrating IR technology in a runtime EBMT system to avoid the drawback of time
consuming edit distance calculation and yields the scope of integrating IR-based
retrieval technique in a CAT system to ﬁnd closely matching examples from a TM
database.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have explored the eﬀects of using diﬀerent EBMT methods to
overcome some of the diﬃculties encountered with SMT when translating homo-
geneous data in a resource-poor setting. The experiments in this thesis show that
the EBMT approaches work better when compared to the SMT-based system for
certain sentences, particularly when the amount of available resources is limited.
First, we adopted two alternative approaches (a pure and a compiled approach)
to EBMT to tackle some of the problems of SMT. Both approaches have shown
diﬃculties when used in standalone systems to produce good quality MT output. We
also presented diﬀerent ways to improve the output quality by combining the EBMT
approaches with the SMT system which we have shown to be successful in most of
the experiments we have conducted. Furthermore, we have developed a novel EBMT
system using subsentential TM. Integration of subsentential TM with EBMT shows
an improvement when the amount of available resources is limited. In addition,
this integrated approach has the highest improvement in translation quality when
combined with an SMT system and can eﬀectively handle large amounts of training
examples.
At the start of this thesis, in Chapter 2, we reviewed SMT and EBMT, the two
paradigms of interest in our work and outlined suggestions to mitigate the problems
of SMT using EBMT. We observed the strengths of diﬀerent EBMT systems and
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considered the possibility of producing reliable translations with limited amounts
of homogeneous data. We also discussed the TM paradigm and existing research
that attempts to integrate MT and TM to produce automatic high quality end-
to-end translations. Based on this observation, we decided to investigate diﬀerent
EBMT approaches to develop a reasonably good quality MT system based on limited
amounts of data.
In Chapter 3, we implemented a proportional-analogy-based EBMT system using
the approach of Lepage and Denoual (2005a) who found that it performed very well
on data from the IWSLT04 competition. Looking into the nature of the IWSLT04
data (short sentences from the homogeneous BTEC corpus), we anticipated that
the PA-based approach would be eﬀective for translating homogeneous data with
limited resources. However, the approach performs badly in some of our experiments
(English-to-Bangla). We found that the PA-based approach suﬀers from low recall
compared to SMT, since the PA-based approach is unable to ﬁnd any solution in
many cases. We implemented diﬀerent heuristics from the literature and proposed an
additional novel heuristic to improve recall. Finally, we showed that a combination of
both EBMT and SMT can achieve reasonably good improvements over the individual
systems for the NE transliteration task and for the English-to-Chinese MT task.
In Chapter 4, we explored a generalized translation-template-based EBMT tech-
nique (Cicekli and Guvenir, 2001) and the system has shown a similar trend to the
PA-based system in terms of MT quality. The performance of the approach on its
own is quite low compared to the baseline SMT system, but the approach shows
marginal improvements when combined with SMT.
In our third system, we showed a novel strategy of integrating TM into an EBMT
system (EBMTTM) in Chapter 5. This system has shown quite promising results
for all the experiments conducted in this thesis. Marcu (2001a) showed that adding
a TM into an SMT system improved translation quality. In his paper, he further
anticipated that the use of similar techniques for EBMT systems might lead to
improvements in translation quality for homogeneous data. This expectation has
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been successfully corroborated in our experiments. The eﬀect of this approach is far
greater when the input data is homogeneous to the existing example-base (e.g. the
English-to-Bangla experiment in Section 5.4) and when resources are limited (e.g.
the English-to-Turkish experiment in Section 5.7). We have also shown that the ap-
proach works well for a moderately sized corpus (the English-to-French experiments
in Section 5.5.2) for certain sentences. We showed that a feature-based combination
of the EBMTTM approach with SMT has a higher score than the individual baseline
systems. In addition, we provided evidence that we can indeed mitigate some of the
problems of SMT through the use of EBMT techniques.
In Chapter 6, we extend our work to improve the scalability of the EBMTTM
system. The basic EBMTTM system presented in Chapter 5 is a runtime approach
which has high time complexity (due to use of the time-consuming edit-distance
measure) when using a larger example-base. We investigated two alternative ap-
proaches (a heuristic-based and an IR-based approach) to tackle this problem. We
found that the integration of IR-based indexing and retrieval substantially improves
runtime performance without aﬀecting BLEU score.
Now we revisit the research questions we proposed in Chapter 1:
(RQ1) Can we exploit EBMT approaches to build better quality MT systems
compared to purely SMT-based systems when working with limited resources?
(RQ2) Can we use a TM technology within an EBMT system for translating
homogeneous data?
(RQ3) How eﬀectively can we combine EBMT systems with state-of-the-art
phrase-based SMT systems to handle the particular data sparsity in SMT?
(RQ4) If the EBMT/TM-based approach successfully works with limited ho-
mogeneous data, can we scale up the basic system to larger amounts of training
data?
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Initially, we used proportional analogy and a generalized translation-template-
based approach to tackle RQ1. The performance of these two approaches as stan-
dalone systems is quite low when compared to the baseline SMT system. Hence,
these two approaches are unable to ﬁnd a comprehensive answer to the the research
question RQ1. However, the combination of the proportional analogy approach with
SMT partially answers research question RQ3 for two diﬀerent tasks (NE translitera-
tion and English-to-Chinese MT). Like the analogy-based approach, the translation-
template-based approach answers research question RQ3 for two diﬀerent MT tasks,
showing that under certain conditions we can eﬀectively combine an EBMT system
with a phrase-based SMT system to handle the data sparsity problem of SMT.
We integrated a subsentential TM into an EBMT system in response to RQ2 in
Chapter 5. In addition to the user’s TM, we used SMT to construct supplementary
subsentential translation units in the TM. We used the TM in the alignment and
recombination stages of the EBMT system. This approach on its own has shown
promising results when the amount of resource is limited. Hence, this newly devel-
oped system based on RQ2 also successfully addresses the research question RQ1.
We found that the proportional analogy and generalized translation-template-
based approaches had moderate success in answering RQ3. However, the EBMTTM
system has successfully answered RQ3. The EBMTTM method was successfully
combined with the state-of-the-art SMT system using two diﬀerent features (FMS
and EqUS). The integration of the two approaches gave an improvement in both
automatic and human evaluation scores. We combined the EBMTTM with an SMT
system based on certain features to make the best use of the two individual systems.
This integration has proven to be successful in our experiments, when exploiting
both small and medium-sized data.
Finally, we tackled RQ4 in Chapter 6 by applying an IR-based technique to
the matching stage of the EBMTTM system. Experimental results showed that the
integration of IR-based matching improves the scalability of the EBMTTM system
without hampering the translation quality, thus providing a positive answer to RQ4.
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7.1 Contribution
In sum, we have explored diﬀerent EBMT techniques and have proposed a new
EBMT approach using TM to mitigate some of the problems of SMT. In this research
we have made the following contributions:
 We have explored a runtime EBMT approach (using proportional analogy) and
have drawn some conclusions on the best scenario to use this approach. We
have proposed a new heuristic and have compared this with other heuristics
from the literature. Finally, we have shown how these approaches can be
eﬀectively incorporated into a state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT system to
produce better quality translations.
 We have also explored a compiled approach to EBMT and have shown the ef-
fect of combining it with an SMT-based approach for translating homogeneous
data in a resource-poor setting.
 We have presented a novel runtime EBMT system using TM that performs
well with limited amounts of homogeneous data. We have also presented the
use of diﬀerent features to improve the output quality when combining our
EBMTTM system with an SMT system.
 We have shown the eﬀective integration of IR technique (indexing and re-
trieval) within the workﬂow of a runtime EBMT system. Incorporating IR
technology provides us with a much more scalable solution when using a large
example-base.
7.2 Future Work
While this thesis has described a number of data-driven approaches to MT for trans-
lating homogeneous domain-speciﬁc data in a resource-poor setting, there remain a
number of avenues for future work which we believe warrant further exploration.
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As noted in Chapter 5, our EBMTTM system uses a subsentential TM for both
alignment and recombination. The entries in the subsentential TM may contain
incorrect source–target translation equivalences as it is automatically built using
Moses word/phrase alignments. Due to incorrect TU equivalents in the TM, the
EBMTTM system sometimes produces inappropriate alignment between the closest
matched sentence pair hsc; tci. Finding the alignments between source and target
sentences to identify possible edits (to assist CAT users) is still an area of active
research (Esplà et al., 2011b). Instead of fully relying on the TM, we can use align-
ment strength to identify the target correspondence in tc for each of the unmatched
segments in sc, using a geometrical alignment strategy (Esplà et al., 2011a).
In Section 5.3.3, in the recombination stage of the EBMTTM system, we obtain
the translation of the unmatched source segments (segments that need to be added
or substituted in the skeleton translation tc) using subsentential TM. We choose the
most probable target equivalent for the unmatched source segment solely based on
the phrase translation probability and lexical weighting. This is of course a risky
strategy as it will select the same target equivalent for all instances of a given source
segment. This method can be further improved by incorporating an n-gram language
model. The use of a language model will enable the selection of context-informed
target equivalents from the TM.
Though the fuzzy match score (FMS) has shown to be a good estimator for
triggering the use of EBMT systems, the use of more sophisticated features may
produce better quality translations. Following this direction, we have found that
equal number of unmatched segments (EqUS) (in Section 5.5) used in conjunction
with FMS is a good estimator for this purpose. Additionally, more features (e.g.
the maximum length of mismatches, average length of the mismatch) can be ex-
plored to ﬁnd a better triggering environment for an EBMT system. In our current
experimental setup, we empirically decide the threshold of a feature which would
necesitate the use of an EBMT system. This can potentially be extended by using
a machine learning strategy to set the threshold for the features.
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Finally, our present matching algorithm relies solely on the surface form of the
words to ﬁnd the closest matching sentence (in Section 5.3.1). This hypothesis may
have some drawbacks for morphologically-rich languages (e.g. Bangla, Turkish)
as they take on diﬀerent inﬂected forms based on agreement with other words.
Therefore, further linguistic investigation might help to achieve better accuracy
for the EBMTTM approach. Instead of using the surface form of the word, the
EBMT system's processes can be applied at the morpheme level using a source-side
morphological analyzer (to split words into morphemes). Furthermore, a target-
language morphological generator could be used to produce the target-language
surface forms.
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